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AT
A 360 channel radio designed by Terry McMullin
especially for gliding and light aircraft use!

ANNOUNCING THE ASH.360
Compare these features:
1. High sensitivity for maximum receiving range. An input
.of 1 micro volt gives 1OdS signal to noise ratio.
2.

2 watts r.m.s. R.F. output with speech clipping for maximum transmitting range: equivalent to 8 watts p.e.p.

3.

Audio Output 1 watt with provision fot use as an intercomm facility.

4.

Low power consumption-only 50 milljamperes on
receive standby and l/2 ampere on fully modulated transmit at 12 volts.

5.

Type Approval, Class 1, Light Aircraft category F already
applied for.

6.

Specially designed instrument panel for ··the Kestrel
incorporating the ASH.360 tnto the console.
Fully guaranteed for 15 months.

7.

Price £295 (excluding

v.A. T.)

Available from Slingsby Sailplanes, U.K. sole distributors to the
gliding movement from 2!5th June 1973.

AND NOW-A 2 1,4 inch diameter, fast response Vane Type
variometer to make room for it! 2 seconds response time.
The WINTER Type STV-55 1 O-O~ 10 knots.
Price £46 complete with flask (excluding

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES
KIRKBYMOORSIDE, YORKS.
Tel. 31751

Telex 57911

v.A. T.)

YORKSHIRE SAILPLANES LTD.

ANNOUNCE

THE Ys 53 SOVEREIGN
ALL METAL TWO-SEATER
INCORPORATING

*
*
*
*

NOSE HOOK fOR AERO·TOWING
LIGHTER CONTROLS FOR BETTER HANDLlNG
DE-LUXE COCKPIT INTERIOR
GLfDE RATIO OF 1:28

AGENTS FOR

PILATUS 84
ALL METAL SINGLE-SEATER
GLIDE RAT10 1:35
For further details contact:
GERRY KEMP or JJM SECK
Yorkshire Sailplanes Ltd., Melmerby Industrial Estate, Melmerby, Ripon,
Yorkshire
Telephone; Melmerb)' 391 (STD Code 076 584)
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WE ARE GETTING BIGGER

SAILPLANE & GLIDING is changing its format. This was decided at
the last Magazine Committee Meeting and follows literally months
of careful consideration and costing.
It was felt the larger size will help project a modern image and give
great,er scope for the presentation of articles, photographs and
illustrations.
We are naturally excited by this step and hope our readers, including
the minority who admit being resistant to change, will assess it an
advancement, not a retrogression.
Obviously it wouldn't be practical to alter during the middle of the
year, so we will wait until the beginning of 1974 for our new look.
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READING A MAP
This is the first of three articles written by Ann Welcb for the less experienced
cross-country pilot. Thenext is "Reading a Weather Map" with "Foreseeing a
Collision" completing the trio.
LIDER navigation is basically map
G
reading. The compass is useful only
for maintaining the correct intended
direction-but only if you know what
that is in the first place. There is much
to have to concentrate on when flying
cross-eountry, but early ones at least are
usually done in good visibility, so that
eye-ball location of the landmarks ahead
is easy.
This is a basic difference from light
aeroplane navigation where you calculate
a course from a compound of speed,
wind, magnetic variation and deviation
etc simply because you may not be able
to see whe.re you are going-and this is
why ill an aeroplane it is not di.fficult to
go miles off course without realising it.
In a glider y,ou essentially fly visually
from landmark to landmark, locating the
first one before you leave base and
remembering 10 locate each next one
before you finally lose sight of the last.
Because you are travelling relatively
slowly and seeing the world by constant
circling there is absolutely no reason why
you should ever get lost. But life is not
like that; it is just as easy to get lost in
a glider as in any other sort of airborne
vehicle, balloons not excepted. There are
many reasons:•
Mistakenly or carelessly starting off
in an unintended direction.
•
Concentrating on circling and forgetting about posi,tion.
•
Getting low and fumbling endlessly
in weak lift.
•
Assuming that you won't get lost,
and/or
•
Deceiving yourself that the features
on the ground and on the map tie
up, when they don't.
Since it is important that you do not
get lost, and by lost I mean really lost
and not merely temporarily unsure of
the actual position, some planning is
necessary.
The first step in navigating crosscountry is to think about it-not at
breakfast on The Day but from the
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moment you land after getting your C.
On that Day celebrate by buying yourself a map preferably without a transparent film surface. At this stage the t
million, about 4m: linch, is probably
more useful than the half million. Now,
find out and list the usual Silver badge
milk runs and lookm triangles that are
u~ed from YQur club and study the map
With t~ese tli~ts in mind, dra~ing any
track bnes With a soft pencil. Fold the
map so that tbe most likely crosscountries are presented in a manageable
way, and do not do any further solo
flying without taking your map along.
There are two ways of looking at the
map. Normally, that is with N at. the
top and the abiHty to read all the funny
names; or easily that is, turned so that
your line points "through" the nose of
the aircraft and the way that you will
want to go. This is simpler for all flight
directions except, of course, N.
F1ying Straight In the air teach yourself what the countryside should look like
for starting off in the various crosscountry directions, and how to fly straight
on track. For example: "we should pass
about a mile to the left of that town,
and right away in the distance I can see
the Downs-they should be about two to
three miles away to our left if we should
ever get that far:'
Now point the glider in the direction
of this future cross-country, give the
compass time tQ settle down and read
what it says. If you have plenty of height,
fly off in the intended direction a mile
or so strictly on the compass heading
and see what happens. The wind will
probably drift you off your hoped-for
line; so get some more lift, go back and
start. again, this time heading a bit into
tbe wind to counteract the drift. Fly off
on this new heading and see what
happens.
With a bit of practi~ you will find
that you can soon build in an approximate drift correction without wasting
time, which means. that you will now
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have a better chance of starting your
real cross-country in the right direction.
and of flying to your landmarks or goal
in a straight line. instead of creating one
of those' beautiful shapes that is really
best left to a french curve (Diag. 1)~
Now to concentrate on reading that
map. What you are trying to do is to
continuously relate your position to those
of ground features around you. What
you are NOT trying to do is to know
all about the hamlet directly beneath you
-it is quite unimportant even if your
girl friend lives there. You can relate
your position by comparison-UMy line
goes exactly between Newtown and
Oldburg so I will be on my line if each
town stays abollt the same distance away
on either side of me."
You can also relate your position by
the angle of ground features to your
pencil line on the map-uI am on my
line if the motorway that I should see
soon converges at an angle of about
100," or, "When I hit the ,canal it should
be exactly at right angles to my
approach."
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If these things happen as expected you
are tlying in the right direction, so
observe the compass heading. And get
into the habit of ,checking the time on
reaching prominent land marks. When
planning a flight you should note any
line fea,tures within ten, even 15, miles
of your track because, certainly in
Britain, there are enough r,oads, railways,
rivers, bridges, or canals to almost
guarantee you will not get lost if you
use them properly.
Look at the map and you will see that
such features invariably make a collection of contained areas more or less
straddling your line. If you are over any
of them you cannot be lost unless you
fly across its boundary by mistak.e-avoidable by simple observation. Using
containment areas means that you can
constantly check on whether or not you
are making good your line, or whe.ther
you should head a bit more into wind
between thermals.
It will be seen from Diagram 2 how,
for example, you would set off from
base, getting a preliminary check frem
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some well known local landmark like the
pub, passing just to its left. You nQW
know that you are setting off in the right
direction, but ahead there is nothing in
the featureless landscape to make for
next. But if you continue on your compass course (so you fly straight) in even
approximately the right direction you
cannot become lost unless. you cross
either the railway or the big A road without noticing it. If visibility is in excess
of five miles you should be able to pic:k
up one or the other quite soon. As you
fly or c:irc:le nearer c:heck the angle of
the railway to your apparent approach
path and then check it against the line
on Y9.ur map.
If you are approaching the railway,
or it is approachIng you, too square on
there is obviously drift from your right.
so between thermals you should head off
at an angle to the right of your line in
order that your final path made good
continues to straddle the line on your
map. If the lift is strong you will not
have such a problem with crosswinds as
you will when the lift is weak, when you
have to spend such a long time in the
thermals that you get carried away,
literally.
Initially it may be difficult to know at
what sort of an angle to your line you
should try to fly to compensate for 'the
wind, but what you are aiming for is to
be able to start circling in each new
·therm.al from a position somewhat upwind on the line on your map-sincc it
is goin~ to leave you dOWflwind at the
top. It IS, of course, possible to calculate
a very efficient course to fly from all the
relevant data, but since the efficient use
of the lift should have' first call on your
overloaded concentration it will be
enough to make a commonsense assessment. IDiag. 3).
e
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MiDimum An:le. You obviously want
to head into the wind at the minimum
angle, since if you overd.o it you can
reach a st.aie where you may .Dot be
going anywhere at all, but you must get
upwind of the line before you can
reasonably expect to use the next thermal.
So if thermals are weak and close together but the wind is strong, you may
have to head back at an angle of np to
45° to your line·, but never more; if,
however, although the wind is fresh
thermals are strong and well spaced out
you will be able to make your way to
windward of your line at a much more
gentle angle.
But what do you do if, after a particularly tedious spell of .circling in a
thermal with a strange glider whose pilot
does not appear to have noticed you,
the countryside below has gone all
strange? First of all note the time and
do a couple of gentle circles looking
carefully around to the horizon for any
feature. however far QWay, that you
might recognise; and check back to when
you were last on course with a positiontime check. The elapsed time since you
passed the position may enable you to
work out roughly how far you could
have flown.
Look AroUDd. Refresh your memory
with a look at this position on the map.
Have a really good look ar0und to see
if this feature is still even faintly visible.
If not, return to the near horizon, study
for a large feature, and endeavour to
positively identify it. It is helpful to stay
in any thermal even if you use it badly;
avoid flying vaguely about. As soon as
you have located this large feature-the
Malvern Hills, Southampton Water, the
East Coast-try to see if it is possible
to work out some sort of relationship
with it. For example, "If that distant
estuary is the Bigmouth, as I'm sure it
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is, it runs N·S and I am NE of the bend
in it, probably about 9-10 miles NE. So
what other features should I be able to
see?" (Diag. 4).

Look at the map. IS- miles to the east
of tbe Estuary a large old. town with lots
of r9ads radiating from the centre is
markied. Wolk out in which direction to

look for it and do so. If you cannot see
it, but you ought to be able to, c;he<:k
again that you are looking in the right
direction and look all around there.
When you've located the town-and it
has to be there somewhere if 'you got
the estuary right-you now have two
checks. You are about 9-10 miles NE
of the estuary bend and about 8 miles
NW of the town. So you now have an
approximate position. So look .around
again, a bit nearer now either at the map
for a feature that you can look for on
the ground, or for a prominent landmark
that should be on the map. When you
have located this you know exactly
where you are.
All you have to do now is to note the
time, find some more lift, use it
efficiently, work out which way you
ought to go, positively identify some
good features ahead in relation to either
your line or the, temporary line you Med,
hopefully, to ,make good your' track, and
go singing on your way.

The first CROSS-COUNTRY and AIRSPACE
Advice from JOHN EL.LIS
Chairman of the BGA Airspace Committee

s a certain well known comedian
A
might say, if he was a glider pilot,
"Airspace is with what we fly in". This
is true, but lots of other people fiy in it
as well, and when I talk .about Airspace,
I mean those bits which we cannot fiy
in or those bits which we <:an fiy in, \)ut
only some of the time.
The first cross-country fiight in a
glider often takes a real mental effort
on the part of the pilot concerned. First
of all, there is the plann.ing required,
then tne right day, then the apparent
difficulty of actually getting the beast to
slay up at all in the local area-even
though all those other people are soaring
up to great heights, including those who
haven't yet got their Bronze C so can't
go cross-country.
Then having eventually got up to
3,OOOft or so there's the "home aerodrome syndrome" problem to overcome.
Once over that, there's usually no ther-

mal to justify having burnt one's boats,
and even assuming there is, there's the
terrible prQbl~ of navigation. All in all,
the first cross-country can be a splendid
epic, good for much booze in the bar
when successfully completed.
Airspll(e. Often hidden amongst all the
other problems of a first cross-country
are those of AIRSPACE. It is very
difficult to keep in mind that apart from
staying up, and fiying in the right diI:ection, it is of prime imp9rtance not to fiy
in those areas which are prohibited for
one reason or another.. This .really starts
in the planning stage. The usual system
is that either a club has one or more, so
called, milk runs fot first ,cross-countries,
or the duty ,instructor will appmve the
cross·.country drawn on the map of the
aspiring cross-countryee (for want of a
better word).
Wherever possible, these routes should
be chosen to avoid any possibility of in163

fringement. It goes without saying that
they should not be aimed directly at
prohibited areas, but also they shouldn't
skirt them. They should not if possible
cross airways, or go directly over busy
power airfields etc etc. This is a counsel
of perfection, and if it is possible to plan
the route in tbis way, the pilot can then
virtually forget ab@llt the Airspace side
and concentrate on all the other
difficul ties.
ComplicatiollS.
UnfortUll,ately,
of
course, we live in a difficult world and
many clubs find it impossible to plan
flights in this way. There are so many
areas of the country where to route clear
of all 1'eStrictions would mean a cessation
of cross-country flying. This implies that
having chosen our necessarily less than
perfect route, the pilot must have some
prior knowledge of the Airspace problems
involved. For the milk runs I would
suggest that clubs set up a self-briefing
service. This would of course show the
route on an up-to-date map, with track
and distance information and good hmd·
marks marked for aid in navigation. It
could also show distimctively all the
associated prohibited Airspace with
vertical cross sections, including Air
Traffic Zones.
Also a repeat of the YMC criteria, both
in written form and drawn in vertical
cross section with little diagrams of
gliders and cloud etc showing what is
and what isn't allowed. There is great
scope here for the local artist. This makes
the job of the duty instructor much
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simpler, in that all he has to do is to
ask one or two questions before authorising the flight-wrong answers-no flight.
For the pilot who has planned a "non
standard" first cross-country most of the
above applies. First, is the route likely to
lead to an infringement and if so does
the pilot really understand how to avoid
one? This is more a question of thorough
briefing, but still the questions can be
fitted in. 1. am assuming of course that
all instructors are fully aware of all the
Rules and Regulations ete-what else?
Having wandered off slightly by
addressing remarks to Instructors, I must
come back to the first cross-country pilG!.
The Airspace regulations are very complicated, but YGU are not expected to
know all Gf them. However it is common
sense to know exactly where you can't
go and when. Study your planned route,
or the local club route and ask questions
about it, it's too late after you've been
hooked on. Know the VMC criteria
thoroughly, apply them honestly and
harm will not befall you.
If you get lost, as does happen on rare
occasions, even to those who have
actually flown more than one efGSScountry, decide Gn whether or not there
is a possibility that you might be flying
into an area where you shouldn't. If this
is likely, no problem, LAND before you
get there. But not at that big airfield
with several runways, very large buildings
in the centre and about two hundred
civil aircraft-it's London Heathrow and
my word have you got some explaining!

Positioning For Turning Point Photographs
By JOHN GlOSSOP

incoming track as possible should be
used, eg the station B, tunnel mouth A
or the large wooded area C. This target
feature can be any distance from a few
hundred yards to several miles short of
the turning point.
The glider should then simply be flown
just past the turning point and turned.
When the turning point appears as at C,
in Figure 2, the glider is banked and the
tumin.$ point photographed. If the turning POlOt appears as at A or B, the photograph would be taken too soon or too
late respectively. In practice the turning
point can be rounded much more tightly
than the diagram indicates.
The only map marking required is the
trackline. Provided the features are correctly lined up, the photograph will be
a.cccptable whatever the glider's altitude
or distance from the turning point. (subject to the maximum 10km).
Fi,u~

1

OST competition pilots take recogM
nisable photographs of turning
points, with or without fixed CaJDelll
mountings, lenshoods back-up cameras
etc (see S&G Feb 1971, plO). Many,
however, prove unsatisfactory because the
glider was not in the photographic zone
at the time the photograph was taken.
Marking the zone on the map doesn't
always help as the worst field of vision
in a glider is vertically below it. The exact
ground position of the glider is almost
impossible to determine, particularly
when at a reasonable altitude.
I have used the method described
for sevellll years with a hundred percentage success. (So far!)
Figure I shows a sketch of a typi.cal
turning point taken at random. In this
case the crossroads in Ampthill. The
track in is ENE and out NW. The photographic zone is therefore ZZ.
It follows that if a straight line is
formed by any feature in sector XX,
thro\lgh the turning point and on to the
glider, then the glider must be in the
photographic zone.
The railway station at 0 could be used
but in practice a feature as close to the

:c

,

Figu~

2

F. N. SLlNGSBY
With the utmost regret we an·
nounce that after a prolonged illness
Fred Slingsby, aged 78, died peacefully at his home on Monday, May
21. An obituary will appear in ou.r
next issue.
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Is gliding for the "oldies"? Has the sport lost its sense of fun and adventure?
Do we discourage the inexperienced pilot with sophisticated equipment and
over-taring competitions?
TONY RYAN of New Zealand asked these questions in a pertinent thesis sent
to his country's magazine "Gliding Kiwi". The article stimulated so much
comment, he thought it was of more than ,local interest.

GLIDING-Where Do We Go
From Here?
UR Club is similar to others I have
O
had dealings with and from what I
read in both local and overseas magazines, it is not very different from gliding
clubs anywhere. But a number of
characteristics of this-rather typicalclub seem worthy of remark.
Although membership is., gf"owing
steadily, there is a fairly large 'turnover, a
significant proportion of members "drop
out" wi,thin a year or so of joining. The
usual faithful "hard core" consists almost
entirely of "oldies", indeed it is a matter
often commented on that young people
rarely seem interested in gliding, members
younger than about 25 are often immediate family of older members..
While I do not subscribe to the notion
that the wbole world belongs to the
under-20's, still I do believe that there is
something wrong with an active, challenging sport which canoot attract at least a
representative membership from among
the younger generation.
It raises serious doubts as to the longtcnn viability of the sport if it cannot
rely on a regular entry of fresh young
blood, eager to have a go and willing to
stick with it and so become the hard
core of a few years hence.
Forty years ago, when sporting gliding
was young, there war plenty of young
blood in the game-look at photos of
early gliding events.
It seems to me that, somewhere along
the route, gliding has lost its sense of fun
and adventure. This loss appears to me
to be a serious one and unfortunatelY it
is closely related to the drive to improve
performance to the ultimate thrOUgh
te<;hnical adV!lncement of aircraft design
which has caused the cost of airc:raft166

and hence of gliding-to go up as if in a
super-thermal.
Now, don't misunderstand me., technical advancement is not wrong and I
am not saying that we should all be flying
Minimoas and Weihes, but, by limiting
our attention to the world of exotic
"Gummi-fliigels" to the virtual exclusion
of any real interest in simpler aircraft we
are becoming a race of moneyed
eccentrics increasingly more separated
from the mainstreams of sporting interests-and of new blood.
Time was when a small group of
enthusiasts with energy and time, but
little money. could build themselves a
passable aircraft in a year or two of
hard work and then have a lot of fun
with it.
Now, you just have to have a very deep
pocket indeed, ,or be content with an
ageing wooden aircraft which is stilI fun
to fly and to adventure in-but you have
to do it on your own. your aircraft is
"not with it" and there is little encouragement for you.
No wonder the young folk pass u.s by!
Or if they are mad keen on aviation they
turn to sky~iving or to hang-gliders.
We look with some concern at the

hang-glider advocates, shake our hoalY
heads and say .. It's not cricket" or words
to that effect. Worse still, we say "Let's
not have anything to do with them, they
are bound to have accidents and if we
acknowledge their existenc:e they will get
us into disrepute."
But, the hang-glider boys have got
something-they are having enormous
fun, they are flying, and it's not costing
them a packet.
You could compare the "official" sport
of gliding, as it now exists, to what yachting would be like if it were restricted to
the big ocean-going racers only (or motor
sport, if it were restricted to Formula I
Grand Prix only).
Yachting started to go the way that we
are going, but realised the error and introduced a wide spectrum of classesall of modem design-right down to the
tiny one-boy dinghies which encourage
the keen youngster to get into the sport
early and find his feet in the company
of many other juniors all sailing the same
type of boat,
.
Sure, we have a different situation in
gliding, I don't forget this, but nor do I
forget that drain-off of potential
enthusiasts into other sports be<;ause they
see us !is too exclusive and too expensive.
(Incidentally, exactly the same difficulties
were raised in yachting, when the idea of
one-design classes was first discussed!).
In the last three or four years interest
in competition gliding has focused on
Standard Class as never before. Why?
Because the lines of development within
the formula have so converged that we
almost have a "one-design" Class and the
competition is patently between pilots and
not between their cheque-books. This is
fine, but Standard Class is still too expensive and exclusive.
We need equivalents to the P-Class
dinghies and Moth<:lass boats as well as
to the One-Ton Cup (Standard Class?)
and America's Cup (Open Class?) giants.
Yes, this is, in part, a plea for onedesign gliding.

Possa1JIe Solution. I'm well aware of
the difficulties and that "our situation is
not the same as yachting". However, I
am sure that, if we want it, the problems
can be licked. After aU, there are already
some "de facto" one-design classes. In,
the USA 1-26 competitions are quite

numerous and attract big and enthusiastic
entries, yet the performance of a 1-26 is
little better than the average two-seater
trainer. Elsewhere the K~ fills this
role.
High performance is not ~ry. A
design suitable for home construction is
necessary. Something aerodynamically
better and safer than a Rogallo hangglider, yet not vastly more expensive,
could be the {!leans of attracting a great
store of top-pilot-potential into our sport.
Once in, this potential could be realised
if there is a reasonable gradation of 'steps
from the cheap do-it-yourself machine up
through several stages of sophistication
to the Open Class. The keen member
could then find all' the challenge and
competition he desires at whichever level
he can afford, or to which his ability will
rai~ him-as happens now in yachting.
Another urgent need-perhaps even
more urgent than suitable aircraft. and
certainly more immediately possibl&-is
competition opportunities for the relatively inexperienced. We need suitablygraded competitions to encourage 'and
bring-on these pilots. What's more, senior
pilots must not be allowed to use these
competitions as practice grounds for their
own skills.

Discouragement. When this is done (as
happens now in local affairs) the junior
pilots are doubly discouraged-firstly because the task-setters cannot but help to
take the senior pilots' abilities into
aecount and thus set tasks which are discouragingly tough for the relative beginner, but secondly, and even more
powerfully, because the beginner has no
chance whatever of winning.
The junior pilot is immensely encouraged if he can take home a small
trophy to brag about-never mind that
it was only a junior competition-he WOIl
it!! But wh.at can he say at home if he
came an "honourable fifth" next in
line behind four much more experienced
pilots in much better gliders? Other club
members may appreciate his effort, but
his wife and drinking mates won't, and
this could quite easily turn him off gliding
altogether, whereas some encouragement
and a fair chance to win a minor trophy
could have pushed him well ahead.
Most other sports have properly-graded
competition, why not gliding?
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Suggestions On Handicapping
By M. WELLS

HE present system of hafldicapping
T
used in this country has for a number of years bce.n based upon an excellent
piece of work by the BGA Handicapping
Committee. The basis of this system is
the assumption of the "average British
thermal" which enables climb/glide ratios
to be established and allows calculations
of speeds and a handicap figure. (See
S&G December 1967, p. 459.)
The existing method of handicapping
is, however, faulty in that it makes use
of calculations based upon a model
atmosphere which assumes still ail'. This,
as all pilots know, is not the case. The
air is often very far from still, but the
existing handicaps are accepted because
it is believed that the upwind and downwind components of a dosed task will
average out to zero knots or still air.
This assumption does appear logical,
but in fact it is not true! A glider is for
a large proponion of such a tas.k. flying
against a headWind.
The type of thinking set down above
is best illustrated by an example. Assuming a Skylark 3 is flying a task at 90° to
the wind, which is 20kts, the present
handicap system allows for an average
air speed of Z8.3kts, and so the pilot will
have to allow for a headwind componeat
of approximately 14kts (see fi·gure I).
This shows that the mean wind in such
conditions is not zero when related to a
glider. This also raises the point that the
lower the performance of the glider, the
higher the headwind component will be
in such a situation.
Now if the information used for the
present handicap system is extended to
TABLE I.
K ....
Edgebuton
MildenhaU
Plymouth
Abinadon
Aberporth
B1dston
Durham
Edinburgh

MEAN AIRSPEED
28'3 Kt

Scale 1~ 20 kt

GROUNDSPEED

20-1 kt

take account of a standard wind at an
altitude of 2,OOOft and above, we have
an opponunity to establish a more representative handicap list.
Meteorological stations distributed over
the country have collected information on
average surface winds. If such averages
are tak-en for the summer months of say
April to September and once again
averaged for the whole of the country,
the "average British surface wind" can be
established (see table I).
Using an average surface wind of
7.7kts, the wind at 2,OOOft can be
approximated by use of a commonly
accepted multiplication factor of between
two and three. This will indicate the
average wind speed is close to 15kts.
which can now be termed the "average
British wind". This figure also makes
allowance for winds which are too strong
for glider flights in that this figure could
be as much as 22kts.
Having established an "average British
wind" we can now calculate actual cross-

Average wind speed in knots taken over len years
Atwil
May
lune
July
8.0
7.5
6.5
6.j
8.5
8.5
7.5
7.5
80
7.5
6.5
6.5
10.0
8.5
8.j
9.5
7.5
7.0
6.0
6.0
10.0
9.0
8.0
S.5
9.0
8.5
8.0
8.5
6.0
S.S
5.5
7.5
7.0
8.5
7.0
6.5

AullU$t

6.5
1.5
7.0
85
6.0
9.0
8.0
5.5
7.0

Summer
Sept

65
8.5

7.0
10

Avcl1llC

11<1S

81m
7klS
9.3kls

6.5

6.Skt.

8,,5

9.3kt.
8.66kls
6k'-'
7.Skts

10.5
10.5
7.0

Overall avenlle 1.7Itu
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country speeds against wind direction for
all gliders (see figure 2).

GROUNDSPEED

8.

TRACK

Fig",. 2

Using the Sk.ylark 3 as the datum
glider, the actual cross-country speeds
achieved can be used as the basis of the
new handicap graph against which other
gliders can be related (see graph I).
HANDICAPS AGAINST AVERAGE
WIND SPEED AND DIRECT10N

When other gliders are now compared
with this new datum it will be seen that
the percentage handicap varies greatly
with the wind direction. The handicapped
performances of gliders calculated 00 this
basis move clo~r on downwind only
tasks and further apart on upwind tasks.
The cune of these relative percentages
crosses .the existing handicap line well
before 90° (or the mean wind direction
to task: track:) and actually crosses the
90° line at an approximate average be·
tween the extreme upwind and downwind
handicaps. This now allows handicap
figures to be calculated on all gliders
with the "average British wind" at 90·
to task track. See specimen calculations,
table 2.
Working back from the present handicap figure, average air speeds for all
gliders can be found. This allows calculation of a handicap which has been
taken to the nearest 2%.
PROPOSED HANDICAPS

% Sailplane Type
S8 Sigma
68
72

74
80
82
.84
86
91
94
98
lOO
102
108
112
116
118
122
126
140

180

Graph 7
TABLE 2
'Glider
Skylark
Std LibeJle

Min.
Sink
1.2
1.14

Speed at
Min.
Sink
41.0
4()

150
Climb

2.33
2.32

ASW-12, Kestrel 19, Nimbus 2
Kestrel 17
BS-I, Diamant 18
Cirrus, Phoebus J7, HP-l4c (ISm),
SHK
Diamant 16.5, KH-I
Std Libelle, ASW-IS" Std Cirrus,
LS-I, etc.
Dart 17, Fok:a 5, Torva Sprite
K-6E
Olympia 419, Foka 4, Vasama,
SF-27M
Dart IS, Skylark 4, Pirat
Skylark 3, K-6cR. Olympia 403
Olympia 463, M-lOOs, Fauvette,
K-14, BG-135
K-8, Jasltolka
Skylark 2, SF-26
K-13, lUanilt, Eagle, Bocian
Sky, Weihe
K-2, K-7, Capstan, Mucha Std
SFS-31, Milan
Olympia 2B, Kranich, Meise

Speed to Sink at
Fly
Speed
to Fly
52
US
1.82
59.25

v:r:r

Averace A ~
Air
Speed
28.3
IS
15
32.1

XC

Revi.ted

Speed

H'cap %

14.0
28.3

100
85
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148 ASK-16, Tandem FaJke
190 RF-5B (l7m)
208 Falkc; SF-2SB
For those pilots whe think such a rehandicapping is too harsh, it should be
pointed out that a number of advantages
still exist in flying a high performanee
glider. These being:(a) That there is only a limited period
during the day when soaring can take
place. and so the faster glider will be
more likely to finish the task and get
speed points.
(b) That no account has been taken of
"thermal density" which can often allow
higher performance gliders to sample
more thermals and achieve a higher
average rate of climb, and can in extreme
cases make the difference between reaching and not reaching the next thermal.
(c) That no account is taken of tasks
being given an upwind bias.
In ceoclusion, I think this type of
handicapping would approachr-a mOre
realistic basis in that it makes 'allowance
for penetration. Unfortunately, being'
based on averages, shortcomings must

NEW
COOK ELECTRIC VARIO
EASY TO INSTALL IN MODERN
GLIDERS
FAST .RESPONSE WITH IDEAL
DAMPING
NO ZERO SETIING REQUIRED
RELIABLE AND ACCURATE
FLAT SATIERY PROBLEM SOLVED
QUICK SERVICE AND REPAIR
ECONOMICALLY PRICED
COOK TOTAL ENERGY AND
AUDIO UNITS AVAILABLE

J. HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
2' Dimple Road, Matlock
Derbyshire Tel Matlock 3269
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exist. However, unless a number of handicap lists are used for various conditions,
thiS system should provide a reasonable
compromise.
IAN STRACHAN, ChaiJ1Jlan, BOA
Handicapping Committee, comments:Mr. Wells' general thesis that win4
should be used in closed circuit calculations is absolutely correct in the UK
where nil wind conditions are a rarity.
!he present handicap system was set up
10 1967 when less closed circuit fiying
took place and the known approximation
of "nil wind" was more reasonable.
Each year the Flying Committee, to
which the Handicapping Committee report, reviews the handicap system as well
as individual percentages for the coming
year. Over the years some changes have
been proposed and discussed but the
system has not been changed as it
appeared to be working passably well.
However, for 1974 or 1975, change5
are likely to be made as a result of task
setting trends and a better knowledge of
UK thermal structure. At the same time,
the datum glider will probably be updated and the handicap figures inverted
so as to be directly proportional to crosscountry speeds instead of inversely as at
present. Any average wind used will be
based on values at soaring heights and
times of day over typical UK contest
country during the May-August contest
season.

REPORT EVEN MINOR AcctDENTS

There is evidence that a small num,ber
of accidents have not been reported at
all. This is worrying the Safety Panel
officers.
The Chairman, lan Dandie, feels it is
likely this has always been the case but
the practice is to be discouraged as,
should it become prevalent, it would
detract from the value of the statistics
and hamper accident preventioo where
this is based on developing accident
trends.
He stresses that the responsibility for
placing the report lies with the club from
whose site the glider is launched or with
the operat(jr when flying from a nonBGA site,

PIRAT

PIRAT

15M 1:33.2 glide angle. Price delivered Booker Airfield,
Madow, Bucks. with full set of instruments excluding
altimeter. £2,575. Quick delivery.

COBRA 1 5

15M sailplane. Winner of many international competitions.
1:38 glide angle. Price delivered U.K. with futl set of instruments excluding altimeter. £3,239. Quick delivery.
Demonstrations now available. Write for details.

BoolAH lE

Two-seater. Price delivered Booker Airfield £2,515.
Quick delivery.
Trailers for above from £370 (Iow profile)
These prices do not include VAT.
Write or phone for details.

Polisl:l Tug Aircraft WILGA 35. Full .British C of A now granted. Very
cheap to operate. Price on application. Delivery 3 months.
Full range of PZL Instruments In stock.
For full details contact John Strugnell at;
DALTRADE LTD., 110 C.nnon St....t. London. E.C.4
Telephone 01-623 5464 or evenings Boume End 23458
Sole Exporters - Pezetel, 4a Czestochowska Street, Warsaw, Poland
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Photo: Beve.ley Hill

A Wi/ga lowing Ihree gliders on a non-conlesl day 'of Ihe 1972 Booker Regionals <11 Wycombe Air
Park. Tht Irio ott a K-6E owned by 'Shep' Shepherd. J. RQlph's Darl and a Sld Cirrw b.elonging
10 G. ShalD,

How Others See US
THE eolourful descriptioFls of the newspaper world when a glider lands out have
been a standard joke for years yet, although there may be a boom in the sport,
this regular weekend occurrence still
makes headlines.
AI~eady this year we have been sent a
mass of cuttings taken from newspapers
all over the country plotting the exploits
of what must by now be regarded by the
uninitiated as the most hazardous of
pursuits. The accounts are dotted with
the well-worn pbrases "pilot \Inhurt",
~glider undamaged".
So far ,a Northumbrian club member
has come-off worse through the public's
good intentions ,and the >dramatic interpretation by 'the p'ress, although the incident certainly warranted space1
The saga starts with the Northern
Echo's account of a "Glider Forced
Down". Althoogh the pilot gave a
In

patient and considered explanation of
why he landed from a height of 6,OOOfl,
his comments claimed two more para'graphs,
"Mr J. Gibens of Hayden Bridge,
Hexham, who came out of the ordeal
unhurt, said he ran into bad weather conditions after turning to make his way
back to the Northumbria gliding club.
~ 'There was little danger involved,' he
said, 'because I had time to select my
spot. Our training prepares us for this
kind of thing'."
But this was only the start. The
Journal, a rival concern, printed a large
phDtograph of him sittiFlg a.longside the
wi,ng tip with a live'ly descript,ion of his
flight ending "in a full-scale emergency,"
Apparently after he "ran out of air"
ah eagle-eyed member of the public
phoned the police and. reported a plane
crash. Five fire engines, four am'bulances
and a lIeet of assorted police vehicles
were converging on the field as he landed.

How to.get "SAILPLANE & GLIDING"
"Sailplane &. Gliding" can be
£2.16 post {n:e for an annual
Victoria Street. London SW1H OJB.
bulk ordc:rs of 12 copies or more.
Glidina Association

obtained in the UK at all Gliding Clubs. or send
subsCription to: Britisb Glidilll Assoc:iatioll. 75
Single copies, including post 36p. Enquiries regarding
at wholesale pnces. should be made lo the British

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA:

T. R. Beasley. Soarinl Supplies, PO Box 621. St Laurellt 379
(MTI.) PQ. (SilleLe copies US $1.00 or $6.00 annually.)

HOLLAND:

J.Th van Eck. Noordvliet 6. Ma.soluis.

SWEDEN:

FIn Biblioteket. GPO Box 2, S-26O 70 LiUJ1llbybed.

USA:

Please apply direct to British Qlidil>ll Association. Payable in
either Sterlina or Dollars (See Canada). International Money
Orders preferred.

AUSTRALIA:

Peter Hanneman. Soarina Imports Pty Ltd. 11 Cranbrook Place.
lIIawong. NSW2232.

Red Leather Cloth Biade., takin. 12 ilrau (two yee.." £1,00 pIu!
WIU .... IoiIuI y _ .CA PMMut P,,1eI UllbMlls.

top .......ce.

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED
offers YOU a complete gliding service whether your sallplan. Is
m.de of wood, metAll or glass-fibre.
Big stock of aircraft ply, instruments. aero-tow rope, etc., etc
Send s.a.e. for price list.

Call In, write or phone-

KEN FRIPP,
SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES UMITeD,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.
T.lephone: H.....I.rd 358 or 025 68'3 359

Stockists for all PZL Instruments and Equipment
Stockists tor G.Q. Parachutes
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How We Bungeyed
To The Bottom from
By ANlHONY EDWARDS
Bincombe Bumps
Cambridge University Gliding C!ub

OUR-hundred-and-three years
F
- with commendable foresight,

ago,
the
Fellows of Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge, purchased the manor of Bincombe in Dorset, complete with Bincombe Hill (531ft) and its six tumuli,
known locally as the 'Bumps'. Four
hundred years later the Fellows elected
me to their number, and a bungey expedition to the Bumps became Almost
Inevitable.
Do you remember the anticyclone
which provided such unseasonable
weather in the middle of March? We do,
and so do the cattle on Bincombe Hill.
For a whole week the wind strength never
reached double figures, and the cattle
were much perplexed by the vigour with
which eight undergraduates of the
University of Cambridge defended thirty
yards of elastic rope which they repeatedly laid out on the hill. Steve Gibson, Mike Thomas, Duncan Cumming,
Nick Donaldson, Desmond Pearce,
Richard Walsh, and Steve O'Collatd,
accompanied by their bungeymaster and
his wife Catharina, were learning the
noble art of bungeying. We took one of
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the club's Swallows and the Edwards
family Olympia 463 "Cockleshell".
On the first weekend the Swallow was
flown at Tarrant Rushton, home of the
Dorset gliding club, whose hospitality
was much appreciated.
But for the rest of the time we had to
rely on our bungey. And bungeys like
wind. An early morning reconnaissance
on Monday revealed a light northerly, so
after breakfast we set off inland to Batcombe Hill to find a north face. We found
it, shimmering in a flat calm, with no
launching site anyway. Richard thought
of telephoning Upavon for some weather,
and soon we were on the way back to
Bincombe with the promise of a sea
breeze to soar.
Now the sea breeze in March is not
very strong, and our hill was not very
large-about 230ft of slope and then a
slight incline of another 200ft to the
bottom field. Nothing daunted, we laid
out our three strands of bungey, and
drove a land anchor into the hill to take
the hungeys at full stretch, the upper end
being secured by an Ottfllf h00k which
was tethered to the Land-Rover. Cockle-

shell was rigged and positioned-this was
her fifteenth different expedition site, SQ
she had no qualms. Her "ilot, in spite
of greater experience. was not Sfl sure.
And therein lies part of·the pleasure of
fiying gliders off new ,hills, for every
,launch is all adventure-especially if the
hill is 230ft by half a mile.
Four stalwarts stretched the bungeys
down the slope in front of me and slipped
the rings over the land anchor. Not
daring to wait lest the faint zephyr disappeared altogether, 1 gave the signal and
was launched down the hill. Splutter
through the cowpats, and Cockleshell
trundled into her element. With 34kts
on the clock I nursed her round a gentle
turn towards the slope.
Since the launch had ~onsumed about
50ft. I had 180ft of hill left, and
gravity was winning. The grain store
which marked the end of the beat loomed
unnegotiably large and I turned before
it, out into the valley to demonstrate to
the· llflqergraduates (wh~ elf,perience
was one field landing between the eight
of them) how to land in a field. Since it
was my 68, it caused no problem.
Sadly we derigged Cockleshell and
took her back to our camp.
Tuesday, alas, was much the same, and
in the afternoon, afterCatharina had
been the guinea-pig in Cockleshell, Steve
O'Collard-a power pilot-did his first
glidel' field landing. NClIt Duncan made
the trip, hopping the near hedge with
great agility, and then we sent off
Desmond. He managed a whole beat
back along the hill before turning away
for the inevitable landing.
I waited with Cockleshell in the hope
that the breeze might freshen in the
evening, but without being rewarded with
so much as a superpuff.
For Wednesday, ten knots was forecast, so we were up on the hill early,
only to find a gentle northerly. At last.
the penny dropped-in the mornings we
had been experiencing the land breeze, a
phenomenon not much patronized by
glider pilots. All day we played around
on the hill. The helicopters from the
Portland Naval Air Station Were becoming increasingly inquisitive, and we tried
to entice one down by dancing round in
circles and then falling onto the grass
in the shape of an H. It responded by
orbiting Bincombe Bumps, so then we

tried a T. However, there was disagreement in the camp (promoted by one of
9ur power pilots) as to whether the head
or tail should be 1nto wind, so there was
some delay and the helicopter flew olI.

stin no launch
Philip King joined us during the day,
but we couldn't persuade him to take the
S'waIlow to the bottom-wise man-so
the day passed with no launch. But tbere
seemed seme hope that by Thursday the
promised front would be sufficiently
close to produce a soarable southerly. It
was not to be-we kept vigil all day, and
though the wind freshened a little it was
from the south-east. As it died it went
southerly and we rigged Cockleshell in
desperation. I sat on the launch point
waiting for the wind, and as my pulse
rate slowly climbed, the light air as
surely dropped. It became obvious that
both would soon pass their thresholds, so
off I went, down the hill bump, OUIllP,
bump, deft tum to the right, along the
hill-but it was no use. Dunan, who was
waiting with his camera in the bottom
field, said I did go up a foot or two, but
the turn at the end was in sink.
We enjoyed ourselves, which was the
main thing, and we learnt a little. If e~
pcditions are like this when there is no
wind, argued the novices, how splendid
they must be when it blows! So another
generation of Cambridge bungeymen is
born. As for myself, nine safe launches
in little or no wind confirmed my faith
in the wisdom of the 'static' bungey
launch, and I learnt something about
teaching field landings; it appeared in
conversation after the expedition that the
chief concern was the possibility ,of overshooting into the far hedge, a concern
that had been generated by reading books
on "how to do it", Consequently there
had been a slight tendency to fetch up in
the near hedge.
Now it may be true that modem
plastic missiles cause overshoot worries"
but for the rest of us it is absurd to be
so oppressed by the far hedge that we
risk. ending up in the near one. For if
one hits t;he far hedge one will do so at
modest speed, but if one hit~ the near
hedge one does so much faster, thereby
breaking what I have always regarded
as the golden rule of prangs, which is,
IF YOU MUST PRANG, PRANG SLOWLY.
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SWINGS AND ROUNDABOUTS
By DEREK PIGGOTT

A

RECENT accident at Lasham has
~mphasised

the personal responsibility which rests on every pilot of a
glider just prior 10 being launched.
On the day in question a Nimbus 2
was starting on a car launch when it
swung off and groundlooped into a K-8
which was about 150 yards ahead of the
launch point and a short distance to the
side of the runway edge. The Nimbus
pilot, realising that the take-off would involve an element of risk, had in fact
asked for the K-8 to be moved, and when
this bad been done for a short distance
the situation was accepted rather than
cause further delay by still refusing to
be launched. The Nimbus was undamaged, but the K-8 had one wing
amputated at about half-span as well as
other serious damage.
Later that day an identical situation
arose at the aerotow point, when a
Kestrel pilot was preparing to be
launched with an obstruction about 100
yards ahead and not far to one side. In
both cases the wind strength was awut
5 to lOkts and almost at right angles to
the take-off direction. The accident caused
considerable consternation, and many
pilots obviously did not understand the
factors involved which influence gliders
during ta,ke-off and landing. They do not
all behave as well as most training gliders
and it is vital to understand the differences.
The most important point is that, regardlessof who may be at the launch
point, and however inexperietlced the
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pilot may be, it is he who bears the
responsibility for accepting or rejecting
the launch in the light of the situation
as he sees it from the cockpit. If he has
the slightest doubt about his ability to
launch safely, bearing in mind such
hazards as a positi.vely sidewaYs swing or
a cable brea~ at any stage, then he must
refuse the launch. He must not be influenced against his j1.ldgement to go
ahead in a doubtful sItuation and must
never be criticised for playi.ng safe by
refusing the launch.
If a cable break could result in part
of the cable landing on or close to a
glider in mid-field, then it is not safe to
launch. Sooner or later, if such a risk is
accepted, the cable will break at the
wrong moment and an accident will
occur. The pilot who takes a chance is
always to blame if he creates a hazard
that was unnecessary.
Furthermore, if anyone at the launch
point sees any reason to think that the
pilot has n(lt seen or understood a potenlial danger, then it is his or her dUly to
stop the launCh. This partiadar accident,
although the ultimate' responsibility of
the Nimbus pilot, would never have
happened if only one of tbe dozen or
more competent pilots at the launch point
had cared enough to shout STOPl To
say that it was not their business to stop
the launch is not good enough. Safety is
everybody's business.
Cross"iad effects. The main effects of
a crosswind on the ground run are well
known. The wind tends la lift the upWind

wing and the glider always tends to swing,
or weathercock, into the wind. Inexperienced pilots often find it difficult to
remember, or to work out quickly, .the
control movements required to keep
going straight. But once the wind dire<:tion is known it is easy-it is always the
into-wind wing which must be held down
(by moving the stick slightly into wind),
and it is always necessary to rudder out
of wind. This applies during any crosswind take-off, it applies equally for crosswind landings whether the into wind wing
down or crabbing method is used.
Light crosswinds, in particular those
with a slight downwind component, provide by far the most treacherous conditions for take-offs and landings. Due to
the crosswind there is the tendency for
the glider to start a swing, while due to
the down-wind component there is a
delay before the controls can become
effective, during which the ground speed
has increased and accentuated the effects
of inertia. So prevention is far better
than cure, and the wingtip holder should
always be on the downwind side so that
any pull he may exert is anti-swing into
wind. This is contrary to usual practice.
He should also hold his wing tip a little
above the horizontal and be prepared to
run with it, not just balance it and let
go. The pilot himself can help by anticipating a swing into wind and by applying opposite rudder before he starts to
roll, also by holding the stick back to
increase the tail load. As the controls
begin to become effective the opposite
rudder can be reduced and the tail raised
long before full flying speed has been
reached.
Strooc crosswinds. Unless the wind is
more than about 60' to the direction of
take-off a strong crosswind seldom
creates problems. This is because good
control is rea.ched at a much lower
ground speed, and inertia effects are relatively minor. However, with stronger
winds the tendency to swing into wind
is far more pronounced, and at low speed
cannot always be controlIed by opposite
rudder. In this case, again, the wingtip
holder should be on the downwin'd side
and should hold his wingtip welI above
the horizontal in order to prevent the
wind getting under the upwind wingtip.
Provided that there is normal acceleration on take-off the pilot should have

good aileron control, and be able to
hold off any windward swing by means.
of the rudder, shortly after the wingtip
holder has let go.
Of course there is a definite limit to
the strength of crosswind component
which can be accepted with some of the
modern glider.;. The main preventive
measure is to leave plenty of room on
bolll sides of the take-off path 10 allow
for a possible swing. Room must be left
into wind, particularly for the case of a
cable break but there must also be room
on the downwind side for a swing which
might occur ·if the tllIlling tip should
touch the ground. If the ground is rough
or the grass long, a violent swing will
occur and the launch will almost certainly
have to be abandoned.
Stabilising cifftt. On take-off, the pull
of the tow rope exerts a stabilising effect
and helps to prevent swinging. but how
much effect this can have is dependent
on the position of the tow release. A
nose hook for aerotowing can be a very
useful asset in crosswind conditions. In
strong crosswinds, it is often an advantage to start the take-off run a little on
the upwind side of the tug aircraft so
that the. load in the rope is already helping to prevent a swing into the wind.
If the cable breaks during tbe take-off
run there is a real risk that the pilot will
be unable to prevent the glider from
weathercocking into the wind and running
into any obstroction on the upwind side
of the take-off path. Always consider
the possibility of a break during the
ground run as weIl as what should be
done in the c.ase of a break later during
the launch.
Weath~ In tlight the directional, or weathercock, stability is assured
by the existence of the fin and rudder
which provide more side area behind the
C of G than ahead of it. Thus with
aileron and rudder held central the glider
will always weathercock into line with
the relative airflow, just as a (Church)
wiud vane will always swing dire<:t1y into
wind. When rudder is applied, the nose
of the glider yaws until the force produced by the rudder is balanced by the
tendency ·of .the aircraft to swing back
into line with the airflow.
If the aircraft is very stable because
of a large fin then the rudder will not
be able to produce a large angle of yaw
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before this balance occurs. With a smaller
fin the directional stability will be less,
the rudder will be more effective and the'
angle of yaw far greater. Now when the
glider is on the ground it moves Dot
about its C of G, as in flight, but about
its point of contact with the ground. If
the wheel is well ahead of the C of G
the glider will have a greater tendency to
weathercock and rudder power will be
less. Conversely, if the wheel is behind
the C of G directional control will be
much better.
All modern gliders fitted with retractable wheels, also many others including
the K-6 and Olympia 463 series, have
their landing wheel well ahead of the
C of G, and when stationary or at low
speeds the tail skid or tail wheel is resting
firmly on the ground. Another key factor
is that the position of the wheel also
affects the behaviour of the glider onc;e a
swing has begun. The swing will be increased by the inertia of the glider. Any
tendency to swing will theref"", be increased by the mass of the glider behind
the C of G trying to move on in a steady
direction, thus accentuating the swing
and making it even worse..

SHEPlEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPlE;
CHESHIRE.
Postcode; SK6 7JW

A.R.8., B.G.A., P.F.A. Approved

ALL METAL TRAILERS fOR
AI.L TYPES

Telephone; 061·427 2488
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Slidi~ sideways, A swing can only
occur jf the tail is sliding sideways over
tbe ground, and a tail wheel with a
rubber tyre will resist skidding sideways
over tarmac, though it will not be so
good if it is bouncing over rough grass.
On the other hand a metal tail skid, or
a metal or nylon tail wheel, will easily
slip sideways on tarmac, but is better on
grass or earth.
Any extra load on the tail will help
to increase its r~istance to moving sideways and so help to prevent a serious
swing. On the other hand, the friction of
a tail skid will make intentional steering
more difficult unless the tail load is reduced. It is, therefore, helpful to hold
the stick back Qn these gliders during the
early part of the ground run until
sufficient speed has been reached to
ensure good rudder control. Similarly,
after landing the stick should be held
right back to increase the tail load if
there seems any risk of a swing developing.

Wheel brake. Many violent swings and
ground loops during landings ,occur because of the use of the wheel brake after
touch down. If the brake is powerful the
effect is to reduce the load on the tail
and it can then slip sideways more easily.
The effect of rapid deceleration is even
more significant. Unless the glider is
running absolutely straight the deceleration increases the effect of the mass
behind the C of G and so accelerates the
swing. Violent braking in modem gliders
should always be avoided, especially if
they start to swing.
Swings often start after a touchdown
with drift and it is useful to remember
that a slight over-eorrection for drift in
crosswind, will produce a small swing
contrary to the main weathercoeking
action. Therefore it is better to overdo
the correction.
The possibility of an uncontrollable
swing depends on the type of glider and
the wind conditions. Special care is
essential with gliders which have the main
wheel ahead of the C of G since they
will be unstable once a swing has been
started. If the surface offers low resistance
to the tail wheel or tai,1 skid slipping sideways, it will help to prevent 'a swing by
keeping the tail firmly on the ground at
low speeds.

AntiCipatioD.
Crosswind
take-offs
should be started with full rudder a!'Plied
in anticipation of the tendency to swing
into wind. !he ~lidc:r sb.ould ~ held. by
the downwind wmgtJp ....Ith the Into WInd
wing below the horizontal position. This
will help to prevent any swing into wind
and ·cnsuresthat if the wingtip man does
drag the wing, the aircraft is always
swung out of wind.
Leave ample room for swinging into
wind and always bear in mind that the
cable may break during the take-off roll
so that the glider may swing into any
obstruction on the upwind side, even
though it is several hundred yards ahead
of the launch point. In light winds, leave
amp.Je room for the possibility of a
ground loop in either directioQ. Avoid
fierce brakin~ after landing, particularly
if the glider IS turning a1 the time.
Above all, r.emember that it is the very
light wind conditions which are the most
·critical. OQ not be tempted to take-off
or land near obstnlctions or other gliders
in these seemingly easy conditions.
FinallY, if you do ever ground loop,
make sure that it is only your own machine that can be damaged. Inspect the
glider very carefully. Witl;l the modern
types the loads. on the rear fuselage can
be very high. Almost invisible hair line
cracks in glass-fibre machines may look
very much like minor cracks ill the paint
finish. They could result in a complete
fuselage failure on a subsequent fljght.
Judging from some of this kind of
damage brought to light on C of A inspections, there may be a number of
pilots flying dangerously unserviceable
machines all over the world.

PHILIP WILLS RESERVE FUND

_ Another £1,000 from the Philip Wills
Reserve Fund has been loaned to clubs
durin the year and another request for
£2,000 is expected shortly.
This fund was established to give
loans to assist BGA Member Clubs with
the acquisition or development of land
and buildings. Although the fund is considerably reduced, quarterly repayments
will steadily build it up again, so tberc is
still money available for clubs wishing to
apply.

Thinking of
getting a PPL?

[pm ~ \!lillTI~

[p~ [OOU

~illrnD~~
by S. E. T. Taylor
& H. A. Parmar
"This book is directed to the
student pilot who is hoping to get
his PPL. and it contains more or
less everything he will be r.equired
to know. It is· a mine of information
and is presented in a most readable
way;"
Sailplane & Gliding
"We would recommend every
private pilot to read this book."
Pilot Magazine
Contents: 1 Maps and charts; 2
Direction and speed; 3 The navigation computer; 4 A spot of
navigation,; 5 Magnetism and compasses; 6 Meteorology; 7 Aerad
charts; 8 Aviation law; 9 Principles
of flight; 10 The power plant; 11
Aircraft loading/Fire hazard; 1';2
Playing it safe; 13 Getting the PPL
from scratch.
C/othbound, 192 pages
£3.00 net plus 12p postage
T. & A. D. POYSER lTD
281 High St, Berkhamsted, Herts.
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ANY FOOL-OR GLORIOUS GAWLER

part 1

By RHODA PARTRIDGE

"ANY fool" they said contemptuously
"can do it there". Not, mind you,
that they had been out there. "IO,OOOft
cloudbase, ten knot thermals,. Even you,
Rhoda, should be able to manage the
navigation. You follow the road and
there's only one road."
I was glad to hear it. I've set off fairly
frequently with barograph, barley sugar,
eye make-up, maps., water, camera, a
good book and money. The best I'd
managed to date was a measly 200km,
and it gets a bit embarrassing when you
fly such beautiful equipment.
"I'll send you a card," I said, "if I
get my 300km".
"Don't bother," they answered, "just
let us know if you get the 500." .
I ha~ to ~o to Australia because my
first ifandchild had been born there and,
gliding-wise, he couldn't have picked a
better spot. I met Rob Moore at the
Mynd in May, admired bis tan, accent
and Gold badge and said "Where do I
glide in Australia?"
He said, "Gaw]er, of course," and
aren't I just glad he did! That club
looked after me so well that just to think
about it makes me go all emotional. I
won't tell you about it blow by blow and
name by name because they knOW now
I feel and they aren't the sort of people
to get excited at seeing their names in
print. 1'.)1 tell you .about tbe flying instead.
Adelaide
Soaring
Club,
South
Australia, flies from Gawler airfield,
about 25 miles north of Adelaide. Fleet,
one Falke, two K·13's, two Su~r Arrows,
one Boomerang, three Std Llbelles, two
with water ballast. No private owners.
February 6th. In the K-13 to learn the
low tow position, to be shown the- site
and have the airspace limits explained.
Low tow is easier than high tow and
there's less risk of upsetting the tug. The
airspace limits are a bore, mostly two
or three thousaod feet in a two mile
radius of the field and from fiv"e to teD
thousand feet in the northeast sector.
They phone the military airfield at Edin180

borough every morning and ask what the
limits are for the day. Flew the Super
Arrow iD the evening (it had "BF" on
its tail). Nice and smooth, like l\ K-6.
The next day I flew into the northeast sector in the Super Arrow to look
at the boundaries and flew a IOOkm outand-return without realising because the
visibility was so good that it felt like
local soaring.
February 8th. Much honoured to be
given one of their lovely Std Libelles to
fly. I was a bit bothered about flying a
Libelle for the first time. Suppose I
liked it even better than my Std Cirrus?
But I didn't, thank heavens, not quite.
The following day was very stable
until evening when a dust storm came
through and the wind veered. I had a
happy local flight of L50hrs.
Day-dreams. February lOth looked
good. I'd day-dreamed a good deal at
home about this holiday. So there I'd be
in Australia and they'd say "300km today
Rhoda" and I'd go off and do it. When
it actually happened I was filled with
gloom and foreboding and I didn't want
to go one little bit.
Noel Roediger took pity and said he'd
come rouoo with me in another Libelle
and that was really wonderful. Be had
problems because at one moment I
blundered off up the wrong railway line
and he lost me. lie couldn't get me on
the radio because, unknown to me, my
mike button had jammed down. (Thank
goodness I didn't murmur unseemly
words or sing rude songs while I was on
the air}.
It took us quite a time to sort that
one out and, as we hadn't taken off until
one o'clock, I didn't reckon we had a
chance of making it and used the flight
to try and learn how to dolphin soar
properly.
I learnt a tremendous lot from seeing
it done correctly and 00 the way home
was quite resigned to landing out when
a beautiful sea breeze front formed and
we coasted happily doWli. it, landing back

at Gawler at 7. tSpm. This was strictly
Noel's flight and it's not every pilot who
can fly two Libelles simultaneously! I
had two other good cross-eountries and
I'll tell you about them.in Part 2.
A bit about conditjons. It's hot. It's
worth taking salt tablets. You must cover
up and wear a hat and use a non-oily
sun filter lotion. (Dust sticks to a cream
or an oil.) Use a lip salve because
cracked lips can really hurt. On a long
flight I used zinc cream to protect my
hooter, applied when the canopy was
closed because of the dust.
Navigation takes a little getting used
to' because railways are almost invisible.
They wander around without glinting
rails or embankments or telegraph wires.
You can plot their course by thc silos.
If a town has silos the railway goes
through it. Therc's a criss-eross of roads
and I could never makc out which were
the main ones. The rivers very often
don't have any water in but you can plot
them by a wriggly line of trees and
bushes. An unfair geographical trap is
huge lakes that are not marked ,on the
map because they weren't there last week.
Thc country looks completely different
from ours. The colours are bitter chocolate, tan, honey and pale cream. Green
where it's irrigated. The Jamestown
300km milk run is very pretty witb
a serics of ridges running north-south
and the sea 40 miles away parallel to the
west. Excellent fields to land in all the
way up.
They don't think much of their clubhouse and plan to build a new one, but
it's perfectly adequate, with bunk rooms
and hot showers and loos, all under the
same roof. Thcre's a hugc fridge and a
rcfrigerated soft drink machine. No cater-

VHF Radio-telephones £50
Crystal controlled reoeivers £35,
Magnetic mobile aerials £8.50

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
(Guernsey) LTD.,
Si. Sampsons, Guernsey,
Telephone 446'66

c.•.

ing. A car usually goes into Gawler at
lunch time to collect sandwiches etc and
they go to a cafe or a hotel for supper.
The bar is nice, the beer ice cold, and
I enjoyed sitting on the grass outside
drinking beer and gossiping at the end of
the day. Prices. Temporary membership
AS3 a day. Launch to 2,OOOft AS 1. 50
approx, Ihr gliding time AS3.60. When
I was there I was getting around AS1.60
for £1 and my 32 hours in 21 launches
cost me ASl68, and that included full
membership and entrance fee because I
plan to take another look at my grandson
as soon as I can manag,e it.
Not a certainty. I'm a bit both~red
by this "Any fool can do it in Australia"
attitude. There had been two poor weeks
before I arrived and my last week was
very stable. I was lucky, but it's hard on
a British pilot who has poor weather and
they say "What? You can't even get it
out there?"
I'm told that conditions are slightly
more reliable inland but the heat and
dust are really trying and the country is
as flat as a door mat. I should have
figures for total numbers of SOOkm and
300km flown in Australia in 1972 when
I write the sequel to this article. It won't
be as high as you expect. We had about
six 300km and one 500km during the 18
days I was theJ'e. Also a number of near
SOOkm and we didn't have one of their
"boomer" days. Mostly between four and
eight knots at the best time of day with
cloud base to 7,000. Beautiful!
The Club welcomes visitors and there
is midweek flying. Mike Valentine (Mynd,
Lasham and Caimgorms) is second full
time instructor. He bought an old Holden
for £40 and had an epic two day drive
from Perth across the Nullabor desert.
He arrived at Gawler at 1.30am feeling a
bit curled at the edges, &:tw a traffic sign
ilia.t said "Dip", so he dipped his lights
and a moment later, at 4Omph, hit the
dip with an -ear-shattering crash. Later
he was arrested for not having an
Australian driving licence and arrived
before breakfast at the club with a policeman at each elbow to apply for the
resident instructor's job. He's very happy
and fits in a treat. He did his 300km
the day after I did mine.
There's much too much to tell for ODe
article, so, for another instalment, order
your copy of S&G now!
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THE TECHNOL,OGY AND
SCIENCE OF
MOTORLESS FLIGHT
Copies of the complete Proceedings
of the International Symposium held
at M.LT. in October 1972 are now
available, at $6.00· postage paid from:
MITSA Proceedings,
Blog. N52-395,
M.I.T.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139. D.S.A.

KEEP DOWN THE COST
OF FLYING
Insure with
Mowbray Vale
Insurance Brokers

•

Ring Carol Taylor at
Thirsk 23018
Outside office hours

Northallerton 3586
(24 hour service)

or write to
48a Market Place
Thirsk, Yorkshire

•

• or 250p

.Free as a Si rd
An outstanding
autobiography by
a top glider pilot

All classes of Insurance
transacted

AERONAUTICAL
BOOKS
PHILlP WILLS
recently published
£3.50 net

other aeron9,utical books
The Story of Gliding

ANN AND LORNE WELCH
illustrated £2 net

New SoarinG' Pilot

ANN WELCI-I AND FRANK
IRVING
illustrated £3 net

Meteorology fOr Glider Pilots

C. E. WALLlNGTON
illustrated £2.50 net

all the above books can be
ordered from

S. Solos)' Ltd
53 Char.ing Cross Road
London WC2

JOHN MURRAY
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SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
NOW is the time to be thinking about your next sailplane
The SCHEMPP~HIRTH ran~e meets most requirements
The NIMBUS 2-THE Open CI.ass sailplane
20.3 metres of SChempp H~rth performance
uper
Igh
Large (30 gallon) water ballast tanks; a maximum all-up weight of
1,168 Ib, combined with an empty weight of approximately 750 lb. means
that you can carry a lot of water when conditions dictate, which is more
often than you would think! A four-piece wing so your Nimbus fits into a
Standard Class size trailer; easy to rig and derig; the cockpit is long
enough for most pilots (one at a time!); the flaps are operated by only
one lever-good aileron control right down to landing flap-so you don't
have to learn to play a piano to fly it!
Please don't think we are making comparisons with any other sailplane
-we don't think there is a comparable one.
The STANDARD CIRRUS-a proven contest winner
"T" tail-to keep the fuselage in one piece in the unlikely event of your
landing in crop: large (same size as Nimbus) cockpit so you don't have
to taper from the waist upwards to get the canopy on; built-in water tanks
-no pipes in the cockpit therefore no likelihood of a cockpit full of water:
large instrument panel-you do,,'t need to be' a magician to fit nine
instruments on it.
The OPEN CIRRUS-17.7 metres of high performance at the right price.
All three designed by KJaus Holighaus, whose creations have taken the
last three World Championships.
Contact U.K. agent-Ra/ph Jones, Southern Sai/p/anes-lor full details
Let us put your broken toy back together. We will treat it as if It were
our own. Yes, even ours get broken sometimes!
We have a large stock of instruments and spares. Don't hesitate to
contact us for Olympia parts. We can make what we haven't got.

Southern Sailplanes, Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks.
Telephone Lambourn 774 IInd 399
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OMEGA

a desi gner's
fantasy

by
Andrew Coates

OARING in my new 32M sailplane
S
with an aspect ratio of 32, climbing
at eight knots with rural Cambridgeshire

set out below, I think I will start my
SOOkm triangle. I pull a lever (painted
gold and studded with lliamonds, not yet
approved by the BGA Technical Board).
Presto! My beautiful machine is now
a 16M sailplane with an aspect ratio of
only 20.
"Really?" Nick Goodhart would say.
"Impossible!" Frank Irving would cry.
. Shooting across the country at
lOOkmfh, the Omega hits a thermal
60km away. A push of the lever and the
sailplane resumes the span of 32M and
aspect ratio to match and I start thermailing. But no, the thermal is too weak. I
pull back the lever to 16M, without
worrying about trousers or pumping the
rudder pedals to operate the flaps.
Mine has no flaps or sailcloth rolled
up behind the wing spars, or telescopic
wings.
What is it then? Well, the prin.ciple is
not new, it has been with us since the
19305. All soaring pilots will know, on
wet days, washing the dishes, there itis,
in the kitchen-the aspect ratio of a
hundred or so, and if they pull the string
184

it will turn to an aspect ratio of approx
1.5. The venetian blind!
A venetian blind on my glider, it is
ridiculous! No, no, it's not really a
venetian blind but a double set of wings,
a bi-plane. Yes, that's right, it's a swivelled bi-glider. We know aviation pioneers
tried venetian blinds but mine it . . .
let me sketch it, have you a piece of
paper? What's that-an annual subscription reminder? That will do ...
There you are! Still don't believe it?
Like to see it? It is out theJe, in the
trailer. Right, let's go over and you help
me rig it. Yes my trailer does look tiny
and you are correct, it is a 32M glider.
The Trades Description Act people say
that I may call it 32M in spite of it
measuring only 16M, but still the total
length of the two sets is 32M.
Out comes the fuselage, just an
ordinary fuselage, but with the flat sides
at the centre section with two steel tubes
sticking out at each side for the wings.
Just like tpe old Dart's tube on the fin
for its tailplane. Plug in the wing and
push in the pins to hold the wing together. Clip in ,the tailplane OD top of
the fin.
There you are, all ready for a flight.

Push in the gold lever, the wings swivel
and it's now a bi-glider ready for take-off.
Yes the steel tubes on the fuselage will
take the weight. A few y'ears ago it would
ha ve had bracing wil'eS but today we
employ marvellous modem materials.
Who built it? Slingsby, of course, as
they have experience of swivel wings.
Remember the Cameo V-liner? They

in mono-glider POSItion. The wings are
constructed with aluminium honeycomb
from leading edge to trailing edge, full
span, bonded to the light 'alloy box
section spars and metal skin-no ribs.
You will ,notice ,the lower wing is at
the front while the upper is at ,the rear, it
is what we call 'negative stagger'. The
three reasons (or this are first that by

E
designed and built it for an American
client some years ago. Pity, it was
destroyed by fire before they could fly it.
Yes, the cockpit is similar to other
sailplanes except for the gold lever to
operate the swivel wings. It works very
smoothly and is manually ·operated, just
like airbrakes.
Instrument panel? No I don't have one,
the cockpit is too narllOw, so I put all
the instruments behind my headrest and
they are reflected in a hooded mirror in
front of me. If I want to adjust an instrument, all I have to do is reach over
my shoulder. It alSb solves the CO
problem. And you see I don't like to
wrap my legs round the instrument
console.
I agree, the wing is narrow-only IM
wide and is constant chord from root to
wing tip. We would like to have it
tapered but there would be a gal'
between the two wings when folded flat
Simply

.
JSW CALCULATORS

Available for all sailplanes
Knots, Mph, ,or metric
TT Galaxie Road
Cowplain

Portsmouth, P08 9AT
....... the Bestl

~---!7

staggering the aerofoils we separate the
regions of increased and decreased pressure between the two wings; seC9nd, when
swivelling the wing to mono-glider position, the upper wing will fold down to the
lower's trailing edge and seal the gap and,
lastly, the cockpit area is increased by
moving the upper wing backwards.
But what about the depression area on
the top surface where the ,two wings
meet?

No ailerons
Well, there are no ailerons on the
glider so lateral control is provided by
the spoilers, full span on both wings.
The lower spoilers also operate as airbrakes when both spoilers are applied
well out. The struts at the wing tips are
there to keep the wings paralleled.
The tailplane, on top' of the fin, is an
af1 flying tail with full span trim tab,
and is coupled to the swivel wings, to
change its angle of attack in both monoglider and bi-glider positions. The fuselage
wiII be in a very steep angle of incidence
when flying bi-glider,but it gives the pilot
a gOQd field of vision when thennaIling
or landing.
I had a bit of trouble with the BOA
Technical Committee •.. oh, it's my turn
for the aerotow now, cheerio, nice to
meet you. Please hold the Wing tip. Mind
that wing tip strut or you wiII have your
fingers clipped off when I do my pre-f1ight
checks! All clear above and behind?
Tak'l: up slack . . . All out!
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SAILPLANE &MOTOR GLIDER NEWS

POLISH SZD-4Cl HALNY
AS briefly referred to in our April issue
1'91, the EJ\perimentaJ Institute at BielskoBiala have got off the ground with their
latest project. led by W. Okarmus.
Looking for possibilities to satisfy top
pilots who wish to aUacli; the two-seater
world records as well as improving twoseater hijl:h performance the design team
decided to start their basic work with the
wing of the Zefir 4 which had proved ·its
capabilities on the high speed end but
was not up to scratch at thermalling
speeds.
In collaboration with the Institute of
Aerodynamics in Warsaw where windtunnel tests were carried out the basic
wing sectiop NACA 66-215-416 was
modified resulting in noti~ble improvements at the lower end of the speed polar.
As only one pair of the original Zefir
wings was available it was agreed to alter
only the outside contour of the original
section, especially because the 'primary
stnlcture which is a one-piece plywooo
shell was difficult to open up. In Nder to
improve the performance over the whole
range it was decided to fit cambercbanging flaps and droop ailerons and
incl'ease t~ span from 19 to 2Ometres.
The newly designed flaps and ailerons
as well.as the wing tips are made of glassfibre reinforced resin and balsa wood.
Tile flaps and ailerons work in conjum;'
tion and can be deflected ±6· , the
ailerons alone have an extra deflection
23 up .and 9 down starting from the
end of the flaps. The flaps have "elastic
hinges" and have five positions.
The machine is fitted with full top
and bottom air brakes. The fittings for
186
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the fo.rward swept wings are made of solid
stainless steel similar to those of the
Zefir. A completely new design has been
used for the fuselage which has a glassfibre re-inforced front shell while metal
is used for the fin and rear part of the
fuselage. On the prototype there was insufficient room to fit the operating levers
for the controls in the tandem cockpit
and these have thus been fitted for the
use of the rear pilot only., but in the
event of this aircraft going into production, there will of QOllrse be dual controls as well as dual instruments.
The T-t3!i1 is of GRP and taere is also
a retractable undercarriage. The test
f1y,ing programme has not yet been completed but results obtained so far are very
encouraging.
Tecltnical data
Sl'an (m)
Wing area (m2)
Wing loading (kg I m2)
AsJ'!!'Ct ratio
All Ul' weight (kg)
!;mpty Weight (kg)
Stalling speed (km rh)
Minimum .ink at'8lkm/h (m/see)
Maximum LID at 99km/h
Never exceed speed (km I h)

.20

16.11
37.9
24.66
610
410
"10

0.57
43:1
240

HP-17 STANDARD CLASS
SAILPLANE
DICK SCHREDER of USA, the wellknown designe);' of the HP·series intended
for the home builder, hopes to complete
his latest design for entry in the USA
,standard Class Nationals in J'1)ne, The
HP-17 is a further development of his
most recent series, but new features include a water ballast carrying spar, full
span flaps, spoiler ailerons and the new
Wortmann sectioD FXn MS·ISOA.
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.Except for 4in spaced stru~tura_l foam
wmg nbs, all-metal construdlon IS used
throughout. Schrelkr has put his long
bome-building experience to provide new
simplified COI'li>1ruc:tion tha,t allegedly
reduces assembly time to ?'DO hours for a
builder with average mechanical aptitude.
Soaring, May 1973.
Tech"ical Qotll
Span (m)
t5
Wing seclion W.orlmann FX12 MS-105A
Wing area (m2)
10.5
26.8-40.5
Wing loadings (kg/m 2)
(Gm.. weight 426.38. kg inclUding 9O.72kg
balla. t)
Aspect ralio
21.4
Maximum L/D
40:1
Stall speed 60° flap al 335.66kg (kn,/h),
51.5
Minimum sink at 284kc al 64.5km/h (m/.ec) 0.52

peller can be feathered for gliding flight.
For further development and production,
however, it is intended to use the 65hp
Walter-Mikron 3 engine. The I'eport in
Der Flieger, from which this extract has
been taken, also mentions performance
figures fOF the M-17 while towing a 1'511'1
single-seater VSO-IO (no details available)~ the r,eport does not state whether
tows have in fact been carried out. The
data given suggest that this really universal aircraft would fall within our Jle"tlhill definition of 1969 for self-Jaunching
gliders. (The definition neith.er includes
nor excludes motor gliders capable if
towing).

R.H.

M-l7
r

-
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MOTOR GLIDER M·I' UNIVERSAL
NEW from CzechosloY<lIkia is, the M-17
two-seater motor glider which had its
first flight at Bmo on. October 17 last.
Ji'ri Matejcek, the des~gner of the
Standard Class Orlice, is in charge of
the project.
The seating in the M-I7 is arranged
side-by-side and there is, a cent'raUy
mounted V-shaped control column. The
single spar ply-covered wings have a
lining of sandwich polyester foam; it is
fiHed with a T-tail and has a retractable ullder-carriage.
The power unit used for the prototype
is the 42hp Stamo MS 1500, and the pro188
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Technical data and calculated performances
42 hp 65hp Towing
StalIlO Mikron VSo10
17
Span (m)
Wine area (m2)
17.5
17.5
17.5
All up weight (kg)
580
580
580
TaklXlff distance (m)
200
150
320
Take-off to clear l~m (m)
330
260
550
Climb rate (m/sec)
2.5"
2.5
Maximum speed (knl/h)
180
210
170
eru, ising .~ (km/h)
150
200
5000
6O<iO
3500
Ceiling (m)
Range (km) 'at f20km /h
450
500
450'
Fael eonswnptil>n ltr /ph
JO
9
9

17"

Calculated glider performance: Glide
ratio 95km/h over 28: 1. Minimum sink
at 80krn/h below O.85m/sec. Landing
speed 65-70km/h.

M·17

Y.shaped
control
column

HIGH PERFORMANCE IN KIT FORM
~N inter~ting sailplane

flew for the first
hme dunng February at Cologne,
Germany. The Elfe-l?, which, from an
idea by Heinrich Schtlnenberg, was
designed by Alfred Neukomof Switzerland and built by SchOnenberg, is not
only interesting because of its performance, but also because it will be available in kit form thus giving private
owners and clubs with insufficient finance,
but with the necessary expertise, the
possibility to own a high performance
sailplane at !lreatly reduced cost.
The m<achlOe is made of light ,alloy
and man-made fibres. The rear fuselage

Elfe-17

is of light alloy-covered wood, while
the front is a GRP shell. The wings are
of
sandwich-wood,
honeycomb-type
construction and the main spar of light
alloy.
The 17 is based on the 'Elfe-lS of
similar construction, but the fiying
characteristics, especially at low speeds,
have been improved. PeIiorroance-wise
it is not unlike a Kestrel 17.
If demand warrants it ,is intended to
go into series production, however, fol'
those inte,rested in home assembly the
kit comprises: unpolished wings complete with fittings; complete set of fuselage fittings; tail unit assembly and rudder
fittings;
retractable
undercarriage
assembly and canopy fittings. This should
cost about DMl2,OOO and would involve
approximately 300 to 400 man hours to
complete. A finished Elfe-lS would cost
in the region of DM22,000 and the 17m
version DM500 to 1,000 more.
The type certificate for the Elfe-15 has
been issued in Switzerland and it is hoped
that the 17 will be cleared later this yea,r_
Aerokurier
Techntcal data
Span (m)
Wing scctjon-Wor~mann
Wing area (m 2)
Wing loading (kg/m:!)
Aspecl ralio
Empty weight (kg)
Pay load (kg)
All up weigh I (kg)
Minimum sink at 75km/h
Stalling speed (k~n / h)
Maximum speed (km/h)
Glide ratiQ at 90km/h

Elfe-17
17

Elfe-15
15

IJ
28.50
22.20
250
120
370
0.55
70
220
40:1

11.80
29.20
19
225
120

345
0.59

10

220
38:1
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CALIF A·21 SERIES
THE Italian Caproni Calif A-21 (S&G,
August 1969, p3S4 and February 1971,
p19) now sold in the USA by Caproni's
representative Hugo Taskovich of Palo
Alto, California, is still the highest performance two-seater currently available
(price DOt known).
In August 1972, Edward Makula of
Poland broke four world records in the
1\-21 while on a visit in the USA; it has
also shown its paces in a number of high
class competitions. The firm Caproni
Vizzola reports that the A·21 has received
its type certificate in Italy and is awaiting certification in the States.
In co-operation with RFB Rhein
Flugzeugbau of DUsseldorf, Germany, it
is planned to start production of a
motorized version of the A-21 within one
year. The power will be provided by two
Wankel engines, and a ducted turbo-fan
propeller along the lines of the Sirius 2.
The A-2IJ jet version is undl7&oing
engine and airframe trials in the USA
with a view to starting manufacture under
licence in the near future. No prices have
been quoted.
.
ALL-METAL SAILPLANES FROM
ROUMANIA
THE Export Agency Jehnoimport of
Bucharest have announced the latest sailplanes from Roumania. The IS-29£ aed D
are of 17.6 and ISm span of all-metal
construction and are intended for high
performance and contest flying.
The leaflet describes its excellent
handling and ,the comfortable cockpit.
A high aspect ratio was selected which
together with the Wortmann wing section
and use of Fowler flaps give increased
performance over the speed range.
It has a hydraulically spmng retractable undercarriage, DFS-type airbrakes,
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BRIAN WEARE
Clapper Lane, Honiton
Devon EX 14 8QQ
Phone: Hon/ton 2940

Glider • Motor Glider • C's of A
and repairs
TRAILERS

differential ailerons and a T-tail with
mass-balanced tailplane. (photo below.)
The rudder as well as the tailplane are
partly fabric-covered; the ailerons are
push-rod and the rudder cable-operated.
Price not stated. Planeur.
15-29£ 15-29-0
T e<:hnicol dolo
17.6
15
Span (m)
Winllscction FX61-163-124
Wing area (012)
12.78
10.4
30.7
Wing loadinll (kglm2)
29.8
21.6
Aspect ratio
24.2
220
Empty weight (kgs)
275
All up wcilht (klls)
380
320
37:1
Glide ratio at 92190kmlh
42:1
Minimum sink at 76f78kmlh (m I sec) 0.50
0.58
Maximum speed (kmlh)
220
220

SOVIET GLASS-FIBRE SERIES

AFTER buying two each of the ASW-1S
and Phoebus types from West Germany,
the Soviet Union is beginning glass-fibre
construction of the BK·7 "Lietuva" by
the Lithuanian firm Balys Karvelitis,
following flight tests of the type last
December. It is a single-seater high-wing
type with retractable wheel and high
elevator; the span is 17.8m, and at an
ail-tip maximum weight of 480kg the
gliding angle is 1 in 43. (Skrzydlala
Polska via Der Adler.)

High Energy Landing Problems (H.E.L.P.)
By JOHN WILLlAMSON

the end of 1972 "there were
Bymodern
glass-fibre sailplanes

112
registered with the BOA. Common
characteristics of all these sailplanes are
their German origin, and, stemming from
the German airworthiness requirements,
air-brakes considerably less effective than
those enjoyed by British and Polish aircraft. And of course, they are exceedingly "slippery".
First of the proud owners of these new
expensive ships were the competition
crowd. Bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, they
leapt into the air secure in the knowledge
of hundreds of safe flying hours in the
log book. But soon the problems
associated with the high energy potential
of the new generation ships began to
show.
In 1971-72 there were 20 ~eported
accidents to GRP sailplanes in the UK.
Ten of them can be attributed primarily
to the' HELP! factor. In all ten the pilot
was very experienced and (except ol'!e)
previously accident-free, The sorry tale
is told in greater detail in the Annex to
this paper.
Ten HELP! prangs in two years, give!1
upwards of 100 GRP sailplanes flown by
perhaps 500 pilots may not sQund much
but it could become a serious and expensive problem very quickly. The
normal trend of sailplane ownership is
for the latest and greatest of yesterday
to become the commonplace of tomorrow
and to be discarded down the pilotability scale-and soon indeed to be
bought brand-new as the first airc.raft
of a new and hopeful syndicate. If ten
pilots averaging 875 hours experience
can do it, just imagine wnat the next
50 or so pilots of lesser talent could
achieve!
Common 'lbcead. The pattern of the
ten subject accidents has a common
thread-a badly judged circuit. The aircraft was at the wrong height or speed
at ,the wrong place. Theirs was to do or
die-ours is to reason why. Being very
,experienced it may be assumed that the
ten pilots were trained ten or mure years
ago and subsequently moulded their tlying patterns in such aircraft as Olympias,
Skylarks and K-6s. In these aircraft they

were safe. In GRP they slipped. The
critical links between the types of aircraft and the cause of the accidents are
the types of air-brakes and the high
cruising speeds of the GRP class.
Air Brakes. Maximum-area laminar
flow is the secret of the slippery ship.
To enhance his chance of achieving tbis
the designer has put his .airbrakes farther
and farther back in slimmer and slimmer
wings--or has left them out altogether.
So at best one has a pair of small-area
paddles above and below the wing;
possibly a single paddle, upper surface
only; or a pop-it and drop-it drag ~chute.
Guesstimation of the comparative
effectiveness of typical GRP brakes is
illustrated in the diagram on the next
page. The Std Libelle, at 50 knots
with full brakes in zero wind achieves a
glide ratio of about 12: 1. A Skylark 4
similarly placed is 8: 1. To appr'Oach
thus over a typical English elm tree and
to arrive safely before the far hedge
claims him the Skylark pilot needs about
450 yards of field.
The Libelle man will be hard pushed
with less than 600 yards. But the Skylark
could be brought in a bit steeper after
clearing the tree, thus creating extra drag
in useful quantities. The Libelle would
also speed up, but the drag increment
would be proportionately less and the
resultant float in ground-effect would
leave her pretty close to the original
600 yard mark. All in all, what was
good for the Skylark is not so good for
the Libelle and habits die hard.
The next problem facing the unE:onverted is the high cruising speed of the
glass-ships. A Skylark in pre-circuit flight
is doing about 4Okts. The conscientious
(and safe) pilot trims forward, adds five
knots or so downwind, another five knots
crosswind plus half the windspeed and a
bit for Mum aDd the kids. By now he is
doing 55-60 knots, hand on the brakes
and preparing to descend into his chosen
pasture at a glide ratio of, say, 6: I.
Trained assiduously to tly by attitude.
his eyes are fixed on the field ahead and
NOT (ever) the ASl.
Now put him in the Libelle. His bestglide speed is over 50 knots already and
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he bas become accustomed to this during
several hoUTS of soaring flight. He will
do the Skylark drill .through sheer habit;
will change al/itl/de rather than speed
and will be startled to find '-himself
swinging wide <m finals at a previously
unobserved speed of close on 80 knots
. . . HELP!
Pinpointing the problem is one thing.
Finding a remedy is another, but the
remedy must lie in training. Clearly the
pilot must first get used to the effect of
his new mini-brakes on approach glide
paths and therefore on his circuit pattern
in a wide range of wind speeds. Starting
with the zero wind case, and assuming
half brake, he will have to be nearly
one miTe from touchdown at 300 feet!
Try that on an ab-initio pilot. His reaction will be one of complete trust and
to him it would easily become the norm.
Try it on ·one of your newly solo pilots
and he will be perplexed.
But it is the sort of thing he will have
to get used to before he is fit to take a
GRP ship cross-country and with a bit
of extr;li training he will accept it. Try
it on a middle-aged Skylark 4 pilot of
around 400 hours an$i he will probably
have a fit. It will take him much longer
to get used to the idea; and in a 'Stress
situation he is quite likely to revert to
his previous circuit habits and finish tip
in a HELP! situation.
The trouble is that we do not have
the two-seaters in which to readily give
training which is representative of the
GRP sailplane situation. The nearest we
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might achieve at present is a Motor
Falke with the throttle cunningly set.
Bocians and K-13s are a far cry from
the LibeIre, aEd only by deliberate
restriction of brake movement may a
suitable glide slope be simulated.
Having got used to flat approachesand in GRP yOll may almost say that if
)',ou (all see it, you can reach it! -our
pilot must be trained to approach at the
right speed for the situation. With a nearsilent environmef:lt and a shil? which will
move away at high speed With the least
provocation, there is only one way-air
speed monitoring. For years we have
(correctly) emphasised the need to fly the
circuit by attitude so as to release the
maximum of one's attention to the outside world. Now we must accept the need
to monitor the air speed so that we avoid
the onset ,of a HELP !situation.
Barring exotic innovations such as
head-up displays and audio air speed
presentation, it beho.ves us 10 frequently
look at the ASI at all points of the
circuit, and thus keep the energy
potential to an acceptable minimum.
The minimum must clearly be enough
to cope with low-level tutbulence but
will frequently be less than the normal
cruising speed.
It wijl be easy to teach speed monitoring to new pilots; but less easy as the
pilots get more experienced. lnstructors
should start at once to demand a high
accuracy of speed control during postsol.o· checks and Chief Instructors should
devise a series of dual checks for club

and private fHots alike, which will include use 0 limited brakes and close
monitor of approach speeds. The latter
will not be popular, but in the long term
it may be essential For .the good name
of the Movement, and if the insurance
premiums for all and sundry are to be
kept to a reas~:ma ble level.
The time-honoured method of boosting the drag of an inadequately spoilered
aircraft-Weihe, Minimoa-was to sideslip. This t,CChniilue has larg~ly disappeared. It may be that the next GRP
generation will be fitted with adequate
brakes-the Poles can do it, perhaps the
rest will copy. But meantime the
technique should be brushed up by those
who mean to fly G RP. In many cases
this will mean going back to the twoseater and a serious evaluation of the
problems involved - airspeed inaccu-

rades; large yaw movements near the
ground; delicate balance between bankangle and rudder effectiveness.
Summary. A problem has arisen
because of the high energy potential of
modern GRP sail~lanes. The problem
can be ,overcome ID the long term 'by
adding to the syllabus of training such
techniques as long approaches with
limited brakes; close-monitoring of air·
speed; and re-introducil'lg the side.-slip
as a common exercise. The short term
solution is to re-educate the solo pilots
in the above techniques, if necessary by
resort to further dual training, a process
which will be resisted. The key man in
any such programme is the eFI. He has
been given the responsibility for everyone who takes off ffOm a BGA site. He
must assume, or be given, the power to
exercise that responsibility.

SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS TO GRP SAILPLANES IN THE UK-1971/72
In 1971 and 1972, 20 accidents to GRP Sailplanes were reported to the BOA. Ten
,of these occurred for various reasons not connected with the class of aircrllft, but
ten could have been ,caused primarily because the sailplane Was of the GRP clan.
All the latter pilots were very experienced, but not necessarily so on the sailplane itself.
Only one had previously had an accident. The following table is arranged in ascending
order of pilot overall experience (hours).
PILOT EXPERIENCE ON
ITPE

TOTAL
HOURS
338

HOURS
lOO

I

SAILPLANE

I

I
I

-

ASW·15

510

20

?

BS-I

531

88

-

650

17

Std Libcllc

9

Std Cirrus

700

8

6

Std Cirrus

740

9

14

Kcstrel·19

750

48

28

Std Cirrus

903

31

22

Std Libelle

1750

500

1860

237

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT

LAUNCHES

-

Diamant-18
Phocbus-C

Too high into small ficl<l (sports pitch). Hit
far ,\lcdge attcmpting ground loop.
Steep approach with drag chute. Did not
round Out in time. Field landing.
Field landing. Ovcrsho'Oting so yawed hea"i1y
to brake. Stalled and struck g·round still
yawed. Distracted by mobile obstruction.
Undershot home airfield trying to land as
shon as possible. Hit corn with wirrg tip and
ground looped,
Contest fti~. Crosswind landing into smallish field,
ershot into hedge.
Attempted first 'all~systems' landing in VCTy
turbulent conditions. Did not round out
sufficiently. Too many knobs and no! enough
knots?
Well organised approach into small field. flit
wire hidden by downwind hedge. With better
brake- may have come in steepeT and thus
with better vi~w?
Undershot home airfield hitting fen«;e post.
Practising short landing technique?
Bogged approach into smaJl field (too high),
S-turned and Lhen und.ershot into hedge.
Sic;lcsIihPin g into .mall field with full brake
tQ "s ave"
downwind he(1ge-hit it. Disitracted by radio translIIi"ion.
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Most soaring pilots have their favourite retrieve stories. Incidents which in
part make-up for landing in unintentional places. We hope this graphic
account instigates a batch of out and no return tales.

THE LASS OF BREDON HILL
By ANNE WALKER
was the
I TUniversities

Tuesday of the Inter
Gliding Competition at
Gaydon Airfield. We'd br,oughtalong
our lovely new Std Libelle "Quasar" and
it was my turn to fly.
The task was a 117km triangleGaydon. MS/MSO junction and Droitwich A38/MS junction. There was a ISkt
northeasterly blowing, but I thought it
would be no problem in the Libelle. This
was intended to be a fun comeetition,
much more up our street than ·serioUs
regionals.
Off we went behind the Husky and I
was soon climbing in a 4kt thermal.
Crossing the start line, I joined the
Phoebus in the next thermal. But funny,
I was left behind as the Phoebus thermalled to cloud base-the wheel was still
down.
For the next ten minutes I struggled.
One wheel door stayed open, even with
the wheel retracted. This produced a
howling noise and a drastic effect on performance. I got it right at last but lost
height over Evesham at l,200ft and not
a field in sight.
The place was one huge market garden
and I had visions of landing among the
gooseberry bushes!
I drifted in no sink and as the ground
rose to meet me, there was the edge of
Bredon Hill facing straight into wind.
Putting the speed up, I dived for the hill
arriving below the top and gentle lift
carried me safely above the ridge.
Soon be away now, just wait for a
thermal. Nice field on top, quite a change
to do a bit of hill soaring. Still no Iiftwhere was that field? The time was
3.30pm.
I secured the Libelle in a quiet hollow
and as I had lost radio contact with my
husband, Richard, decided to walk for a
phone. I walked and walked and the
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only buildings I saw were uninhabited
or derelict. At last I came across some
people having a picnic who telephoned
Gaydon for me while I returned to the
Libelle.
An hour later I still had no radio
contact with my retrieve crew but spoke
to another station who passed on my
position.
I explored again. this time in the
opposite direction. and found a track
leading down the hill. This turned out to
be a newly made graded, but completely
deserted, road. After half·an-hour's walking (it was very hot) I decided I must go
back to the glider.
Meanwhile Richard had been waiting
half-way along the second leg. He'd lost
contact ages ago, as I was behind Bredon
Hill, and an Olympia landed in a cornfield beside our trailer thinking it was his
trailer marking a field.
Suddenly at about five o'clock he heard
over the radio: "guasar has landed on
top of Bredon Hill '. But no exact position was given.
Hunt for a Glider. Richard walked the
full length of Bredon Hill in the scorching heat, growing more and more anxious
as practically the whole of the top was
covered in chest high barley. Just as he
was giving up hope, there was a sheep
field and his white glider-safe.
We walked back along the narrow
path to the car to find the bottom of the
graded road. We were informed that the
person to direct us was Fred Archer,
who writes books about the Hill. He lives
at Ashton-under-HiJI, right round the
base and just below where Quasar had
landed. But Fred Archer wasn't in.
So we went to see Tom Archer. but he
wasn't in either. Mrs Archer said we
c<luld try their track up the hill, but it
was an old one and certainly not the one

I found. We tried it but soon decided
against going far.
The next farm may have the track, so
olf we went to the Hughes' farm. No one
there had heard of this rtlad up the hill.
Maybe I imagined it?
Nine o'clock now. We had to get back
to the glider, the parachute was on the
wing and stonns were forecast. Abandoning the trailer, we drove our Volvo Estate
car straight up the side of the hill, clinging on as she bumped and bounced. over
the steep rocky fields.
At the top we climbed a wall and
there w~s my road. It ran just above the
Archers' and Hughes' farms.
In the gathering darkness.J set of! to
walk down the track to find where it
started while Richard stayed to secure
the LibeIJe for the night. Owls hooted and
bats flew past my face as I walked
steadily downwards, at last arriving at a
lovely old farmhouse where I inquired
the way to Conderton. The pub there was
to be our rendezvous.
A dinner party was going on .and after
the initial shock of a stray woman pilot

asking the way at ten o'clock at .night, I
was whisked inside to tell my story.
I had come to the right place. Mr John
is one of the old school of aviators. Both
he and his wife couldn't have been more
welcoming. Mrs John, incidentally, is
Ursula Moray Williams, the author of
. many children's books.
The Johns wouldn't take no for an
answer and insisted I should fetch
Richard for a meal and stay for the
night. The agent for the local landowner
drove me to meet Richard who had got
lost and stuck several times coming down
the hillside in the pitch dark.
For the rest of the evening I'm afraid
tbe Johns neglected their other guests to
look after their uninvited ones. We were
fascinated by tales of DH-9s, Avro 504s,
Gipsy Moths etc until at one o'clock we
fell into clean sheets.
Next morning we took the Johns up
to the top of the Hill to see us de-rig-in
pouring rain.
And the score? 39km flown. Retrieve
time 19hn. No, I wasn't exactly bottom!

The Birmingham Guild Ltd.
in conjunction with

Sailplane Design Ltd.
offer
The sole rights together with manufacturing
facilities, drawings, jigs, tools, etc. to produce and
sell their well known BG Gipsy 135 single-seat
metal glider.

Details on request to:
The Birmingham Guild Ltd.
Grosvenor Street West
Birmingham B16 8HL Tel: 021·643 6175
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PLEASE-CUT THE CACKLE
By MAGPIE (Jolt", Williamson)
silly season is here again-radioT'HE
wise! Prolonged chit·chat extolling

the merits of this or that part of the
hill-side beat; the excitement of the last
few minutes of the struggle to Silver C
height; the wifely entreaty to "come
down, your dinner's ruined". All this and
much, much more may be plucked from
the ether on 130.4 or 129.9 any day of
the week, and ad nauseum at weekends.
Trouble is radio is still a novelty to
many, and agreed, it does make soaring
more sociable and more fun. But it is ,a
mix~ blessing. If we all had a private
channel there would be no difficulty, but
we haven't and there ,is a problem.
For example the innocent chatter of
tyros soaring the Welsh hills can
seriously endanger two pundits t!:ying to
maintain proper separation in cloud over
Nympsfield, preventing' them froin getting
the vital message across. Worse still the
deflation ofa Yorkshire pudding, subject

of a heated radio eXchange at Lasham,
migbt be the final straw that overlQads
the faculties of a LibeUe pilot on tricky
finals at Frome, SQ that he ends up in
the hedge.
Part of the problem is that tl"ansmitte.rs
and receivers rarely match each other
ex'actly but when they do the ra,nges they
,can achieve a.l'e ,quite remarka'ble. So
although you may not achieve m0re than
30 miles to your own base station. you
may unwittingly be blasting someone's
head off 100 miles away.
So please, please cut the cackle! Limit
your messages to those vital to your
dight and retrieve. Organise what you are
going to say before you press the
transmit button. Keep off 130.4 at weekends unless you ,are cloud tIying-and
don't forget there is a recognised ,competition somewhere in England over
every weekend from. now until the end
of August! Over to you~Magpie out!

AUTOMATIC SIGNALLING DEVICE

1
\

HERB have been many attempts to
T
construct a reliable automatic device
for launchpoint-to-winch signalling. This
unit, designed by A. R. Wyse, is an
electronil; switching circuit to operate a
12 volt 30 watt Aldis signalliRg lamp and
has been used very successfully at the
Bedfordshire gliding school where he is
a, junior instructor.
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The electronics fit neatly into a four
inch cubic box which is clipped to a
tripod supporting the Aldis lamp. The
box was lined with a polystyrene ceiling
tile to protect the electronics from vibration or mishandling. 'Three pllsh buttons
give the: appropriate sigIials.
Power is provided by a 12 volt battery
standing on the ground beneath the
tripod. The leads from the unit connect
to the battery. the lamp being connected
to the, terminals on the box.
The main advantages of this type of
unit are consistent signalling irrespective
of the operator; the bat-waving chore is
eliminated; there is minimal drain on
the power sQurc,e; a completely solid.
state, therefore tamper-proof; insensitivity
to temperature and small volt~~ changes
and it is ideal for use in carayans where
the lamp may be mounted on a tower.
Mr Wyse has sent circuit drawings and
a parts list. If anyone is interested and
would like photostat copies, write to the
E.ditor enclosing a s.a.e.

The
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BY THE TIME this edition is out, six leading glider pilots should have just covered
a 3,000 mile cross-country course which will result in a $6,000 contribution towards
the USA team's travel expenses to the '74 World Championships. This is the second
year of the tra\lscontinental Smirnoff Sailplane Derby which start~ from Los Angeles
on May 14 with the gliders being launched daily by aerotow until reaching their
goal, Washington DC.
World Open Class Champion (Joran Alii of Sweden, the present USA Champion
Ray Gimmey and Betsy Howell, who has set American 'Nomen's gOa'l and distance
records, were competing with Wally Scort who won the race last year in an ASW-12
similar to the one in our photograph, plus John Reyan, a former !Jational champion,
and Woodson Woods, winner of major regional contests.
Edward H. Butts, competition director, predicted before the start that most of the
route would be flown at .altitudes ranging between 7,000 and 14,OOOft at. speeds of
up to 120mph with each day's "leg" averaging between 250 and 300 miles.

GLIDER PILOTS - UNINVITED GUESTS
A MASTER of Foxhounds was telling me that summer is his busy time, when he does
his "public relations stint". Dropping in ·on local farmers, thanking them for allowing
the hunt on their land and generally fostering goodwill.
"Makes such a ,difference, just a few pleasantries," he said, "worth every second
of the time."
It started me wondering to what extent the gliding world bothered about farmers.
Whenev~r I have been on a retrieve rve been amazed at the co-operation and kindness
of landowners. I'd hate a glider le.t alone a car load of enthusiasts over my garden.
But few show more than a passing concern for their crops-and not every pilot
ends up near the side of the field. In fact most farn'iers seem to help ra,ther than resent
the de~rigging process, one this spring happily driving his tractor over a potato field
to haul out a well-embedded Swallow. Meanwhile his wife scuttled off to make tea.
I know som.e clubs wisely make an effort to keep on friendly terms with
neighbouring farmers but this soaring season, as in the l'ast, hlmdreds of landowners
will be invaded by a. glider droppin~ in on them..Apart from the di~ruJ?tion of their
work and perhaps minor damage to crops, they VIrtually have an umnvlted guest for
as many hours 'IS the retrieve crew al'e likely to take over the journey and then an
influx of more strangers. And I bet not one in fifty gets a letter or telephone call of
thanks.
The BOA issued a code of conduct for pilots last year and as it is essential in-·
formation for anyone deared for cross-country fiying, it's worth hunting out. the
June 1972 issue of S&G and re-reading it with the accompanying article on pages
ISO and 181.
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lellertll & 8111 News
DISASTER STRIKES BRISTOL
EUROGLIDE ENTRY LIST
GLIDING CLUB
Foreign entries received for the EuroFOR the second time within one week glide contest to be held at Lasham from
the Bristol gliding club has suffered major August 18 to September 2 include:
Pilot
Sumdmd Closs
damage. The hangar containing a Co"ntry
Austria
Wolfram Millbaeh SW LibclJc
Capstan, two T-21's, Swallow, Prefect Holland
Daan Pare
Std Cirrus
and both tug aircraft (Tiger Moth and Iceland
Lcifur Magnu..on
?
Auster), in fact the whole club fleet, as Luxembourg John Broun
Std Cirrus
Swe<k!n
Ake
Pelterson
Std
Cirrus
well as the fuselage of a Kestrel 19, and Switzerland Toni Rueh
Std Cirrus
another privately owned Tiger Moth was Switzerland Rudolf Stuss;
·Nimbus 2
.Kestrel 17
destroyed by fire during the night of W Germany Manfred Diek
W Germany Ono Tongcs
LS-IC
May 6/7.
W Germany Peter Sand
Std Cirrus
A passing policeman raised the alann
Bobby Clifford, South Africa and Tony
at 5am when he saw smoke coming from
the hangar but nothing could be saved Fowke, New Zealand have been accepted
and the steel frame asbestos-clad build- as hOTS conCOIlTS entries for the National
ing also suffered severe damage. Five Championships thus making a total of
members who were sleeping in the near- 52 pilots. *Open Class
by club's dormitory got away safely,
The first fire, less than a w.eek ago, SPEED LIMITS FOR TOWING
happened to a K-B which was under GLIDERS
cQver in Peter Scott's old private hangar ON May 1, '1973 the speed limit for
acros sthe field and was totally burnt private cars, light vans, or dual purpose
out. Since then special care was taken vehicles not exceeding 30cwt unladen
to secure everything at night and Ron weight towing glider trailers was inSandford, a senior member of the club, creased to 50mph providing the fo1Jowing
had himself locked the hangar doors on conditions are fulfilled:
Sunday evening. The police, who are in(a) The laden weight of a trailer with
vestigating the fires, found the locks had
brakes must not exceed the kerbside weight of the towing vehicle.
been forced and therefore aBCn cannot
(b) The laden weight of a traile'r withbe ruled out!
The fuselage of Doug Jones's privately
out brakes must not exceed 60%
of the kerbside weight of the
owned Kestrel (bought unfinished), on
towing vehicle.
which he has been working for months
(c) The kerbside weight of the towing
and which he had left in the hangar for
vehicle must be legibly marked in
the first time, did not escape the fire.
a conspicuous and readily a1:cessAlso one of the T-21s was on hire from
ible position either inside the
the Halifax gliding club to help out with
vehicle or outside on its left or
courses.
nearside.
The fire which was announced on the
(d) A prescribed plate bearing the
Radio brought immediate offers of help
number "50" in white, silver or
from other clubs, among them Ralph
grey on a black background must
lones from the Inkpen club with an offer
be displayed on the rear cnd of
of a T·21 and Lashatn offered a K-7 and
the trailer.
a tug and are willing to run Bristol
courses at Lasham one of which was due
The speed limit for vehicles and trailers
to start at Nympsfield today.
not fulfilling the foregoing conditions
A special meeting has been called for will be 4Omph.
this evening at which decisions will be
The kerbside weight of a car includes
taken to cover the emergency. Initial full tank, spare wheel, tow bracket ete
estimate of the damage, which is covered but not persons or luggage.
by insurance, lies in the region of £ 17,000
Detailed regulations are available in
to £18,000. May 7, 1973.
Statutory Instruments 1973, Nos 747 and
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748 (Department of Environment)
obtair.able from HM Stationery Office,
price 8p and 3p respectively, or direct
from
Department of Environment.
Trailer PO B<>x 686, London SW20 Snt

.

THEORY OF FLIGHT
by
RAY STAFFORD ALLEN

WORLD OUT &: REnJRN RECORD
INCREASED TO 1,26Okm
BILL HOLBROOK, SI, of USA has
broken tbe above record On Saturday,
May 5 by flying bis LibeIle 301 (with
70100 water ballast) from Lockhaven.
Pennsylvania to HansonviJle, Virginia
and back. He flew I,057km last October
over much the same route on the day
Striedieck claimed the record with
1,093km. (See S&G, December 1972,

In response to popular demand this
book has been reprinted and is
now published by the BGA at a
new low price of' £ 1 (mail order
£ 1.15 inclusive)

FREE AS A BIRD

£3.70

p466.)

JONATHAN SEAGULL

£1.70

BOOMERANG 200km RECORD
BROKEN
WHILE British team pilots were attend·
ing a team meeting on Sunday, April 29,
George Lee set the pace for the 200km
triangle year to break the UK single'
seater record by flying their club Kestrel
19 at 92.6km/h from RAF Spitalgate
around a 210kmcourse.
Bernard Fitchett managed to fly two
ICOkm triangles one before and one after
the meeting held at. Dunstable. It goes
without saying that no more Team
meetings will be held in day time during
the soaring season!
••• And the loolun too
BARR Y GOLDSBOROUGH who had
flown a 200km triangle from Sutton
Bank in his Kestrel 19 in the morning
and realised it was not fast enough set
off again in the afternoon to attempt the
IOOkm triangle. He is the first pil()t to
exceed IOOkm/h on the UK single-seater
record list for triangles. Length of
triangle 107km, speed approx 103km/h.
• • • Also the 400km triangle eoes
ALAN PURNELL took his Nimbus 2
round the Shobdon, Daventry, Lasham
412km triangle on Friday, May 1I to increase his own UK record to 80km/h.
The flight took place under excellent
conditions with a c10udbase starting at
3,500 and rising to 5,50Oft during the day.

GLIDING

£2.80

NEW SOARING PILOT

£3.20

MAN POWERED FLIGHT

£1.90

NEW RECORD FOR JUSTIN

JUSTIN WILLS, flying his Std Libelle,
broke the UK lookm goal speed
record of just over 138km/h on April 7.
(All records subject to homologation.)

*

Other books In stock with mall
order prices are:

BGA, Artillery Mansions
, 5 Victoria Street, SW,
Tel. 01-799 7548

S&G's copy date is such that this is being
written over a very wet Easter. Thoughts
of the British Team pilots breaking the
200km triangle record this season seem
all too optimistic just now, but we are
still hoping 1973 will have a really cracking summer-so the Australian heat next
January won't be too much of a surprise
for the British party.
Clubs have told us about some interesting fund-raising schemes, amongst them
a photographic competition with entry
fees going to the Boomerang Fund
(Burton & Derby GC), a sweepstake on
the fastest time achieved this season
around a 200km triangle starting from
the dub site (Lorodon GC) and we hear
that the South-West District GC have
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put ~.p on all bar prices, the proceeds
to go to the Fund. We should like to
hear from Fund representatives about
any other unusual ideas so they can be
passed on to other clubs.
Contributions are continuing to roll in
from clubs and from individuals. A
special appeal' to owners of. high performance gliders is producing a gratifyingly good result and we should like to
thank everyone who has made a donation
so fa.r. If you ha,ven', yet got around to
signing your cheque to help give the
British team the best possible chance in
Australia we hope to hear from you soon.
Please make your cheque payable to,
"BGA Boomerang Fund" and send it to
the BOA office, 75 Victoria Street,
London SWIH OJB.
A Limi~ed Offer. Philip Wills has kindly
agreed: to autograph a small number of
copies of his new book on gliding, Free
as a Bird. These will be sold from the
BOA on a first come first served basis at
£4.50 each (£4.70 mailorder),...and· the
Boomerang Fund will benefit. by ;: 1.00
per copy. If you would rike to have your
own autographed copy please order from
the BOA straightaway I
ROOER BARREn, Team Mallager
Recently appointed Boomeran,g Fund
Representatives include:
Club
Re~rese"lalive
Bannerdown
Fl{OII M. B. BaiJlli:
Bath & Wilts
K. S. May
Biceste,
FI{Off A. W. Gough
Crusaders
M. Mallinson
Fenland
SAC M. Mahon
Fulmar
FI{L! E. Bell
H3Jt1bletons
J. D. Pullan
Northumbria
D. C. Pauisou
Ouse
A. Batter
Portsmouth Naval
Rosemary J Noune
Rotherham &
District
H. W. PeatSon
South-West
Sgt P. G. Cook
District
Wrekin
Sgt C. J. N. WaIler
Other Fund Rells arc' listed on pllO of the last
issue of S&G

WINNERS ruNIOR INTERSERVICES
Spit;dgate May >13. The 30 pilots
flying in the Senior Class flew On five
days four of them cOntest days. M.
Livesay and C. Woodier both in Std
Libelle came first and second with 89aod
88 points respectively. Third, R. Oixon,
K-6E, 76 pts. The 19 pilots in the. Junior
Class had three high-scoring contest
days; won by J. Stockwell, C. JosHn and
K. Hartley all in K-8 with 47, 45 and 42
pts. respectively.
2'O{)

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
DIAMOND HEIGHT
1973
Club
27,1
France
SGU
20.10.72
Four Couo!ies
23.3
11.3
Four Counties
2&.3
SGU

No

Name

No

DIAMOND GOAL
Nome
~
Club
Rhoda Partridge Midland
A. R. Nicholas
Swindon

3{158 B. Ward
3/159 A. Shelton
3/160 H. Ormc
3{161 R,MeLuekie
3/162 J. G. Heath

2{435
2{436

in

1973
10.2
26.3

GOL.D C IIEIGHT

Name
Angcla Goddllrd
R. Rothnie
C. J. Ridley
R. M. Beach
M.B.HilI
W.S.HilI
D,. P. Camp1;>e1l
E. M. H~ndleY
E. R. Smith
P. Frane.e
R. N. Hunt
J. C. Taylor
.... S. Johnson
S. Mulholland
W.Maso"
J. G. Heath
F. W. FaY
G. E. Gothard
A. M. Blaekburn
L.Chadwick
C. Leo
W. J. C. Smith
R. J. Steward
A. W. Maitland

s. C~rvantcs
M.

D. Wells

Club
1973
U,I
in New Zealand
Dee.ide
4~2
in Australia
15.12.72
Thames Valley
6.3
Swindon
4.3
Highland
4.3
SGU
6.3
Fulmar
6.3
Fulmat
5.3
Soulh Wales
4.3
Anglia
3.3
Bicesler
29.3
Four Coun.!ies
2.3
Foor Countks
18.3
Coventry
31.3
SGU
28.3
Coventry
28.3
Coventry
28.3
Derby {Lanes
28.3
Midland
31.3
Airways
6.3
Essex
4.4
Burton {Derby
3.4
20.12.72
in Australia
Bristol
28.3
Enstone
7.4

'

GOLD C DlSTANeE
Name
Club
Rhoda Partridge
Midland
A. R. Nicholas
Swindon

No
3306
3307
3308

3309
3310
3311
3312

3313
331'4
3315
331~

3317

3318
3319
3320
3321

1973
10.2

26.3

SILVER C

Name
E. R. Smilh
N. I. Lovie
A.McCarry
J. C. K. Hutchins
M. Clarke
K. Holmes
D.A.Ko..
S. Fisher
N. Nisbet
R. Sherwin
R, Ashurst
A. Maxwell
M. O. Brcen
Lin Slcynor
M. B. Daillie
J. A. Emptage

1973
Club
Fuhna:r
4.2
30.12.72
Oceside
Fenland
7.2
21.2
SGU
Surrey IHanls
24.2
Cranfield
11.8.72
15.3
SGU
Swindon
20.3
26.3
Bieester
London
27.3
Thames Valley
27.3
26.3
Bieester
Thames Valley
27.3
Airways
20.3
30.4.72
Eagle
5.4
Airways

ANGELA~S WORLD RECORD
HOMOLAGATED
THE. 500km triangle' women's singleseater record broken by A:ngela Smith in
South Africa· on 28.12.1972 in the LibelJe
301 has been homol.ogated by the FAI
act 108.9km/h.

IRVIN TYPE EB.S9
LIGHTWEIGHT
PARACHUTE
ASSEMBLY
A compact parachute designed for
low-profile gliders fitted with moulded
reclining seats.
The EB.59 is suitable for LibelJe,
AS-W.l S, Phoebus, Standard Cirrus,
Kestrel and Nimbus sailplanes, and
certain light aircraft.
For lull ddail. write to SERVICE MANAGER:

IRVIN Great Ikltaln Umited
Letchworth

Tel.
6262
Herts.
Telex 82'198

IRUIRI
_

COBB-SLA TER INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
Write for details of Introductory Offer

SoJe Manufactllrers of:

Cook Compasses

Cosim Variometers

Cosim Audio Units

Irving Venturies

Multi·Pipe Connectors

Water Traps

Barographs Calibrated

Total Energy Units

New Cosim Audio Unit works with PZl., C06im or Electric Varios
Leaflets from:

'COSIM' WORKS
Derbyshlr. DE4 2QQ

DARLEY DALE

MATLOCK

Telephone:, Darley Dale 2344/5
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-or reflections ofa paranoid PI
By STEPHEN LONG LAND

"ANY particular problems?" you say
to: your P2 as he steps in and
smashes the se.at.
"Well!" he replies, unconcernedly
strapping himself in and trapping the
airbrake lever up his left trouser leg at
the same time. "Well!"
"Well what?"
"The last flight was a ~t of a
(censored)!!!"
"Come, come. I'm quite sure it wasn't
that bad," you say ironically, "let's have
a look at your logbook."
What you are handed is a Thing that
appears to have been three times into a
vacuum cleaner, once down a lavatory
and twice under a steamroller. What a
treasury of delicate euphemisms, what a
collection of blank. epigrams, what a
wealth of esoteric innuendo lies therein.
At least, you assume this to be so since
most of the entries are illegible.
The last remark is a laconic 'landing
... with some help!' Exactly what that
means is anybody's guess.
You, the novitiate PI, the Man in the
Golden Flying Suit, ever present help in
times of continual trouble, nerveless
colossus of cast iron, are about to find
out.
'Landing . . . with some help!' You
wrote the same terse comment in anotber
logbook not so long ago. It might have
looked bland but to you it was a
Reader's Digest Condensed Accident
Report. The facts that you so beautifully
compressed were as follows:
The enemy and your good self came
weaving down the approach like an
intoxicated J.L Seagull. Suddenly, for
absolutely no reason at all, the aircraft
essayed one brief dart at the ground.
found it and bounced 20 joyful and
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abandoned feet into the air, remammg
poised at this height for an age-you
reviewing your sinful past, the aeroplane
stoutly defying every known law of
aerodynamics and your P2 maintaining a
good firm grip on the controls.
The enemy responded to your curt
request for more practical attitudes by
slamming the stick forward as far as it
would go. You had no idea you could
move so fast. There was a brief flurry of
arms and legs.
''rve got it." you said, stirred rather
than shaken. With one quick and expert
karate chop. you helped the fiend let go
of the stick. You slammed the brakes
shut, prayed an economical prayer
("lfelp"), plumetted through the wind
gr-adient, bent the stick back over the
edge of the seat ... and arrived with a
spine shattering jolt.
Apprehensive Start. Inevitably, your
first few f1it!hts as naive P I are full of
surprise and interest. For a beginning
the flying machine that you are in charge
of will not fiy when your P2 takes over.
Not wishing to hazard the machine and
not too sure of just how far you can let
things go before interfering, you tend to
take over too early. This irritates the
enemy.
You also give him mental indigestion
by cramming information into a brain
that in the circumstances isn't working
efficiently, if it's working at all. This
makes him fractious. What you do tell
him may not appear much to you, but
even the most Intelligent P2 finds three
simple, closely related facts more than
enough.
He is about to enter into mortal combat with a machine designed solely to
frighten him out of his mind. And very

successful the designers have been! No
sooner does the enemy leave the ~round
than fOl,lr-fifths of the mighty braID that
sol,ves complicated equations without resorting to the crutch of pea and paper is
left behind.
That isn't to say you treat him like a
blithering idiot. He may have a PhD
and still spin at every opportunity. And
if he can't spin, he'll ground loop. But
one thing is certain, he won't forgive you
if you make him look the: fool that in
a more familiar environment he most
definitely isn't.
You may be the instructor, the man
who is there to put the aircraft the right
way up again, but, at first, his only
master is fear and you are about as
relevant to his survival as a sack of
cement to a drowning sailor. He is thinking-if it can be said to be thoughtwith his gut, and that is knotted worse
than any fumble at tbe winch.
Still, all this is to be expected. When
you learnt to fly the thing you found
most amazing of all was the unhurried
ease with which your instructor got you
out of this, that and the other potential
full stop to your gliding career. With the
benefit of the ageless wisdom of hindsight you realise that he probably wasn't
quite as cool in the endless crisis as he
made out.
Well, after several hundred launches
as PI in charge of a two-seater, you too
manage to forge a passable imitation of
Olympian detachment. Of course, you
never suggest that you don't make mistakes but you exude the required air of
relaxed practicality.
True, you are frightened occasionally
but you don't communicate to your P2
the dismal fact-that he is the most
alarming person you have ever had to
fly with.
When your seat smashing P2 and your
good self finally take to the air after the
obligatory winch fumble, the flight is
hardly as bad as you imagined. Nevertheless, it doesn't pay to slumber. Come
the approach and the enemy goes utterly
to pieces. The nose of the glider wanders
inexorably towards six parked gliders and
their wildly gesticulating crews.
Instructors' Code, He takes the avoiding action you suggest and attempts to
turn downwind and ram the only telegraph pole in sight. You sort the poten-

tial mess out, land, debrief him as the
glider is returned the mile to the ,launching point and sign his book with the
words "approach and landing require
polish". This, in instructorese, is for
other PI's as full' of darkly hidden significance as a Masonic handshake.
Fifteen suicidal PZ's later and you are
punch drunk. You'd dearly like a cup of
tea or something more vigorous, like a
gaUon shot of amphetamines; you'd love
to fly yourself for a change and be
frightened on your own account. Instead
you shout out "who's next?" and the
"neJl;t" wanders across.
As part of your prc-flight checks you
scrutinise him carefully, exercising meagre
psychological skills to help discover what
kind of personal problems are likely to
interfere with his flying. You probably
use a bit of phrenology and tie-reading
just to help with an accurate diagnosis.
The fact remains, however, he must be
crazy to want to fly and you are mad to
try and teach him.
Erratic. Perhaps he is the man who
flies in Quantum Jerks. If he "ticks"
rather than walks, he probably is. This
man's thought processes aren't smooth,
he explodes from one point to the next
and flies like that as well. Teaching this
person not to act as though some kind
of electrical condenser is difficult.
Your next P2 might be the man whose
mistakes are obvious to everyone but
himself. This is the man who klWws
everything. He knows he can fly, even
when stepping out of the wreckage.
Indeed his sole reason for flying is
to show he can do it much better than
you·. What IT is, basically, has nothing
whatsoever to do with flying, as you may
have already guessed. He'is the man who
competes in the game of life for every
single thing except his own wife.
He competes with you from take-off
to landing, competes with you over who
shall have the stick and pits his vast
strength against your puny muscle in a
spin recovery that even at 300ft and
heading for the basement he is definitely
not going to make.
This particular person isn't living in
your world at all. He dreams of wild
aerobatic shows at zero feet over the
launch point. Despite the braggadacio, his
whole life is tinged, deeply and sadly,
with the depressing hues of insignificance.
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Type 780 Parachute
Assembly. This
assembly IS SLIM. By
uSing our new low
bulk. Iow pOloslly 17'
(5.2 m) para-conic
canopy in this
assembly we have
avaIlable a parachute
pack measunng only
19" high (482 mm).
12" wide at tOP (304
mm). 151" wide at base
(381 mm). 1~' deep at top
(38 mm). 3~" deep at base
(82 mm). werght 17·} Ibs (8 kgs)

Type 719 Parachute
Assembly.
Our standard assembly
con sidered to meet
the majority of needs
In this field. Incorporating the well proven
24 It. (7.32 metre) canopy
Weighs approximately 18~ lb.
(8.39 kgs.) SIze 23" x 13" x 5"
(584 mm x 330 mm x 127 mm).

ARE YOU SImNG
COMFORTABLY

Our main aim IS comfort - with 8 hour flights now commonplace. the harness
of any parachute must be comfortable to the wearer. Our range of four
specially designed parachutes for light aircraft and sailplanes meets all known
requirements. Two versions not shown here are the 737 shoulder pack and
758 which ;s baSically similar to the 719 but 3" shorter in length.
We are also manufacturers of the well known Type Z and Light Aircraft Harness
ranges for 25g and 129 s resses

RFD-CiQ
~i[~]

RFD-GQ Limited. Goda[ming: Surrey. England.
Tel: Godalming 4122 Telex: 85233
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He's not the hero he imagines but a sad
casualty of the "virile man" illusion. He
can't bear to admit to a mistake.
By comparison with that monster of
twentieth century egotism, your other
n's may seem mild. But you know you
have to be constantly aware of the
dangers of boredom. SO, they all fiy
appallingly! Go into a reverie for two
seconds and they'll have you upside
down at ten feet.
Same Mistakes. You smile at the
next and offer helpful suggestions,
remembering that they are all different
people though they all make the same
unbelievable mistakes. If you happen to
be in a K-13 or K-7 you will be able
to judge how nervous he is by the
mist obscuring your view forward.
Of course, with the really nervous ones
you will be extra calm and thoughtful.
You won't curse as he winds the glider
into a spiral dive or grunt as he attempts
to lower the rapidly increasing speed by
squeezing the stick to his backbone and
flattening you in the bottom of the cockpit like a piece of' pastry: Instead, before
things get out of hand, you offer helpful
suggestions like "Get the blankety blank
blank off!" or you will raise your voice
and bellow "I have itl" Either he
won't react or will scream back at you
"What?". Even after you've sorted things
out and explained why things went wrong
and how they should be prevented, he
will do the same again.
But, there again, the man getting into
the front may be the man who knows
everything he knows-and that's not
much. You know the sort He has some

Local Airspace

sort of agreement with God, an insurance
policy that states that no matter' what
happens, he will always survive.
Only in Theory. He has an implicit
faith (sadly misplaced) in the published
figures for the two-seater's glide a_ngle.
He's got it worked out-in theory. Practically, as only you can see, his brilliantly
calculated circuit is going to end halfway round the final turn with the most
spectacular cartwheel.
The next man may well be that rarest
and most melancholy of birds, the man
who will never learn how to fly. He
imagines that life has dealt him a
worm-eaten hand. The truth is more
subtle. When he married his wife clob·
bered him. He had kids and they clobbered him. He asked the boss for a
raise. The boss leapt to his feet and
clobbered him. His stomach went sour
and gnawed itself into ulcers-that was
his body clobbering him.
On the field he starts to run the fiying,
to organise everything-regretfully, you
clobber him.
Whatever type your P2 is, he will give
you a good ride for his money.
One day he will master the fiendish
rudder, the horizon won't roll up and
down as if you were in a small boat on
a heavy sea, the wings will be level
when they are supposed to be and turns
will be when he demands, not when the
air disturbs. He will also keep a good
lookout and not have to be reminded
that there are hundreds of people in the
air quite probably nQt looking where they
are going and he oughtn't to be one of
them.

Agree~nts

THE BGA Airspace Committee know that some gliding clubs for many years have
concluded local agreements with nearby airfields, be it military or civil, for their
mutual airspace benefit. These agreements, while applying only to the local pilots and
not to the opera,tions of gliders from other clubS, have probably proved worthwhile
in the interests of better relations with other airspace users.
It has come to light in a recent case, that immediately on completion of such a
local agreement, the airport concerned made an application for a Special Rules Zone
and Area, plus an advisory or full airway. At no time during the negotiations with
the Club did they intimate that this was their real object. It would 'appear, fIom a
preliminary examination of their application, that part of their case is that the local
gliding club can have no objection because of their local agreement.
Whilst not wishing to discourage any further such agreements, clubs should be
aware of the implications of this particular case before completing them.
JOHN BIllS '(CluJimum, BGA Airspace

CO",,,.i'k~)
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DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
The Powered Glider Specialists
UK AGeNTS FOR TOST AND WINTER EQUIPMENT
Sailplane Sales & Exchanges
Presen,t Stock Includes:
Ka7, Bergfalke IJ
Trailers Bum to Order
in all Fibreglass Construction
New & Us.d Instruments
ASl's
INVERTERS
BAROGRAPHS

ALTIMETERS
HORIZONS
VARIO's

STEEL TUBE WELDING
GLASS-FIBRE REPAIRS
'Winter' Instrument Stockists
BAROGRAPHS 10 km
VARIOMETERS ± 10 kts
COMPASSES
A.S.I.'s 0-140 kts

"Danum' Transistor Inverters
Small Size'. 1 2v. Input, Fused
OTTFUR & TOST HOOKS
Matched to all types of horizon
RECONDITIONED BY POST
(State type when ordering)
Large stocks of Ply, Fab,lc, Tyres, Dope, etc.
The new "Supersafe" Tost Europa Hook now In stock

YORK ROAD, DONCASTER.

Phone 0302·65381

YORKSHIRE SAILPLANES LTO
NORTH"S LARGEST GLIDER REPAIRERS
(Just off the A1)

Have now moved to larger premises and offer:Increased workshop space
Speedier service

*

*

AGENTS FOR

PILATUSB.4
AD metal 1 Sm. glider
(Demonstrator now available for inspection and

fI~ing)

For all your gliding club reqUirements contact:

Gerry Kemp or Jim Beck, Melmerby 391
or write:
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YORKSHIRE SAILPLANES LTO
MELMERBY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
GREEN LANE, MELMERBY, YORKSHIRE

CROSSFELL ELECTIUC
AUDIQ
VARIOMETERS

SAILPLANE AND ENGINEERING
SERVICES LIMITED
Holmfleld Road, Buxton
Derbyshire

FAST
COMPACT
EFFICIENT

Adjoining A53

Ring Buxton 4365 NOW
C'S of A REPAIRS
REFINISHING

Electric Variometers
proved over ten years.
Available with or without
Audio.

----

L16ELLE TRAILERS, FUSELAGE
TROLLEYS, RUDDER LOCKS,
WING COVERS

--

ALUMINIUM STEEL TUBE
TRAILERS FOR ALL TYPES

Agenu tllroughout the World.

Cro8sfeD Variometers

--

8 Frascr Qose,

FIRST CLASS WORK AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

MIIlYCI'II, WOI'CS.,
Enl:lUAd.

SCHEIBE TANDEM

Two-seater LID 27:1. 60hp Limbach motor with electric starter and
feathering propeller. Winner two-seater class 3rd German .Motor Glider
competition. Demonstration arranged at your site without o'bligation.
Also single-seater class winner SF-27M with 15m (Standard Crass) or 1Srn
(Cirrus) wings. Retractable engine. LID 34 ana 38 to 1.

CRYSTAL ENGlNEERlNG LTD., 13 Pound Crescent, Morlow,
Bucks.

Telephone Marlow 5740 (aulolMtic en5wering 5ervicel

PETER JEFFERS

BERT PAGE

PETER

®

-r-y,

ROSS
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OVERSEAS NEWS

;1..

~

Please send news and exchange copies of journals to ,the Overseas Editor's new
address: A. E. SLATER, 7 Highworth Avenue, Cambridge CB4 2BQ, England.
LlLffiNTHAL MEDAL FOR 197~
JAN WROBLEWSKI of Poland, World
Champion Standard Class 1,.972, and
World Champion Open Class 1965, has
been awarded gliding's highest international award the Lilientbal Medal.
Since the World Championships in Yugoslavia he has travelled widely and taken
part in the 1972 Daily Telegraph contest
at Dunstable; the New Zealand Nationals
in January 1973 and visited Waikerie,
Australia for several days in March.
TRAGIC END TO SECOND
KEl\'YAN EXPEDITION
ON February 27, a Champion tug aircraft
got into a vertical dive to the right shortly
after take-off while towing a K-13. The
German pilot, Waldemar Lorentzen, was
fatally injured but tbe pilots of the K-13,
Or Teddy Stedfeld and Here Hein landed
safely from about 150ft.
This second expedition arranged by
the Germans took place at Nakuru from
February 18 to March 12. None of the
pilots bad brought their own machines;
instead they flew the K-13 and a K-6
already stationed in Nakuru. Although
excellent conditiom were encountered. no
records could be claimed on the gliders
available.
Schempp-Hirth are looking into the
possibilities to station one or two Cirrus
sailplanes in East Africa which could be
chartered by visiting qualified glider
pilots. Luttsport.
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MOUNTAIN SOARING CONTEST

THIS year's "Claampionnat de vol a
voile en montagne", the 8th in the series,
will be held from June 30 to July 12 at
Vinoo in Southern France as usual, and
is open to pilots of all nations with
"une certaine experience" of mountain
soaring, flying single-seaters with a gliding ratio exceeding 31, and to two-seaters.
Classification will be in Open and Stand·
ard Classes, and the two-seaters will be
integrated into one or other of these:
for example, a Caproni A-21 will fly in
the Open Class but an ASK·13 or M-2oo
will be in the Standard. Entries can be
received up to June 1, addressed to Or
M. L. Marcy, 19, Route Nationale de
St.-Antoine, 13015 Marseille, France.
Entry fees are: under 22 years, 450F;
over 22, 800F, plus aerotows. (Aviasport.)

THREE DIAMONDS

PILOTS from 29 countries had 3Diamond badges up to the end of 1972,
with Great Britain coming 7th. Thus:
Poland 257, USA 247, W. Germany 244,
France 151, Austria 91, Switzerland 25,
Gt. Britain 24. Canada comes 8th with
19, New Zealand 10th with 16, South
Africa 11 th with 15, and Australia 20th
with 6. But it looks as if the order ,of the
first three may soon be reversed, for in
1972 alone W. Germany added 42 to her
total, the USA 28, and Poland 12. (Der
Flieger.)

OSTIV PARTICIPANTS

THOSE wishing to read papers at the
next OSTlV Congress, to be held at
Waikerie from January 20 to 25, 1974,
are asked to notify, and s!nd summaries
to the chairman of the relative section
by late September at the latest. These
are.:Scientific papers (soarmg meteorology):
Dr. Joachim P. Kuettner, clo Meteorological Office, John &ott House, Market
Street, Bracknell, Berks, U.K. ,And a copy
to: Mr-. Derek G. R~id, CSIRO, Division
of Atmospheric Physics, P.O. Box 77,
Mordialloc, Victoria 3195, Australia.
Technical papers: Mr. Floyd J. Sweet,
1910 Massachusetts Ave.., McLean,
Virginia 22101, USA,
A limited number of participants can
obtain 60% reduction ~n air fares through
OSTIV. Group travel f,rom Melbourne,
and accommodation at Waikerie, are being arranged by D. O. Reid {add~ess
above), who should be notified as soon
as possible.
OSTlV is just 25 years old. A history
of it, and its 1931-39 predecessor ISTUS,
written by L. A. de Lange, is being pl;lb.
lished by the Swiss Aera R.evue, startmg
ill June.
Bl1LAWAYO

BULAW1\YO gliding club members,
Paddy Sulliyan and Rodney Davison once
again tooJc part ~n the Midlandschampionships at Gwelo, flying the Vasama.
The weather was not particularly good,
but they both enjoyed themselves and
managed to complete the tasks set.
After the Championships, Murray
Albertyn took the aircraft to Salisbury
where be set out on a 300km triangle;
unfortunately on the last leg. he got lost
and could not find Warren Hills airfield,
home of the Salisbury gliding club.
He finally landed near Selous,
damaging the machine in doing so. He
had been airborne for about seven-and-ahalf hours.
This sailplane has been repaired and
completely resprayed and we. are ~ure
that it is noW the finest lookmg glider
in Rhodesia.
After having no two-seater for 18
months, our long awaited K-7 arrived
from Windhoek, South West Africa, in
February.
R.D.

HANSoWERNER GROSSE.827km TRIANGLE
ON Wednesday; "May 16, Hans-Werner
Grosse, Getmany, completed the first
SOOkm ttiangle in the world. He took
off from Molln (near Hamburg) at 08 :29
with cloud base llt only 1,6OOft which
rose during the day to 4,000 and 1ater to
7,OOOft. He took his ASW-17 round the
course Bebra, (or Eisenach), Nordhorn,
(or Dutch border), Molln at an average
speed of 92km I h and cruising between
2,000 and 3,OOOft, When he arrived back
over Molln there was still sufficient lift
for him to carry on and be landed after
a total distance of 930km at 19: OOhrs.
As usual Hans·W~rller -carried out his
flight without cloud fiying and his
average rate of climb was 2m/sec. Twice
he had been down to 650ft and he landed
from 2,500ft at Rensbur.g. He said that
had he had a final climb to 4,OOOft he
could have completed 970km. He feels
that a I,OOOkm triangle is now a distinct
R.B.
possibility.

OBITUARY
SIR ROGER CONANT, Bt., M.P.
ONE of the most impQrtants jobs at .a
Championships, and especially a World
Championships is to look after the many
visitors properly-whether distinguished
or merely enthusiastic. It is, however, a
job that is frequently carried oUi inadequately because no one seems to have
time 10 spare from the pressing needs
of the operation itself. This did not
happen at the World Championships at
South Cerney because we had Roger
Conant, who looked after guests or
visitors with care, kindness and great
charm.
Regrettably, Roger died on March 29.
He was not a young man when he started
gliding in 1954, but went at his llying
with characteristic enthusiasm gaining his
Silver C in 1969 at the age of 70. As an
MP he saw the need for a better understanding of gliding, and formed the
Parliamentary gliding club to belp spread
the gospel. His land at HarringwQrth
housed the Perkins club, and even provided hill soaring on "Sir Roger's Ridge".
He got a lot of fun out of his gliding
and contributed a ,great deal in return.
A.W.
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CANADIAN NATIONALS 1,973

PIGEON Lake, Manitola, the Winnipeg
Gliding Club's flying fieJd, is the site of
this year's Canadian Championships from
June 26 to July S. There will be Open
IlQd Standard Classes: also. for the first
time, .a Sports Class to give less experienced pilots competition experience,
with tasks mostly chosen to provide
Silver and Gold C legs. Cor«spondence
about the l;ontest should be addressed to
Mrs.. Hazel Flint, 96, Harvard Avenue,
Winnipeg, R3M OK4.
Activities during 1972 of Canadian
gliding clubs which sent in returns show
a totaJ of 1O,934hrs flying from 29,359
launches flown by 7S club gliders plus
89' privately owned. (Free Flight.)
SITE FOR NEXT
S.AFRICAN CHAMPS?

THE P·ort Elizabeth 'Correspondent of
Wings Qver Africa quotes Claude Hardman as SOIying, .afterattending camp at
Co!esbe,rg with the Eastern Province Sailplane Club, that the next South African
Championships ought to be held there,
as it was a better site than Blocn'!-

a

fontein where. he had :lJlready flown ill
two Nationals. At the Colesberg l;amp
pilots at times found lift of l,300ft per
minute (22i,tfsu: Of nearl·y 13kts), ar:Jd
there were sta.nding wav.es almost every
evening. Further, there was little evening
build-up ,on the roads to hamper pilots
returning from ,cross-eountr~es.
Best flight of the camp was Barry
Becke's S60km triangle. Most of the time
pilots could get away from winch
launches without using their tug.
CIVV ELECTIONS
PIRAT GEHR1GER (Switzerland) was
re-elected President. Self Kunz (West
Germany), Ann Welch (Great Britain),
Pierro MoreJli (Ualy) and Boris Jane.elowjcz (Poland) were re-elected VicePresidents at the Man:h meeting of
CIVV.

LADIES INTERNATIONALS AT
LESZNO
THE first international contest for ladies
to be held from June 24 to July 8 at
Leszno, Foland has received 27 entries
from 16 countries but no-one from
Britain has entered.
.

THREE COUNTIE,S
AERO CLUB LIMITED
I

Blackbushe Airport, .Camberley, Surrey
(ON ,i,30 TRUNK ROAD - 45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence.
Silver C conversion ·from. £62
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying- Instrument Flying - RlT
Frasca Flight Simulator
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
~esidential Cou'rses availa'b1e
Licensed Bar. Oiners Club Credit Cardsaccepte::1
Barclaycards aa:e:pted

C.F.I. Derek Johnson
YATELEY·3747 (Management) 2152 (OperationsJ
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Gliding provides so many fine picture taking opportunities.
But there's rarely time to fiddle with camera settings and
film loading. Even more so in competition gliding when
photographic evidence may be required That's when a
Kodak'lnstamatic' camera comes into its own. With drop-in
film cartridge loading, minimal adjustment, big clear viewfinder
ond compact shape its mode for shooting fast and sure.

Thats why they're recommended by the B.G.A.
(You'll find them quite
at home on ground

leva tool)

The

Look one over soon
at your Kodak Dealer.

cockpit
camera

Kodak .nd In~alic ... t,ade math
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SOAR AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
Unsurpassed in Performance and Reliability
Fully Aerobatic
Now with Improved Airbrakes

Delivered U.K. £2,945 and Duty £150
(including instruments)
Over 1500 manufactured and production continuing
Getwith it-join the'BLANIK' set and progress in the'70's
Distribut·or for U.K., Eire and Canada;

Peter Clifford Aviation Limited, Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford
Tet KidJington 4262
Cables: Cliffair, Oxfor·d
Sole Exporter for Czechoslovak Aviation Produd$;

Omnipol Limited, WashingtonOYd 11, Prague 1, Cz:ec:hoslovClkia
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Animal Flight. By COLlN J. PENNYCUICK, Ph.D. Published by Edward
Arnold. Price £1.20. •
OLIN PENNYCUICK is both a scientist and a member of the Cambridge
C
University Gliding Club who has flown in Nationals, so is better qualified
than the many amateurs who have written most of the books on this subject in the

past. His sciences are aerodynamics, mechanics and physiology and he has a lot
to say, but as .this book is one of a series he only has 67 pages in which to say it,
so it is rather condensed and Qnly a few examples of the "did you know that?"
kind can be mentioned. bere.
For instance, "if a certain fraction of the body weight consists of fuel and
is consumed, the distance the bird can fly depends only on its effective lift/drag
ratio, not on the weight or size of the bird". In practice this means that a bird
carrying its own weight of fuel at take-off should fly 3,400km, and Dr. Penpycuick
warns conservationists that they must conserve the refuelling areas used by
migrating birds.
Another quotation: "if bird A weighs twice as much as bird B it will need
2.25 times as much power to fly but will only have J..59 times as much power
available from its muscles". Consequently "there is a definite upper limit to the
size and weight of practicable flying animals" which in practice is J2kg in ~everal
different orders of birds, though it is 20kg for the super-eondor and was [Skg f0r
the pterodactyl, both of which fly (or flew) almost entirely by soaring. Dr. Pennycuick does not mention man-powered flight, but a ten-stone man weighs 64kg:
one must presume that flapping flight is much less efficient than using a pr·opeller
with a fixed wing. (Otto Lilienthal's brother Gustav, who believed. in ornithopters,
pointed out contemptuously that Nature's nearest approach to the aeroplane is not
the bird but the beetle, which uses one pair of wings as a propeller and the other
pair as a .fixed aerofoil.)
Another subject with a bearing on man-powered flight is discussed in the
book: respiration. In the human lung the ultimate subdivisions, where oxygen is
passed to the blood, end in blind alleys, so that most of the oxygen breathed in
never reaches them. In the bird's lung, on the other hand., the air blows right
through from end to end because the ultimate subdivisions are tubes open at both
ends. Many people on learning this, including the reviewer, have assumed that this
is Nature's modification to enable the flight muscles to get the enormous amount
of oxygen they need, by picking up all of it that passes through the lungs.
.Dr. Pennycuick does not agree, on the grounds that (a) the bat has our
mammalian type of lung, yet flies well, and (b) he quotes V. A. Tucker as .finding
that the lungs of a flying budgerigar "are able to extract up to 6.5 % of the oxygen
in the inspired air, and are not noticeably superior to mammal lungs in this
respect". Figures I have collected are very different, though almost as sparse.
Human lungs are said to absorb 24% of the oxygen breathed in; and as to birds,
figures given in Biology and Comparative Anatomy of Birds red. A. J. Marshall,
Vol. 1, p.379) show the proportion of oxygen absorbed to be 30~ for the pigeon,
35%for the duck, and 36~ for the chicken. However, Pennycuick's view is favoured
by A. N. Warden (Functional Anatomy of Birds. 1'55), who says that birds' lungs
"resemble those of some reptiles"; and as both birds and mammals have evolved
from reptiles, it looks as if Nature has modified the mammalian lung rather than
that of birds.
Also relevant to man-powered flight is Dr. Pennycuick's demonstration that
every bird has a maximulTl and minimum possible useful wing-beat frequency, and
that, with an increasing size of bird, the max'imum frequency decreases faster than
!he minimum till a limit is reached where both frequencies are equal. This means,
If you work it out, that a flapping-winged man's useful mnimum frequency is less
tban his useful minimum-or, in other words, for a man no fla,pping frequency is
any flipping use.
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Deserving of a fin.aI mention is the author's reference to the President of his
gliding club, Prof. John Pringle, who discovered, contrary to accepted belief, that
an insect's wing muscle can contract many times in response to a single nervous
impulse. (pringle also discovered, incidentally, that flies balance themselves in ftight
by Nature's version of the gyroscope.)
A. E. SLATER

RHODA ANSWERS BACK
bear Editor,
I'm really enjoying this correspondence. But, before I get ground into the mud,
could we first look a,t what I a1::tually said? Basically this gliding is a man's sport.
Not many women glide although there are some who fly beautifully. It's hard to
organise fiying when child bearing and rearing but men are remarkably Idod to
women pilots who really love gliding.
Anne wrote giving valuable advice about how to keep up gliding while child
rearing. She made my point by saying "Thank you, Richard".
Erica says "No, no, no!" I don't know you Erica but are you sure you aren't
one of the exceptional women who fly beautifully? You don't suffer from premenstrual
tension. Bully for you. Doesn't make it a myth though-like Mary-I go a strange
greyish yellow colour and fly angrily at the windsock.
To one of your views I say "no, no, no". It is possible to be happly married
to a man Who doesn't glide. (Think of all the men who are happily married to
women who don't glide.) My husband owns a lovely sailing boat and the possibility
of him understanding me even better than he already does fills me with blind panic ...
Women, girls, sisters, dames, please don't talk about being close behind me. It
makes me sound as though I'm out in front. Nonsense, I write for S&G because I

HANG GLIDING

Li~~,.

Details, Plans and Parts available trom:
McBroom Sailwings Lld.,
12 Manor Court Drive, Horfield, Bristol 7
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enjoy doing it, not because I'm a perishing pundit.
The letter tliat absolutely enchanted me was from that "male chauvinist pig".
Really subtle. But John, I haven't seen you for ages. When did you take to reading
the agony columns in women's mags?
Cardigan, West Wales.
RHODA PARTRIDGE

FROM THE OTHER HALF!
Dear Editor.
My attention is drawn to correspondence appearing in your April/May iSjiue
which "confirms" that there exists no such female as· your contributor "Rhoda
Partridge".
I am more than a little put out Incurable r~mantic that I am, I clung long
and loyally to the Yeti and to "Nessie", the former exploded and the latter quietly
submerged. Now Rh(lda Partridge, my final handhold on romance, is being firmly
banished to the wastelands of mythology. She does not exist, we are assured.
I am left to wonder-and to ponder-"Who was that obliging woman who
appeared suddenly in my home-arid then ever more occasionally-ealling herself
Rhoda Partridge, masquerading as my wife and bearing me all of five children?"
The mind boggles-or perhaps only my mind!
Cardigan, West Wales.
GRAH,\M PARTRIDGE

POSITlVEL¥ RHODA
Dear Editor,
Since it is impossible to prove a negative, neither the non-existence of God, nor
the non-existence d Rhoda Partridge tan be proved, not even by statistics as John
Jefferson seems to think. On the contrary, if we take Rhoda Partridge's non-existence
as a null hypothesis to be disproved, then John Jefferson will be able to disprove her
non-existence himself on almost any weekend at the Long Mynd. And I am sure he
will be delighted to find that unlike some of those women of "women's lib", Rlioda
Partridge has all those feminine qualities that make women so agreeably different
from men.
Cambridge.
PETER O'OONALD

CONSIDERATION OVER

AEROTOWL~G

Dear Editor,
.
The following is true, enly the names have been changed to protect the gui1ty.
I am an instructor/tug pilot/dogsbody of a gliding club that operates in an urban
environment-i.e. we are surrounded by houses. Consc.ious of the faet that we operate
a tug and our members can occasionally afford an aerotow doesn't entitle us to infliot
ollr airborne flatulence on ,the surrounding populace; climb-out and approach patterns
are always flown 50 as !l;J cause the minimum amount of disturbance comptUible
with safety.
In this we have been fairly successful, the only noise complaints have either been
from the local nut or justified.
You may therefore imagine my feelings when visiting some friends who live
near a .gIidini: club in the depths of the country to find that this_ dub were towing
directly oVer the village and ignoring the open count.ry all round. The residents were,
to say the leas.t, annoyed and I am forced to agree with them.
This club was equipped almost identically to my 'own and a study of the lay-out
of the two sites on a large scale map shows that they could easily tow well clear of
all populated areas_
A message has been sent down the grape-vine to the offending club who have, I
think, mended their wa.ys. However, as this age is becoming more and more pollution
and noise conscious, it would be a great pity if our activities became restricted due
to the inconsiderate or thoughtless actions of :a minority,
Both the Chairman and the CFI of this club are bigger than me, so I sign myself:
(Fllll name .and address has been given.)
PAPA BRAV()
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FOR THE WELL-DRESSED GLIDER PILOT!
Dear Editor,
In I'esponse to E. E. Gray's letter suggesting we should have a gliding uniform,
I enclose a design for a practic31 and worthwhile garb.
A-helmet. with flashing lamp for
signalling
8-polaroids
C-- far-seeing gaze
D-determined chin
E-parachute
F, 0 H-A, Band C badges
I-Brollze C
J-Silver C
K-space reserved for Gold badge
L-space for Diamond
M-Yokel/English, English/Yokel
dictionary
N-walkie talkie (with real legs)
o-specially grown nail for use as screwdriver
P-Red Cross food parcel
Q-rot-proof socks
R-wing tip clamp
8-thermos flask
T-winch for raising flying suit legs after
landing in swamps
U-cudgel for driving off small a~ large
children, animals ete after landing out
V-foreign currency
W-maps, logbook
X""",,,thennal underwear
Y-inflatable shoulders for duty pilot
chore
Maid~IIIJead. Berks.

\ \'I::.vc-\------"~-

u
~------Q

_L

ALAN BRIGHT

PARACHUTE JUMPING-NOT SUCH A WORRY
Dear Editor,
From the first day I flew in a glider I worried about the parachute-not
whether it w0uld work if needs be, but whethe_r I could cope with a bale-out.
Fil1ding many like-minded members amongst the Essex alub, we have organised
several groups to attend weekend parachuting courses. More than 20 have now
made at least one jump.
Before climbing out of an aircraft for the first time I experienc.e sheer terror,
but in seconds the panic was over. I was out and away and totally unprepared
for the pure delight of floating down under a canopy (truly like being a bird) or
for .the surprisingly gentle landing. I think we all enjoyed our jumps. Most of us
liked it so much, we went back for a second. We all felt the course was very
worthwhile and have gained enormously in knowledge and confidence.
We are much indebted to John Meacock and his colleagues at the Peterborough Parachute centre for the first rate courses organised on our behalf and
strongly recommend other glider pilots to have a go. May I wish P. A. Howell
and his school every success with their venture.
Perhaps we could then lchallenge any other gliding club to a spot landing
competition-provided it was outside the soaring season of course?
LeigIJ-on-&a, Essex.
SIJEILA CORBETT
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ENTRIES SPORT/CLUB
CLASS NAnONALS
HUSBANDS BOSWORTH MAY U,sEPTEMBER 2
Spori
Club
Pilot
Std LibeJle
Bowden, D.
Brindle, G. F.
K-6E
Chinn,G. M.
Std Libelle
Dickson, W.
K·6E
Ellis, C. A. P.
Skylark 3
Farmer, A.
Kestrel 19
Garrod, M. P.
ASW-15
Harrison, K.
Cobra
Hale, R. J.
Std Libelle
Hogg, A.
Std Cirrus
Jarvis, H. R.
K-6cJl.
Keily, K.
K-6E
Libbum, D. W.
Std LibeJle
Lyndon, R.
Std LibeJle
McLuckie, R.
Kestrel 19

Nicholas, A. R.
Oulds, T.
Rollings, C. C.
Saundby, R. P.
Seth-Smith, M. P.
Sharman, R.
Shephard, E. G.
Simpson, C. R.
St. Pierre, A. H. G.
Torode, H. A.
Vann, E. J. C.
Wailer, C. J. N.
Welsh, J. H.
Winning, E. J.
Zealley, T. S.
Robertson, D. J.
Stafford Alien, R. C.
Strachan, 1. W.
Fay, W.
Cardiff, J.

_HI'.

Phoebus C
K-6E
·K-6E
Std Cirrus
K-6E
K-6E
Std Cirrus
Kestrel
Pilatus B-4
K-6E
SHK
K·6E
K-6E
Std Cirrus
Kestrel
Kestrel
Std Cirrus
SF·27M
Std Libelle
Cobra

Adve,ti.vemeftts. wilh ,emillance••hDIIld !Ht .enl 10 CM/,o.. ~u Ltd., II/lO I'MIr_V. L<Mdo...
NWI. Ter. 01·167 1285. Rale lOp a wo,d. Minimum [J..J(). 80s
4OT! nlPG. lWpIII.
Bf»<
.."mbus .hould be .enl 10 IM same add'ess.

FOR SALE

WElHE, Series 2, 18M. Built Malmo. Full
instruments. Twin vano, electric turn and
slip. Major last year. C .of A April 1973.
With trailer, £750. Can be seen North
Weald, Essex. Phone Brentwood 4121.
Wendelken.
OLYMPIA, recent 10 year C of A, and
recover. Skylark type canopy, complete
with trailer and FULL instrument panel.
Available immediately. Ring Navenby 554
evenings.
T·53. PHOENIX 2-seater. Low hours,
trailer, no C of A. £2.300 or near offer.
George Whitfield, University of Reading,
Dept. A.p.s, Telephone Reading 85123.
SKYLARK 2 and trailer for sale, some
instruments available separately. Tel:
Stratford-on·Avon 2650 (business hours).

'0

DIAMANT 18, fully instrumented. Rated
LID 45: I at 5lkts, min sink 1.7ft at
)'skts. BGA handicap 80%,. Sailpla,ne
trailered on cradle trollcy within normal
trailer and pulls out complete on cradle
for easy rigging and stowing. Tel:
Stratford-on-Avon 2650 (business hours).
SUPER NEW 26' lightweight woodeD
trailer, Rubery Owe-n axle, spare wheel,
originally designed for Skylark 3. £350.
Seen Usk. NEW GQ glider parachute.
£65. Tel: Wolvesnewton 263 for details.
CRASHED Blanik salvaged spares for
sale including complete fuselage from
wing L/E. Retractable wheel all control
runs etc, £100 the lot. Telephone Stratford-oo·Avon 2650 (business bours).
G.Q. PARACHUTE-perfect condition,
r.ew July 1971, £50-Secretary RCT
Gliding Club, 14 AD Regiment, RAF
Upavon, Wiltshire.

MOBILE winch mounted on rebuilt
long wheel base Land Rover. Particularly
sl:litable for expedition use. MOT ex~red. £375. Ring Lamboum 774.

ASW-15 ready to fly. Basic instruments
EB 69 parachute, lightweight fitted trailer,
C of A. John Glossop, 33 Woodland
Road, Sawston, Cambs. TeI: Sawston
3484.

UBELLE 201B-latest version. Immaculate. Trailer and instruments less
hOrizon. Offers Box No. SO 403, availa ble mid August.

FALKE SF-25 Two-seater powered sailplane. £1,600. Swinn, Scugdale HalJ,
Swainby, Nodballerton, Yorb. Tel. Wutton Rlldby 700553..
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FOR SALE (continued)

T-21s for sale. Enclosed canopy. Major
C of A in 1972, C of A eltpired February
1973. £875. Ring Lambourn 774.
IMMACULATE DART 1.5 with sound
trailer £2,000. Instruments, radios, oxygen,
parachute and barograph also available.
Giles, 3 Kenton Rood, Harrow, Middx.
Phone daytime 01-427 9001.
SKYSURFER Magazine. Foot-launched
gliding $7.DO/yr. Box 375, Marlboro,
Mass. 01752, USA.
METAL trailer, 27ft long, newly built to
guararlteed highest standards; corrosion
and rot-proofed. Any offer considered.
Telephone Lewes 3845.
TR.AILER--enclosed Slings by type with
fittmgs for DART 17R. Good condition.
Offers to Clay, Kirkburton 2668.
OLYMPIA 2B complete with instruments.
£800. Trailer ,available. G. Bagley, Staff
Mess, RAE, Farnborough.
AUSTER: tugmaster, 3 seat full dual,
Major 10/1 800hrs left. C of A due June,
possible recovering, £900 or best offer.
T-2IB VGC s.ell for £1,250 or dJ:y hire
£40pW. West Wales, Clarence Esplanade,
Teoby 2705.
SHORT NIMBUS Tandem Two-seater
for sale.. Full instruments, C of A.
Trailer. Good home essential. Box No.
SG 396.
K-2 complete with instruments. Covers,
immaculate conditjon, major C of A just
completed. Can be s~en at Shobdon.
Offers to S. F. Elms, Pheasant Hotel,
Welland, Malvern, Wo res. Te!: Hamley
Swan 400.
DART 15 - Superb - ready to fly,
complete with full instruments, oxygen,
parachute and trailer. £2,500 ono. Seen
Long Mynd. Mansell, Mosterley Farm
House, Cound, Nr Shrewsbury SY5 6BH.
Tel. Acton Burnell 25 I.
SKYLARK 30, good condition, full
panel, including horizon and electric
vario. 10 year C of A completed tbis
year,. valid to January 1974 with good
trailer. Available immediatelY. £1,800.
Phone Boume. End 23458.
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T·2IB with or without C of A. Nearest
£850-£900. Good condition. Ring Buttonon-Trent 64357 daytime for details.
T-ZIB two-seater for sale. C of A to
Feb, '74, no~ ba.llast mod_ Ouse Glidin.g
Club, Rufforth Airfield, Yorle, or TeI:
York 24322/27461.
SOARING Hang Gliders, Jig-boilt
Rogallo type, nylon or poly. Sail, photo
and full details from Stafford Sa.ilwiogs,
Blakefield House, Jawbone Lane, Melbourne, Derbyshire.
SHK-I Comp No. 325. Instruments, complete with trailer. Price £3,100. Artificial
horizon. available. Contact M. Bagnell,
after 7.00pm. Aldershot 28610. Glider
may be seen at Husbands Bosworth by
appointment.
SKYE ADC Mk 11. Offers. Pye Cambridge, 129.9, 130.4. £70. Cheddington
(0296), 668 rI'9.
FERRANTI Mk 6. (Miniature horizon),
£80 o.n.o. Phone Little Gaddesdell 3407.
SITUATIONS WANTED

EX DETECTIVE Superintendent aged
38 years s.eeks interesting position
connected with gliding. Experienced in
repairs to wood/fabric macnines. 130
hours on variety of aircraft. Silver C instructing experience. Available for interv,iew 1st June, 1973_ Box No. se 402.
INSTRUCTOR, full rating and PPL
available for Summer Courses from mid
July to September. 2 seasons experience
·of this work. Hugh Wa.tkions, 15 Church
Walk, Penn Fields, Wolverhampton,
WV3 7VY, Tel: Wolves 34995.
SITUATIONS VACANT

WANTED fully rated BGA Instructo,r
for Summer Courses. Motor glider rating
advantage. Apply to: Secretary. Cairngonn Gliding Club, Blackmill, Kincraig,
Inverness-shire.
WANTED

GRUNAU or similar. EarlY solo type.
Also pair of wings for Grunau. Reply
Pearson, 38 Meadow Bank Avenue,
Sheffield, S7IPB. Te!. 51959.

WANTED (oontinued)

,FINANCE

SYNDICATE requires glider in Swallow
Oly Skylark K·8 range. RiVg Fundenhall
347 evenings.

FINANCE for your glider purchases..
Advances. made on your present glider.
Fenlands
Finance
Peterborough &
Limited, 15 Broadway, Peterborough.
Telephone 66191.

ONE "S&G", F-ebroary 1959. Ingvar
Hyllander, Berguusgatan 9F, 21459
Malmo, Sweden.
K-7. T·210r similar, full details. secretary, East Kyl:oe, Beal, Berwick'onTweed.
INFORMATION concerning two TRT/2
air radios lost in the post. &:rial numbers
A208 and B209. Reward on recovery.
Anglia GSC, RAF Wattisham, Ipswich,
IP77RA.
INSURANCE
We are experts in glider and aircraft
insurance. Let us quote you the
lowest r~tes with the most reliable
companies. Write to Brian Gudgin,
Marrow, Gardner & Cooke,
254 Lineoln Road,
Peterborough
Telephone 68543
GLID1NG HOLlbAYS

PUBLICATIONS

SOARING PILOT - the INTER·
NATIONAL
gliding
magazine.
A
quarterly journal devoted to the glider
pilot with the professional outlook.
Annual subscriptions £1.2~UK, £l.S0
-Europe, £1.60-USA and Commonwealth. Write SOARING PILOT, Portland Chambers, 120 Portland Street,
Manchester 1.
AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly,
publication of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Prepare yourself for 'the 1974
World Championships! A complete
,coverage of Australian soariog and ex·
clusive features of international interest.
Subscription £J or $7.S0 U.S. to Box
1650 M, G.P.O. Adelaide, South
Australia 5001.
"SOARING"-official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Douglas Lamont. Address: Box 66071,
Los Angeles, California 90066, USA.
Subscription: S8.00 outside USA; apply
to Y0ur post office for a form.

Oet.lI. 'rom Dop1- V.

COVENT-RY GLIDtNG CLUB
Husbond 'B<lsworth Airfield
Rugby, Warwickshlr@
Advanced Cross Country Courses from £44

AIRFtELD EQUtPMENT
'Windsocks, Wind DirectiOn and Speed
Instruments
Portable and Permanent Runway Lights
litas-~ngle of Appro~ch lndil;:ators
Reflective N1ght Landing Systems and MSlkers

SHOIlGARD AIRFIELD ACCESSO.RI£S
Cross Road, l;roydon CR9 8EH

r...","",_ I 01-688 60S 8

Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAL each month for the world
air view in pictures and features. Reports
and photos of aircraft and sailplanes,
military aviation news, spotters' notebook, 'etc. Price 25p from your newsagent.
For free specimen ,copy 'send Sp in
stamps. to Dept S.G., Seymour Press Lld..
334 Brixton Road, London, S.W.9.
NEW ZEALAND,: "Gliding Kiwi"
Official Gliding Magazine of the N.Z.
Gliding Association. Printed October and
alternate months. Write N.Z. Gliding
Kiwi, 1'.0, Box 545, Tauranga, New
Zealand. £1.80 sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage).

/r will, ." cour... ~ ''''d~...'uod rhar rJr~ B,lrl.h GIWire" A. ,.onan".. cure"'" "capt ...poouibll/tp
lor rh~ clal... mod~ by odv~rlls~rs In ••SoUp/onc and Cjlldrnll".
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CONTRIBUTORS PLEASE NOTE

. Copy and photographs for the August/September issue should reach the
Editor, S&G, 281 Queen 'Edith's Way, Cambridge, tele15hone Cambridge 47725,
.
not later than June 14.
C<,>py and photographs for the October/November issue should be sent to
the Editor not later than August 15.
.Please, wbenever possible; type ,copy on foolscap, tri,ple-spaced.
April 16, 1 9 7 3 - . '
GILLlAN BRYCE-SMITH
ANGUS - imprQved launch rate

THE launch rate for September to
March, using our original winch, has increased by almost 70 % compared with
the same period last year,
Our Oly, badly damaged last year, has
been replaced by a Swallow. Jim Siml'son
took it to 6,OOOft in waw for his Silver
height on its first operational day with a
78 minute flight a few weeks later.
We have :a new Pirat and with our
T-21, a Bocian and a Swallow this mak~
a well-balanced fleet and not bad going
for a club which started in September
1970.
Jim S. (again!) took the P'irat to
4,OOOft in thermals on its third working
day and then on to 8,5OOft in wave. On
the same day Margaret Neill flew her
Bronze leg while her daugbter, Fiona,
had her first flight in the S.wallow.
Our engineers are having a busy time
with Cs of A and the Dew winch still on
the stocks,

I.S.

BLACKPOOL & FYLOE - superb
hill soaring

WE used a day of northwest wind to explore the limits of soaring on our uniq~e
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hill. ~e w<:re able to hold height above
the hilltop In a very gentle breeze, using
the 290° face of Parlick, until the wind
veered beyond 33()°_ No doubt a stronger
breele woul'd have been soarable r,ound
to 340·. If the east face also pr,oves to
wor.k with the wind 40° to SO· oblique
to it, then the north easterlies will be
llsable round to 03.0· or 040°. To date
we have exploited winds from the NW,
W, SW, SSW, S and SE to our complete
satisfaction, using winch launches from
0l!r valley airfield. Our remaining thrill
will be .to tackle the no~-facing ridge
three miles away downwmd.
y.te a~ now flying regularly again, to
bnng back the treasurer's smile. The
operations are' limited whiJe the airfield
~s n~t fully c1ell!~, for with temporarily
rc:stnctedov.ershoots and rusty solo
pilots, certam cable-break situations
could be tricky. Most of the flying is
dual, and crack-of-dawn arrival is not by
itself sufficient to guarantee a flight
before dusk.
.
Thank goodness modern concrete
comes in huge ready-mixed lQads; we
were faced with the need for 2,$00 loads
from out little mixer to covet the floor
and apron to our new hangar!

K.E.

BGA Chairman Chris Simpson, the
guest of honour at our dinner-dance,
spoke about glider pilots and airspace.
THE cross.-country season has been Mrs Simpson presented cups to Tim
thinking of arriving sinc~ the end of Bradbury, Keith Aldridge, Ron Sandford,
February when Tim Bradbury went SOkm Sant Cervantes and Phil Edmonds, the
to Cinderford ar.d back in his new Std best ab-initio pilot.
Despite the VAT increases, gliding
Libelle. To date there have been ten
cross-eountries, the longest being the costs are reported to be very much the
282km by Howard Jones in an attempt same as in France, where they have Govat the 300km Nympsfield-Lasham-Here- emment subsidy. Maybe that's a bit of
ford triangle which was stopped at Ross- Common Market policy we don't need!
on-Wye by an approaching warm front.
Two more changes involving long·
A sizeabl~ party of Nympsfielders serving club members: Mike Ross has
made the pilgrimage to Portmoak at the left us to work in Israel for three years
end of March and San! Cervantes and (yes they do glide there), handing over
Rob Robertson did some 7Shrs flying to Don Chatterton as membership secrewith the club K·8. Their work draught- tary; and Tony Gaze was elected a Viceproofing the canopy and fitting. oxygen President of the Club to succeed the late
paid off-they were rewarded WIth Gold Cyril Uwins, a former BAC test pilot.
height climbs of more than I3,OOOft.
Entries for the Western Regionals
Despite the weather, the club counted (July 21-29) are not coming in as fast as
last year as good. Chairman Mike Harper usual at this time of year-the only
gave three reasons for this at the. AGM excuse we can offer is that we are full
in March-good ~anageI?ent, mld~eek already! (See also 1'198 for late news.)
flying and aerotowmg dunng the holIday
M.l.C.
courses. The number of launches had increased and during its first full year of
operation the K·8 had flown 162hrs.
BURTON & DERBY - a time

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE encouragiJ'lg start

of chang.e

AIRCRAFT INSURANCE
Phone, Call or Write
J. A. HARRISON (BROKERS) LTD.
"SECURITY HOUSE"
160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET.
BIRMINGltAM "

6NY

Telephone 021-692-1245 (10 lines)

FOR KEENEST RA TES,
SERVICE AND SECURITY

OUR club neet has altered for the first
time in years. M.any an advanced pilot
took a fareweIl flight in the trusty T-2l
before it was finally de-rigged and
grounded in favour of two new Blaniks,
one of which belongs to Randle l,;unt
but is available to club members.
Syndicate news: The Dart IS had a
losing argument with a hedge and is now
awaiting repairs; the Skylark is for sale
and a new Std Libelle is expected from
Germany.
We have two new instructors, Brian
Johnson and Mid' Delahay, and other
successes include a 13,700ft height gain
at Aboync in the Std Libelle by Ray
Steward to complete his Gold C. Two
Silver Cs were completed and also two
Bronze Cs.
The annual dinner and dance was well
attended and Ernst Specht was awarded
the CFl's trophy for the second year
running for his 300km triangle. Unfortunately, his turning-pOrnt photographs
were incorrect and his Gold C claim was
disallowed.
M.T.
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London Sailplanes Ltd.,
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds.
Telephone Dunstable 62068
U.K. Agents for Tost and
A. Schle/cller

TORVA SAILPLANES
LTD.
NEW:
Styled glass fibre trailer for
19 metre sailplane
CAMSH ELL DOOR

Open Monday to Saturday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
C.A.A. welding' and re,sp.rays
Repairs to wood, glass fibre and
steel tube, machines

FORWARD ACCESS DOOR

Stocks of most materials for repairs
and re-builds

INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION

Wide range of instruments in stock

THIRD JOCKEY WHEEl.: FOR
,GROUND I-IANDLlNG

Sarograph and A.S.1. Calibration

FULL AUTOMATION DEVICES
AVAILABl.E

Also available in sizes to suit
15 metre sailplanes
TORVA:
SPRITE. 1 5m G.R.P. Sailplanes
SPRINT.1Sm
INSTRUM~NTS AND OXYGEN
EQUIPMENT INCLUDING THE
LIGHTWEIGHT ASA Economiser
for panel mounting in limited
spac;e, w.ith height indicator for
flow control. Bottles available too!

CHILTERN SAlLPLANES LTD.
C's of A, Wood,Glassfibre and
steeltube repairs
Instrumenting, resprays, trailers, ete.
overhauls
Senior Inspection A~proval., 'DaY. Paton
300 luton Road, Dun.table, LU5 4LF
Tel. Home,: Dun.table (O~821154472
Worka: 'Eaton Brey (05251 220131

..
Glidervvork
-

TORVA SAILPLANES LTO.
Works:
Outgang Lane, Pickering,
Yorkshire. Tel. 3491

Sales Enquiries:
Westland Road,
Park Farm Indu$trial Estate,
Leeds L.S11. Tel. 709111
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C of A OVERHAULS and REPAlRS
by L,.Glowr. senior inspector

=-;1~
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby

• lel: Husbands BDswDrih 375

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY paris with Its Tiger Moth
AFTER six years' faithful service the
Tiger M Qth G·ANFI has Been reluctantly
pensioned off and replaced by a refurbished (French Air Force) Super Cub
150 G-BAFT. It is hoped our new
Citabria will join us during May to help
launch the rapidly increasing fleet of club
and privately owned gliders being flown
from both our sites at Duxford and
Cambridge.
The glass-fibre contingent (Std Libelle
and two Diamants) have been added to
by a Cirrus, another Std Libelle with a
Kestrel 19 on its way.
B.H.B.

COVENTRY-can't be.t the T-21

mE

soaring season at Husbands Bosworth started with a memorable crosscountry by the newly fonned T-21
syndicate. Lou Frank, the chainnan, and
Chris Thomas flew 139km to Swanton
Morley after four hours in the air. They
were forced to land due to extreme cold,
having been 4,50~t over Swanton .Morley
and well on theu way to theIr goal.
Yannouth. It put the hot-ships to shame
as it was the only glider to get away
from the site in gusty. marginal condition.s.
In fact two weeks later the T·21 again
headed off to unknown skies and landed
at Dunstable-it is now rumoured it is
top of the ladder.
The annual treasure hunt to Portmoak
brought John Heath his Diamond height
and Bill Fay and Guy Gothard their
Gold heights. A week later Wally Mason
got his Gold height at Dishfortb in wave.
V.M.G.

ORNISH - acth,e ridge
DESPITE a long absence from these
columns, soaring is continuing apace
from the cliffs at Perranporth and our
fOUl mile ridge has been working over- DERBYSHIRE & u\NCASHIREtime. As a result of last year's circuit with a challenge
bashing and general training in K- 13's
and the Swallow, the trends are now WE have several pots which haven't been
definitely towards private ownership and awarded for some time so challenge the
cross-country flying.
more competitive pilots from Dunstable,
Bosworth,
Long
Mynd,
Amongst machines flown at the club Husbands
are a SHK, Skylark 3, PiIatus B-4, Sky- NympsJield. Swanton Morley and Sulton
lark 4, the immaculate 30 year-old French Bank to make the flight to Carnphill and
Avia 40p--the only surviving example-- claim a trophy.
with a Pirat, Std Cirrus and Blanik to
We ran a mini-course at the beginning
come.
of April for Liverpool Polytechnic and
Our instructors have been amusing two gliding clubs. Some of our members
themselves with a fiendish engine of visited Aboyne recently and John Taylor,
torture knOwn as "the blind flying hood". MalcoIrn Blackburn and Val Rowell
It is a fabric covered framework which gained Gold heights.
fits under the canopy of the K-13 and
There were no major committee
blanks off the tear cockpit, allowing the changes at the AGM, Ted Neighbour
instructor to fly from the front during and Mike Armstrong carrying off the
the aerotow and landing. This has given . main trophies. Plans are being finalised
lOvaluable practice and tuition in instru- for our task week from May 28 until
ment flying and we hope it will "soften June 3.
the blow" on first attempts at cloud
P.H.
flying.
At our AGM Dennis Jenkin was DEVON & SOMERSET - snow
elected chainnan, taking over from Dave in April
Collins. Our holiday gliding courses are
rapidly filling, so we advise early THE soaring season has just about
enquiries.
struggled into being but several of OUt
We flew from our "satellite" field at members couldn't. wait and have
Hells Mouth on March 14 and our Beagle returned from Portmoak flushed with
Airedale tug was kept busy all day.
success. The dark side of the cloud
P.H. showed with the c.rash of Les Ford in
'22:)

his Olympia 463_ He spun into the
ground from Sooft, writing off his airClllft and landing himself in hospital.
We understand he is now on the mend.
April brought a promise of good
wea,ther but 'one weekend we still had
to record that SNOW stopped operations!
Launch rates are good and work is progressing slowly on the new winch and
control bubble which we hope will be
operating by the time the next issue
appears. And the track to our site has
now been covered with tarmac.
S.M.C.S.
DONCASTER & DISTRICT accent on training

A VERY mild winter has allowed the
training programme to go ahead non
stop. The Falke has rarely been on the
ground on flying days, and as club policy
now allows pilots of Silver C standard
to fly it solo·, its utilisation hayincreased.
Special mention among the solos, to
55 year-old Les Lockwood, promptly
christened "The Flying Grandad" by the
.Iocal press!
The elusive wave has returned, and the
Skylark 2 piloted by John Ashmore
maintained 1l,00Qf.t for three hours in
March.
Pressure on the club single-seater list
will be reduced by .the purchase of a
M-lOOs.
New syndicate arrivals arc the "Regal"
Eagle and the long awaited Std LibeIJe,
syndicated by CFI John Stirk.
The social side has had a successful
winter and highlights were the fancy
dress partY and a talk given by Keith
EmsweH on the BG-135.
DJ.W.
DORSET - still at Compton Abbas

GLIDING at Compton Abbas has now
taken on a more dub-like attitude. We
have a Blanik, a Pirat on order and with
our three tugs, aoy private owner is welcome for a holiday. We still operate seven
days a week, though are not running
courses, bul flying is steadily increasing as
people realise we are still here.
The regionals are fully booked with
43 entries.

R.K.
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ENS·TONE EAGLES - March wind
and acc:idents

WE are sad our chairman Lorne Daniel
has retired but welcome Dave Wales,
elected in March.
March winds have caused two incidents
which should serve as lessons. Our chairman's newly repaired SHK was blown
over in its trailer, fortunately with only
minor damage and the Eagle syndicate'S
trailer jack-knifed in strong winds on the
M6. It hit a bollard causing damage .to
the glider, trailer and car.
On the brighter side, April has been
outstanding for oae member at least.
Martin Wells gained Gold C height in
his Olympia 28, reaching 13,Sooft on a
cross-country to Inkpen. Martin reported
conditions were exceptional with numer·
ous ten knot thermals. This "super Oly"
has been entered in the Western R~
gionals, so Cirrus and Std Libelle ·owners
watch out!

c.e·H.

ESSEX- pUUey launching

SERIOUS gliding started early this year
with a large number of soaring flights at
our flat site without the benefit of ridge
or wave. Much of the success must come
from the pulley launching system reintroduceO by CFI 'Graham Martin. The
pole benders regularly achieve 2,OOOft
which has enabled them to get away on
mid-week flights when the tug isn't
generally available.
Honours this year go to Martin Southward for his out-and-return to Cambridge
on a marginal day and to Tony Manwaring for his climb to 9,OOOft.
There is· an increasingly competitive
spirit which speaks well for the Easter
programme. And talking of competition,
this has recently become a family affair.
Three fathers have been put on their
mettle with the joining of the next generation-welcome to Jacqueline Swallow,
Richard Toyne and Martin Matthews.

S.c.

HEREFORDSHIRE-II new club

SHOBDON, site of a glider pilot training
base during the war, has long been regarded as an excellent centre for exploring wave from the Welsh mountains.

With an increasing number of private
owners coming for the soaring, it was,
inevitable that a permanent club would
eventuaJly be operating from the airfield.
Herefordshire was off t~ a· good statt
with its new Blanikbeing released over
the site after its delivery flight and climb·
ing to 3,SOOft in weak wave.
A.N.M.
HIGHLAND - flourishing

FORMED 18 months ago by the civilian
members of the Navy's Fulmar gliding
club, we now share a site with the
RAFGSA Fulmar club at MilItown airfield and are grateful to the RAF for the
use of their hangar and launching equipment.
The club is thriving with 30 members,
three gliders, a T·21, Swallow and Skylark 3F as well as a privately owned
Olympia 2B. We sometimes have the use
of a Falke and an Auster, the latter now
bought by a syndicate of RAF and our
club members and permanently sited at
Milltown.
From time' to time we are banished
from MilItown while Harriers lurk in the
woods and leap from the runways. On
these. occasions, we retreat to AboycC'
and can't thank the Deeside club enough
for th~ir hospitality ~I!d the opportunity
to enJoY wave condItIons. John Fraser
and B1II Hill gained Gold heights there
and Neil Collier his Gold height and five
hours. Bill Hill claimed his five hours on
a trip to Portmoak. with the Skylark.
R.E.T.

creased with ten private machines based
at. Inkpen.
The club held it's AGM on April 13.
Peter Osborne was elected Chairman, the
other positions of aircraft member and
MT member being filled by Peter Purdie
and Barry Dixan.
April 14 was a good soaring day with
Ray Foot, Peter Osborne and Ralph
Jones goin,g Kestrel hunting' to do ftight
comparisons. Sunday was even better
with Toney Hanfrey claiming his Silver
C distance with a flight to Nympsfield and
Barry Dixon managing another four
hours for his duration-better luck next,
time.

LAKES -

no spring

etl~k.nl

THIS has been a time of progress with.
Bronze legs and first solos recorded as
well as the appearance of wave bringing
numerous climbs of 5 to 9,000ft over
DuddoD Bay and one 12,SOOft climb over
Lake Windennere by Roger Bull in the
Std Libelle.
We Were pleased to welcome syndic;ates
from the Blackpool club on two occasions
in March and arranged aerotowing experience for them in addition to soaring
for those prepared to accept turbulent
conditions over Ouddon Bay in a brisk
northerly wind.
One fact, not generally known, 'emerged
from a talk on club history. Our amalgamation in 1956 with the Fumess club
effectively makes us ,almost 43 years old
and the fourth oldest club in the country.
R.R.H.

INKPEN -lively April

THE begincing of April saw the soaring
season start in style with Ralph Jones
doing well over 400km trying for a
5QOkm triangle, and several members
achieved climbs of Over 10,OOOft on
April 8.
Five pupils went solo in early April
and Arthur Downton had the distinction
o~ obtaining both legs of his Bronze C
WIthin ten ftights of going solo.
Activities at Inkpen have increased
considerably since Southern Soaring have
been operating from the site. We now
boast two Blaniks and two Falkes, the
second loaned by Reading University.
The private owner activity has also in-

LINCOLNSHIRE - in outer space!

OUR airfield at the time of writing resembles a n'I00fIscape. Our landlord
farmer has tipped many' loads of soil in
the worsl areas, and is about 10 level it,
for which we are very grateful.
Our operations have been spoilt by
strong WInds in recent weeks, but a little
soaring has been done. We still eaKCrIy
await delivery of our new Bocian lE.
Thanks to sterling wort: by our air
display committee, Bardney shoJ.t1d echo
to the sound. of Lancaster, Spitfire, ,:and
Macaws among others on June 24.
J.R.S.
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LONDON - dusty start to spring

THE sight of dust flying up behind a tug
is normally associated with the midsummer months, but in March is quite
exceptional. The absence of the
customary mud was extraordinary and
partly instrumental in above normal
flying activity during. early spring.
The only notable flights to date were
by John letIries who collected the
Lasham Dunstable Plate by flying a K-8
in both dIrections. The Husbands Bosworth Dunstable Pot was claimed by the
opposition with a T-2IB!
The huge array of glass-fibre ships have
only flexed their muscles so far, the best
performance being a 1SSkm triangle by
Mike Bird in a Kestrel at about 7Skm/h
Our original Commodore tug, having
had an argument with a Jaguar, is being
replaced by another. In addition, we
have acquired a 220hp Minerva, the perfomance of which, both in rate of climb
and propeller noise, is greater than we
have experienced before.
We have organised a club sweepstake to
assist funds fOI:" tbe British team. For
lOp anyone can make a guess at the
fastest speed achieved by a club member
round a 200km triangle before september
30, ranging from SOkm/h to llOkm/h.
The craftiest pilots will, of course, put
down for the speed they think they can do
themselves, and hope nobody betters
them!
After ten years as resident winch
driver, Don Gerrard is leaving to join a
vehicle maintenance course (he should
have learnt a lot already!) Don has undoubtedly done much for the club by
regular maintenan.te on equipment and
achieving a bigh "fumble free" factor.
We shall miss him very much. Geoff

Naylor is back again for the summer
COUISe season, while our hard working
resident tug pilot. Dick Sherwin, has now
been replaced by a similarly keen pilot
by the name of Peter Vearie.
A great deal of repair work to club
buildings has been going on, largely due
to the leadership of Pat George. Our accommod.ation has not yet been classified
as the Dunsta~le Hilton, but much has
been done towards better sleeping
quarters for course members.
M.P.G.
MIDLAND - in optimistic mood

IS this the season we have all been
waiting for? It certainly made an 'excellent start and wc sampled lOkt thermals before the cnd of March. Within a
few weeks of the first thermals popping,
there were a number of good crosscountries and heights-the best by Mike
Hornn who used a cloud climb to latch
on to wave to IS,SOOft as!.
Richard Cooper flew Silver duration
ajld height together one Sunday, and Bert
Penfold also gained Silver height. Carol
Burnett and Ron Hawkes soloed in
March and are clocking up K-8 time.
Everyone enjoyed the dinner-dance.
Trophies were carried away by Don
Brown (best distance); John Anstcy (best
height); John Brenner (best out-andreturn and also ladder); Louis Lope~
(best ab-initio) and Mike Ray (club
effort).
We welcome Simon Morrison as resident instructor to assist Jack Minshall on
the courses, but begin the season without
a full-time engineer. Although some work
is being contracted out, much of the onus
of aircraft maintenance falls on the
shoulders of technical officer Charles

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
Main Stockists:

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359
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Nightingale, and Jack on non-fiying days..
If Ch.as has good backing and assistance
from members, we may feel the present
set-up should continue. •
W.J.T.
NORFOLK-fareweU to T·21?

NEWEST member to join us is "Victor
November" who clocked up more than
20hrs during his first three weeks. He's
a willing little fellow who can park a
solo glider at 2,OOOft in about seven
minutes or the T-21 in eight minutes. We
decided to operate the Condor completely
separately from the rest of the club fleet
and thus was bom the Avato Flying
Group-membership £5, single-seater
tows to 2,OOOft for £1.25 or fun-flying for
£7 an hour.
The change-over from wire launching
to aerotows has meant a re-think of
future policy, particularly from the training aspect. With the Falke and K-13 for
pupils, there is reason to consider exchanging the T-21 for another singleseater.

NORTHUMBRIA - golden invitation

THE Wave at the site continues to make
its presence felt, particularly when the
wind is SW and some first class flights
have been achieved during the past few
months, off the wire too, as our tug has
been absent for its C of A.
Now that the tug is back, looking very
well and the second winch has been rejuvinated and is in use, we should reach
new heights this year.
The only shadow hanging over us is an
application by Newcastle Airport for a
SRZ/SRA; we would be encompassed by
the proposed SRA and if we were obliged
to fly only VMC we would feel somewhat restricted. However, nothing definite.
yet and our Secretary, David Pattison is
a good negotiator and has made the position known to the BOA who will no
doub(have our interests in mind.
Malcolm Haley, badly injured last
August when he crashed in his Olympia
463, is making good progress and we are
pleased to see him visit the field regularly.
Our invitation to sample our site still
stands and as many of our 1972 visitors
would testify, a lot can be gained by a
visit to Currock Hill, "there's golds in
them thar hills!"
G.D.R.
OUSE - new equipment

At the end of two years Our Falke has
totalled nearly 900hrs and will be in
Continuous use during July and August
When we run our holiday courses.
We have decided that all club members
Who fit a tow-ball to retrieve caTS should
. e the sOmm size, (not 2"1, and would
hire to suggest this might be standardised
throughout BOA member clubs..
C.E.H.

MEMBERS at RufIorth are eagerly
awaiting the arrival of the new K·13.
last reported at Harwich.
e are also
hoping that our new winch will be completed in time for the first launch of the
K-13. Built to a design by Alan Park,
this machine features a massive 116
diesel mounted within a van body
and a control cabin which vaguel,.
suggests the bridge of the Ark Raya.
Complete with heater and a double seat,
it is hoped that members will be attracted
rather than driven to the far end of the
field.
We have already clocked up four crosscountries. On o.ne weekend in early
Ap'ril the usual milk run to the east coast
chff tops at Camaby was changed to
Sturgate, with the Blanik, Pirat and Skylark 2B visiting our friends at the Trent
Valley_ The retrieves were somewhat unusual (even for the frozen North) in that
they had to fight raging blizzards on their
way back. Dave Smith in the Bfanik,
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trying to copy the previous fiight to Sturgate with Secretary Jim Purves and Ray
Rogers, came across a solid wall of snow
and had to land among a forest of pylons
near EggboroUgh Power Station.
E.B.
OXFORD - getting sociable

THE successful dinner at Weston Manor
was the first social function of its kind
held in the club for some years.
Since January fiying has progressed
well in spite of some windy dllYS. On
February 10 the two K-13s soared in front
of a snow storm in strong smooth lift.
The whole club '6eet was flying and soaring before the end of March. Many
thanks to the band of workshop toilers
who contribute so much towards keeping
the club (;osts down.
April 7 saw tiny dots between 5 and
6,oooft. Pete Forrest, newly converted to
the Skylark 2, got his Silver height with
a barograph on board. The Pl).oebus was
earning ladder points during, a C of A
test flight. First away landing of 1973 was
by Joe Wren in the 'Skylark 2.
J.R.
PETERBOROUGH & SPA1.DING speedy launching

WITH the Sports Council's assistance,
the Capstan became club owned in April
to back-up our Bocian. This coincided
with the delivery of the new tug, a Rallye
Commodore, which will give front-line
towing facilities from now On together
with the Tugmaster. Such is the climbing
capability of the RalJye that 2,OOOft
launches now take a mere three minutes
and give a winch·type climb angle. We
now have an additional K-6E and there
is a new syndicate for the M-lOOs.
Many thanks to National Coach John
Heath for the assistant instructors' course
he held in mid-March at our Crowland
airfield. The weather was glorious ,and
John passed alt five pilots, complimenting the club on its instructional fiying
standard, a cred'it to existing instructon..
At our third AGM members thanked
the retiring CFI, Reg Bradshaw, and
Chairman, Tony Fidler, for their work
since the club's formation and we are
pleased they will remain on the
committee.
The courses for the spring bank holiday are fully booked but we have
2.28

vacancies in early August for ab-initios.
We are also arranging a one week course
at the request of the local education
authority. It is primarily for physical
education teachers so that they can give
first hand advice to pupils interested in
gliding-a valua'ble long term asset.
J.V.L
SCOTTISJi GLIDING UNION no time fOr hibernation

THE first quarter of 1973 included 76
fiying, 38 soaring days into which were
packed more than 2,000 launches; 1,274
by club gliders, 321 by club private
owners, and (mainly in March) 445 by
visitors. Some days, 75 or mlilre hours
were fiown.
To the single Silver C leg of January
and the two of February, were added ten
Silver, ten Gold and one Diamond legs
in March, all for duration or height.
Some people clearly have no idea how
to hibernate in a warm clubhouse!
The successful Christmas dinner-dance
,is being followed by an<lther at Easter,
when trophies will be revealed-and,
presumably, their recipients. C<lngratulations, meanwhile, to Frank Ireland on his
BGA Diploma and to our Directors on
instituting a country membership of the
SGU for members of other Scottish
gliding clubs. Details from our Secretary
Robin Snow.
B.A.F.V.
SHROPSHIRE - In wave

THE 1973 thermal season st~.rtcd early
with ~kt thermals on MaTCh 8
allowing a lOOkm triangle to be completed in Ihr 3Omins-by no means a fast
time but remarkable for the time of year.
We were pleased to welcome Chris
Simpson and John Large with their
Kestrel 19 on March 24 and 25 when
the weather obljged with 6,OOOft of wave
for Chris and some six hours of thermal
soaring for the rest of us.
March 31 was a superb wave day with
climbs of over 10,ooOft achieved from
3,OOOft tows, the best height being 13,700.
The extensive strato cu. layer between
4,OOOft and 6,OOOft inhibited cross-country
fiying to a 130km triangle, which is a
pIty as ground speeds of 70 to 80kts were
possible along the N-S line of :.the' waves..
We welcome the Avr6 Club who have

taken up a syndicate slot at Sleap basipg
their Skylark 3 on the airfield for the use
of suitably experienced members.
I.P.
SOUTHDOWN - sponsored flights

THIS year has starled well with four
new solo pilots in the first quarter, plus
two members who re-soloed. A definite
improvement on last ye;1r.
The highlight of March for the fortunate was the expedition to Portmoak with
18 enthusi\loStsand seven gliders. The
Merritt br-others both gained their SilVer
distance and Veronica Wood her Silver
duration.
We are hoping to launch a scheme for
sponsored distance flights from Firle. It
has a dual purpose, to encourage pilots
and at the same time raise funds for the
World Championships.
S.E.
STAFFORDSHIRE - have left Melr

FLYING at Meir ended on January 1
of this year, thus ending, our ten year
history on this site which has served us
so well.
Out new site at Morridge is progressing slowly but steadily and it is
hoped that by the time this is published
we shall be tlying from there. However,
operations will not be easy for some
time due to the newness of the site and
we shall have a great deal of exploration
to do in the air. Accordingly, some
restrictions wiIl have to be made and
initially, "check free" pilots will need
100 hours and Silver C to fly solo, all
other pilots will require dual instruction
relevant to their experience.
Although we have not yet been able
to fly from the new site, our members
are working very hard on the preparation
of equipment and the building of the
hangar and c1ubroom which will be
equipPed will all "mod cons".
Groups of members visiting other
clUbs on odd weekends have been given
a mQst cordial welcome and we hope
to return their hospitality.
C.J.R.
SURREY & HANTS - experiments

AFTER a winter of fog the season
sU~denly. burst upon us in March. By
nUd-Apnl there was a sprinkling of
300km trips among the total of 5,OOOkm

flown. Some ~ys have produced' a high
cloudbase, oceasionally nearly 7,OOOft as1.
A group of RAF members visiting, us
from Laht in Germany caught a part,icularly good spell of weather notching
up a collection of five hours and heights
to take back with them.
The Pilatus B-4s are frequently airborne and receiving unanimous acclaim
frem all and the Kestrel 19 win be up
and about by the time this is read.
Our experiments with plastic covered
seven-strand piano wire were most
successful. At double the cost per cable,
the launch total per cable nearly tripled
compared with the uncovered sevenstrand wire. We are {lOW taking the
plastic cover a little further and experimenting with a hard Teflon covering to
reduce heating effects of runway friction
and increase the launches ]!ler wire to
perhaps 750-800 before the first breaks
occur.
C.L.
TRENT VALLEY - rock crushers

THE start of the soaring season has
brought the syndicate aircraft out ,of
hibernation and most members have
,enjoyed thermal flights this year.
The fleet of syndicate owned aircraft
has been enlarged by the' arrival of a
Pilatus B-4, whilst the club T-2l and
Swallow are looking ver; smart following
complete recovering by now experienced
club members.
We have been visited by the rock
crushers again. More peritrack has disappeared and is now stored on one of
our three runways. We have not lost any
flying days as a result, but our crosswind landings are well practised.
The ill fortunes of 1972 continued
through to the dinner-dance when our
musical grotlp failed to arrive. Congratulptions to G. Sewart, B. Gould, B.
Hill, P. SChofield l1nd D. Snowden, who
were presented with cups for two-seater
endurance, single-seater endurance, CFI
achievement, perseverance and T·21
endurnnce flights, respecti<vely.
R.G.B.
Vl,STER & SHORTS - new tug
spells liberation

IN March National Coach Bill Scull
collected and deliYered our new tug, an
ex-Genuan military Super Cub. With
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Our soaring season started early on
flaps and ISO relaxed horses where the
previous under-powered yoke had .only a February 13 and we have had pro~ising
gut-busting 95, the new Cub IS Im- weather including some wave flymg-a
rarity indeed out here in the East Riding.
macurat~ after a P5>st-demob re,?uild. We
R.H.D.
expect It to Widen our honzons by
making possible safaris to a ~~mber: of
promising but confined expedition SItes.
In particular, it overcomes a difficulty WYCOMBE AIR PARKwhich lost us a lot of flying during the record-breaking spring
frustrating winter months-blustery winds THIS spring was a rerord-b~aker with
from the northern sector which made use March producing record soanng and five
of NewtownardS' short cross-runways completed Silver C·s.
obligatory and curl-over from Scrabo,
The Portmoak pilgrimage produ~
the hill in our circuit, severe. These were Gold heights for Rowan Beech and Chris
circumstances with which the previous Leo--Chris got his en route at Dishforth
Cub was unable to cope.
and then again at Portmoak for good
The under-used Falke went to Booker measure! Mike Field, true to form, made
to help fimmce this very necessary a climb to a mere 18,OOOft and finished
change. A b-initio trainin~ has reverted to the week with a triangle of Aberdeen,
the Blanik, which is also well used for Fort WilIiam, Portmoak.
solo and mutual soaring.
In April, Justin Wills broke the lookm
First 1973 expedition is an Easter goal speed record, finishing the flight in
safari to Farranfore, in Co Kerry, where fine style with chandelles to eject water
we will join the local club aDd· a similar ballast and then landed beauti·fully with
Dublin outfit for a ten-day camp. Wave the wheel up! Luckily no damage was
potential in the Irish soutb-west is done and he took off on a cross-eounlry
rumoured to .be really sometbing- again later that day.
Jeremy Bryson gained Gold height on
J.M.C.W.
bis one and only Fananfore flight some
years ago in wave triggered off by
mountains which deserve a better name
than Magillicuddy's Reeks.
A recent disposal was the Eon Baby
to Dublin. The solo fleet is now two Skylark 2s, a K·6E and the affiliated Queen's
Tunbridge Lane, 'Bottisham
University Club's Skylark 3. But a sixCambridge CB5 9DU
man syndicate is scouring the marlcet for
a Dart 17 to add to our other two
Telephone: cambridge 81 1323
privatelY'owned a i rc r aft - Gordon
Mackie's highly autonomous SF-27M and
the Jeremy Bryson{Alan Sands Kestrel 19
which joined us late last season after
Wood, Metal and
being aired by Nick Goodhart at Vrsac.
Bets are now being taken on the date
Fibreglass Repairs
this aircraft will first soar back to Britain,
in the wake of Alan Sands' K-6E flight
to Scotland last year.
Spares and Materials
R.R.R.

JOHN HULME

•

WOLDS - full programme

WE are awaiting delivery of our second
K-7 which will release the first one for
solo and cross-country flying to improve
our advanced soaring training. We are
looking forward to flying each evening
this summer in addition to week-ends
and will be holding three flying weeks,
one specifically for cross-country flying.
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Trailers

UK Repair Agent for Diamant
and Phoebus Sailplanes

YORKSHIRE - busy season ahead
and recruiting drive

GOLD heights still escape us but there
have been a number of ~ood climbs in
wave recently and some cracking thermal
days. New arrivals on the site are two
Kestrel 19s, a Pilatus B-4 and the longawaited club Blanik. We expect ,our
current recruiting drive wil! bring in
enough new pupils to keep the three twoseaters busy. To date we have 16 finn
entries for the Northems in August and
further entries are welcome,
With about 30 gliders on the site and
a record Jlumber of visitors booked, this
season promises to be our busiest yetall we Want is good weather.
S.V.G.

I SERVICE NEWS]
CRANWELL - re-decoration
celebrated

THE social side of the club started in
style in early April when we held a party
in our newly decorate~ clubhouse and
bar. Gp tapt King formally opened the
bar and we were joined by members from
Four Counties and East Midlands for the
celebration.
A flying start has been made on the
certificate 'side with Alan .Jury's Di.amond
height at Aboyne and John Delafield

completio.g his collection with a 23,OOOft
flight at Dishforth. Good conditions have
produced Bronze legs and last year's
wooden spoon winne.r's Silver distance.
Members are looking forwaro to cl'ewing and flying in forthcoming competi·
tions. Alan jury, our n~ eFI is fiying
our K-8 in the Junior Inter-Service competition alongside half the Cobra
syndicate, Emie Taylor and lvor Bishop.
Our vice-chairman, John Delafield, will,
of course, be defending his title at
L.asham in August.
A.S.R.
CULDROSE (RNGSA) - best
year yet

TIlE 1972 season was highlighted by the
winning of the Naval Air Command
Gliding Trophy, for numbers of launches,
hours flowm, A and B's and the. rest and
(touch fibreglass) an accident·free year.
The accent has been on training and 27
first solo's from our shifting population
has been most rewarding; als0 nine
Bronze C's, one of which was gained by
Miree We.n~, daughter o~ CFI Pete and
happy reCipient of a Whltbread Bursary.
She is photographed below with one of
our two Pirats, recently acquired with tbe
help. of the RNGSA, Nuffield Trust and
ourselves~what a club machine!
Winter achievements . . .? Six A and
B's., one Silver duration, one height and
another 4,QOOft climb without bamgraph
-will we never leam?-Qlle new instructor and another in the pipeline, and
over 1,000 launches since January using
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the wire (reverse pulley) alone. But what
we want is polyprQp, and I'm not referring to many tug aircraft (although
one would help)-aflY news on the
legendary rope?
Our old faithfuls, the two Capstans
continue to fly slowly enough to go up
in the exceedingly narrow West-eountry
thermaJs, so much so that, after half an
hour up, club rules now require the instructor to pay. The Pi rats go up even
better and are a delight to fly but even
their speed can't always ·ov'ercome a
strong headwind.
Although our problems include the
sh.ape of the Lizard Peninsula (life-jackets
wIll ~ worn for cloud-flying), don't
let that stop you from making us your
Diamond goal.

s.c.

FOUR COUNTIES - go wave
hunting
OUR 12 man March wave' hunt has

br~ught four Diamond and eight Gold
heIghts. Diamond climbs were made by
Bury Dobson.. Des Holeroft, Alan Jury,
Bob McLuclue, Harry Orme and Doc
Sauadby. Conditions were so good that
on ·one particular day when the wave
only extended to II,OOOft pilots were
complaining!
The. only club member who didn't gain
a certificate was the expedition organiser,
Bob Lyndon. Where's the justice in that?
Alan Farmer missed the expeditiOfl
but not to be outdone went to Dishforth
and collected his Gold height.
We now h;i<ve three full cat instructors,
Je!f Argent, Dennis Ballinger Brd Ral.ph
Dlxon, and lost Alan Jury who lea.ves us
to become CFI at Cranwell.
R.T.D.

PHOENIX (RAF BRUGGEN) ~
expedition with a difference

EIGHT members have spent nearly three
weeks in April gliding over the rugged
area around Issoire, some 20 miles south
of Clermont Ferrand in southern France.
Issoire is just to the east of the
Auvergne mountain chain which is part
of the Central Massif, and when a depression bOrn the Atlantic reaches the
Central Massif, there is 'sometimes a
wave system of up ta 30,OOOft.
They were recording, charting and
ana:1yslng w~ve conditions, comparing
t~elr data WIth meteorological informatlo.n: The findings will be passed on to
BntJsh and RAF gliding organisations.
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL
(Lee-on-Solent) - Texan thermals
WE are pleased to report the safe return
of "Hotel Delta", Humphry Dimock's
Kestrel 17 after its repair, Club members
lucky enough to fly this machine enthuse
about its perfonnance and superiority
over the club Skylark 4.
The season has started well for us.
Texan-type thermals were found over
Fareham ~uring the weekend of April 7
and 8 With some members reporting
climbs t.o a cloud base of 7,oooft. Among
these Richard Fox and "M itch" Mitchell
gained Silver height.
Our first expedition of the year took
place in April when nine club members
took the Capstan and Swallow to Nympsfield for a week. This was very successful
with every day except one soarable. 26
hours were flown and three Cs obtained.
On the ground equipment side Keith
Morton and his MT Committee have
worked long hours getting our old bus
mobile again and Torn Kneale has done
sterling work equipping it as a mobile
canteen.
R.F.L.

WREKIN (RAF COSFORD) competition minded
WflI~E

The e~1Hdition members photog,aphed du,ing
a lull In the flying. taking arcs! trom Diamond
alld Cold heigllt.
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our young pilots work hard
bnn&!ng the K-8 t~rough its major, our
pundIts are makmg new instrument
panels and fitting ground sets to their
cars for the coming GSA competitions.
A vote of thanks. to our recently
retired CFl George Ross who took over

18 months ago but now with a new house
and examinations on the agenda, felt it
necessary to resign. Peter Sturdgess, who
has been part of the Cosford scene for
some time, has taken over and we wish
him well.
•
Our local Boomerang is Chriss WalIer
who misses no opportunity to increase
the steadily climbing fund.
Dave Green has just collected our first
Silver distance of the year with a flight
of 64km to Bickmarsh.
K.M.R.

CORNISH GLIDING & FtVING CLUB
Gliding courses in mod.tn fleet from MAY
7th - B.G.A. categorised instructors - fine
soaring - lovely coastal airfield - ideal for
a dilferent family holiday.'
AERO·TOW AND CAR LAUNCHES
Details with plea~r. from: TIw Cour••
Secretory, Cornish Gndlng & Jlying

SCOTLANDWELL CARAVAN SITE
Only 1I2 mile from Portmoak Gliding
Club. Ideally situated for touring,
swimming, golf & fishing. Modern
toilet block with showers. Hot water free.
6 & 4 Berth Caravans for hire
on site
Tents & Tourers welcomed
D. L.. P8teraon, The Well G~r.g. S~tI.ndweU

KJnross-shire

reI: S~otlandwell 28'9

THE
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
wiah•• to thank their many friends whO have
offered and given 80 much generous assistance

aftet Ihe fI re. el Nymp.field.
~e are treating this a• • set..back rather than a
d,.aster and you are still v-ery weJ<:ome to come
and fly with us at any time.
Ring 045-386 342 or wrile 10:

Club, TrayeBas Airfield, PerJ'Oftporth, Comwaft.
leL D.yo.... 16251.

BRISlOL. GLOUCfSHRSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Nym~fleld, Slonehouse, Glo•• GL10 3tX

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
(ABERDEENSHIRE) LTD.

DEVONSHIRE SOARING
CLUB

AEROTOW COURSES

Dunkeswell Aerodrome
Honiton, O.von

A flexible booking system allows the
dual pilot to plan his own programme,
from a concentrated week's instruction to a leisurely rate of progress
with time off to enjoy the other
attractions of the area.

WAVE & THERMAL SOARING
Private Qwners and other solo pilots
always welcome all year to sample t/'le
excellent soaring conditions available
on Deeside.
Details from: A. J. Middletliln,

56 S1. Ronan's Drive, Peterculter,
Aberdeen, AB lORD

Tel. Luppitt 643
or Ottery-St-Mary 2928
We are a new club on a well tried
site, offering both Aero and Auto
tow launch High perlormancefleet
Blanik, K·6E, SHK and Standard
Cirrus. Open seven days each
week, ring us at the above for
details of our five day course or
make a booking for your own
machine and be looked after with
the old Devonian hospitality in a
glorious West Country surrounding. Write for brochure, Secretary
22 Coleridge Road, Ottery-5t:
Mary Ex 11-1TD.
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The HEREFORDS""IRE GLIDING
CLUB in addition to its Aerotow and
Motor Falke based

There is no better place to

fly from than

THE LONG MYND

HOLIDAY COURSES

home of the

also offers

Micllancl Glicling Club Umitecl

three and five-day

INTENSIVE COURSES
for the man in a hurry
and
far glider pilots of Bronze C standard
and above, a limited number -of

WHY NOT COME AND SEE FOR
YOURSElF?
Private Owners welcome
(Advance booking necessary)
Holiday courses

SLMGPPL COURSES
A postcard to the Course Secretary

D. L. Davis
Cherry Trees
Galhampton
YEOVIL, Somerset
brings all the details by return

Apr il- October

All Enquiri••:
Course SecNtary
Tea. Shrewsbury 4131
(24 hour answering service)
Or if you haw lime 10 wrile(!)
256 Crowme... Road, ShNwsbury,
5Y25LF

4.2.3.6.
FOR MISERABLE PRIVATE OWNERS
Come and cheer up at Compton Abbas. Our 3 tugs are at
your disposal. We also have a BLANIK and a PIRAT.
Why waste soaring time on the ground looking for rigging
help or waiting for a tug?
We can rig, launch and retrieve you.
Incidentally if your Comp. No. is included in the series
above in the correct sequence, we will give you your
first launch free.
Apply to: R. L Knight,
Dorset Flying Club,
Compton Abbas Airfield,
Ashmore,
Salisbury, Wilts.
THE DORSET ,REGIONALS '73 ENTRY LIST IS NOW CLOSED
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LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reii\Ch of
London and the Midlands by road
Oust off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment inclUding tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winterl, licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities.
Visitors welcome.
Write for 1973 course brochure or
club membership details to the
Manager or ring 0582·63419.

*
*
*
*
*
*

COME TO KENT THIS YEARi
Profes.lonal lnatructora for ab-lnltloe,
T-49 and Blanlk tor a_need trainIng.
South...... facing ridge for uC t l • and Bronz....
excellent thermal soaring, .,otow facilities.

W_kly and fortnightly couraaa from
£31.90
Telephon. Challock 307 or writ. to the
Kent Gliding Ch,b. Challock. Mhford. Kent.

Northumbria Gilding Club
Currock Hili
The English Wave Site
Situated ten miles _.t of N.wcaatl. upon none.
Learn to gild. on • week'. holiday CQuraa from
£19 to £24 per week, or bring your _n glider
tor • winch 01' _ _ ,launch Into the Pennine
Lea Wava and do Sll..r C Duration at Gol!l C
Height

D
litsd8Ie. 1,Il

,,-, G. lrown
Morpeth. NOtIhumberlend
NE61 )AI

LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY
INTRODUCTORY COURSES - motor gtider
INTERMEDIATE COURSES - motor glider and glider
GLIDER COURSES - ASK 13 Ka 7
ADVANCED TRAINING - arranged to suit you by
OEREK PIGGOn
AEROTOW AND CAR LAUNCHES- every f1yable day all the year round
OEREK PIGGOTT CFI - PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTORS

The Secretary will gladly send detalls of

MEMBERSHIP -

coukSES -

LASHAM AIRFIELD, Nr. ALTON, HANTS.

FACILITIES

Tel. Herrlard 270
235
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WYCOMBE GLIDING
SCHOOL
AIRWAYS FLYING CLUB
THAMES VALLEY GLrDING CLUB
5-day residenlial courses from
March to September.
All aerolows and modern training fleet
ensures a ~roubre·free FuN holiday
with the accent on flying.
This excellent thermal sile has c1ubh~Jse,
'bar., canleen and accommodalion.
Whether an· ab-initio Of an advanced
pilol ,our J professional' instructors can
cater for all Your flying requirements.

For more rletail. apply 10:
The Secretary (SO)
Wycombe Gliding School,
Wycombe Air Park, Booker,
Marlow, Bucks.
Tel. High Wycombe 29263

Don't come on Christmas Day

.

Any other day we shall welcome you, help you to rig and
give you a launch.
We have some of the finest soaring country in Britain and
an aerotow system to give you the best chance of
exploiting it.
Bring your own aircraft, or use oursBlaniks, Pilatus 84, Olympia
or Motor Falkes.

2a

Five day holiday courses for beginners and
intermediate pilots.

Southern Soaring, Inkpen Airfield, Shalbourne, Wilts.
Oxenwood 239
Agents for Pllatus Sailplanes of Switzerland

WEST WALES GLIDING CLUB
HAVERFORDWEST

SUMMER COURSES

Withyb"s,h Ai,r.ld is c."lrefty lituared 'or 0"" 70
fniles of N.tionel PI,k co-ttli... and unspoilt beech«'
for yo", f.mily holidays.
Ab-i.ilio courses on FaJke, Capsta. In:d T21B.

~n.ble.

u. to

gi~

each course membe, more

flying and more tuition than fNer b~tor•• In "ct-,

we guarantee the amount of gliding you will 081.
It tor any r..-son you 10•• time In the .It,
generous refunds are 9iven. Write now tor fUll
ctetJlils end brochure:

May to Oclol>«.

CatrlPlnSll .lId uravan f.cUiti,. a",.i&iIbl•.
Brochure & fuller iafonutiaa tram GItd,ing Seer...,.,
136 HAVEN RD., HAV£ltfOltDWEST
Tol. He-Offordweot 3156

For OlJr 1973 gliding prognlmme 'We .re offetlnQ
courses based exclusivel)' on aerOtOW8. This

I

WORCESTERSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
Bidford on Avon, Wores.

WE ARE AT THE TOP
OF THE FINEST RIDGE IN THE COUNTRY
WHY NOT COME AND FLY WITH US
VISITORS ARE ASSURED OF A FRIENDLY WELCOME
Details from: THE SECRETARY, YORKSHIRE GliDING CLUB,
SUTTON BANK, THIRSK, YORKSHIRE
Tel. SUTTON 237
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............. European Gliding Competitions

